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This writing examines the work of seduction plots in novels of the early republic. I 

note that seduction follows an arc from its sentimental origins in mid eighteenth century 

English literature to American authors’ abandonment of it in the nineteenth century 

(American) sentimental novel. I argue that, as people faced changes to familiar work 

and exchange patterns brought by the shift to market production and capital investment, 

they struggled with what these changes might mean for women’s labor and marriages. 

These anxieties fused in fictional portrayals of women’s seduction and in lessons 

seduction plots offered about women’s possible management of economics and labor in 

affective relationships. I start by examining the economic aspects of rape and 

prostitution in The Power of Sympathy (1789) and Charlotte Temple (1794). I note that 

falling protagonists act as sites of unresolved competing moral and economic meanings, 

and I argue that the bodies of fallen upper- or middling-class women are mourned while 

the lives of working women, prostitutes included, goes unexamined. Then, I examine 

how The Coquette (1797) and Female Quixotism (1801) center on a courtship 

conundrum of middling- and upper-class unsettled women about the need to reconcile 
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the limited supply of available mates with the onus for women to love the most 

appropriate suitor. I maintain that these novels articulated companionate love as a 

means to balance rational and affective evaluations. Next, I discuss the ways in which 

Ormond, or the Secret Witness (1799) and Kelroy (1812) challenge the expectations of 

the seduction plot. I argue that these novels show competition undergirding the 

marriage contract and articulate supportive labor and an understanding of economics as 

qualities that make young women worthy mates. Finally, I explore how The Factory Girl 

(1814) and The Female Marine (1815-1818) offer new ways to value women’s labor and 

lives after seduction. I argue that their authors emphasized women’s agency in adapting 

their labor to exigent circumstances and portrayed flexible expectations for middle-class 

decorum. Ultimately, I argue that the seduction plot helped women consider the 

necessary balance between virtue and economizing labor when middling class status 

was at risk.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Over the years, scholars examining British and American literatures have 

confronted a “sentimental” problem that inhibits a good deal of productive scholarship. 

Part of this problem lies in the use of terminology: for each national literature, the genre 

“sentimental novel” designates different authors, texts, and narrative investments. 

Because scholars do not share a common vocabulary, it can be difficult to compare the 

eighteenth-century novels of Daniel Defoe and Samuel Richardson to early American 

seduction stories to the nineteenth-century American formulaic fictions about girls 

developing into womanhood. Another element of this problem involves the pitfalls of 

privileging emotion. For example, Ann Douglas sees the use of sentiment as 

acknowledging defeat at the start while Joseph Fichtelberg sees it as a way of 

managing economic crises. By favoring the study of protagonists’ or readers’ feelings, it 

is easy for scholars to overlook what actions authors may advise or readers may take.  

Acknowledging the range and complexity of the issues at stake in scholarship 

associated with the novels labeled sentimental, in this dissertation, I describe a number 

of shared enterprises in eighteenth-century British and late eighteenth- and early 

nineteenth-century American novels to chart a trajectory in thinking about women, sex, 

economics, and labor. By focusing on the seduction plot featured in a number of early 

American novels, I explore how the seduction plot alludes to and obscures discussions 

of women’s possible labor in relation to the market revolution and transition to 

capitalism. I argue that novels featuring seduction plots were primarily concerned with 

the economic stability of families and expressed anxieties about daughters’ adaptive 

labor. Though many authors declared that they wrote their novels to present moral 
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guidance, seduction plots offered practical information about crisis management to their 

readers as well. Showing how questionable sexual contact might put women at 

economic risk or compromise their marital options, authors helped readers conceive the 

kinds of unpaid or paid labor they might perform in support of a marital home.  

As the ideology of companionate marriage expanded, seduction fell to subplot 

status in American novels, but the love that authors described and that early Americans 

valued was no unquantifiable emotion. Instead, this form of love, which I term 

companionate love, held that husband and wife were equals and expected that they 

would fulfill gender-specific marital duties, express affection, and evince respect for one 

another. While the development of companionate love replaced an older marriage 

model wherein marriage was determined by kinship and property, the economic impact 

of marriage did not diminished. If anything, the financial stakes for the parties to a 

marriage increased due to the changes brought by new economic systems. I maintain 

that, in calling spouses to perform emotionally and materially supportive duties, 

companionate love hedged against economic risks associated with the labors husbands 

and wives might undertake in the market and wage economies and helped guide the 

money they might invest in capital enterprises.  

With the specter of seduction banished in so-called American sentimental novels 

of the nineteenth-century, authors used religious and didactic language to productively 

depict girls developing into womanhood. Forwarding calls for young girls to temper their 

emotions and be attentive to their duties to others, authors of these coming-of-age 

novels also showed their protagonists making sound economic decisions and laboring 

in support of themselves or adopted families. Through these actions, young women 
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marked themselves as marriage-worthy as well as fit entrants into paid labor or other 

economic endeavors.  

Often presented as a woman’s moral failing, seduction in eighteenth-century 

novels carries numerous analogues to possible dangers inherent in new economic 

systems. The ability for young women to be duped by false promises associated with 

seduction proper could be likened to financial fraud. Opportunities for seducers to 

circulate sexuality without commitment mirrored the opportunities opened by new jobs 

which detached workers from their families. If taken on willingly, prostitution could be 

compared to one’s exploitation of questionable new economic opportunities, and, if 

pursued as the work of last resort, it could signal the pitfalls of speculation and financial 

failure. Finally, rape could evoke competition between people of different classes as 

well as mark the loss of traditional protections for women as fathers and husbands took 

employment further from the home.  

To unlock some limitations to the study of British and American sentimental 

novels and to inaugurate my examination of seduction’s lessons about economics, 

women, and labor, I make three moves in this Introduction. First, I sketch out some 

problems with the use of the term “sentimental novel,” which, in practice, refers to three 

different types of novels, and I illuminate the separations and overlaps in the 

investments of each type of novel. Second, I detail some explicit lessons that Daniel 

Defoe and Samuel Richardson offer about the management of money, the risks 

associated with sexual contact, and evaluative criteria used for marriage in Pamela, 

Clarissa, Moll Flanders, and Roxana. Finally, I review current scholarship about 
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seduction, economic systems, and the early American novel to provide the context for 

my project.  

In the end, I argue that, though the seduction plot many authors employed in 

early American novels was framed in moral terms, authors alluded to practical lessons 

young women might learn about their vulnerability given their evolving socioeconomic 

class positions and the kinds of courtship crises they might encounter. Some important 

lessons call for women to adapt their labor to the marketplace when faced with financial 

woes and to think carefully about how to create companionate love with a suitor given 

the limitations of the marriage market. Additionally, I argue that authors of less well-

known or studied novels effectively push the limits of the seduction plot to reveal the 

clear association with poverty and sexual violence as well as detail the competitiveness 

inherent the marriage contract.  

Which “Sentiment”?: Working with Unstable Genre Terminology 

The use of the term “sentimental” to describe different types of novels has an 

important history which yields separate definitions of the genre for scholars of British 

and American literatures. In the eighteenth-century, British authors depicted emotional 

outpourings in novels labeled sentimental and poetry termed romantic. Regardless, the 

term “sentimental” slipped over time to categorize an entirely different kind of novel—

formulaic American novels about girls struggling to grow into womanhood and written by 

women from the 1820s through the 1860s. An exploration of how these genres diverge 

tells us a good deal about changes in authorial concerns over time. In particular, it 

shows authors revealing an evolution of societal thinking about how women’s concerns 

including courting, marriage, childbirth, and paid and unpaid labor were being 

considered during the gradual changes in economic systems.  
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Though British and American forms of the sentimental novel certainly share 

emotional scenes of distress, one important distinction between them involves the 

situation of sex and women’s agency within the narratives. In eighteenth-century 

sentimental novels, authors often evoked reader sympathy by describing a young 

woman’s seduction and weak sense of agency. In the so-called nineteenth-century 

American sentimental novels, though, girl protagonists never face seduction as a threat 

in their development into womanhood. Perhaps because authors do not call their 

protagonists’ virtue into question, these fictional young women may exercise a limited 

degree of agency in shaping their lives. In this section, I explain some of the cognitive 

disconnects that occur with the application of the term “sentimental” to British and 

American novels, and I maintain that the unresolved issues at stake in continued calls 

for and offerings of alternate terminology within American literature scholarship form an 

initial barrier to the work I do in this dissertation as well as an abundance of other work 

which might be done. 

Current definitions of “sentimental novel” are either absent in literary handbooks 

or refer to the British form of the genre.1 In The Oxford Handbook of Literary Terms, 

editor Chris Baldick credits Samuel Richardson’s Pamela, or Virtue Rewarded (1740) 

                                            
1 Some handbooks of literary terms that exclude definitions of sentimental novel include the following: 
Handbook of Literary Terms: Literature, Language, Theory compiled by X. J. Kennedy, Dana Gioia, and 
Mark Bauerlein (New York: Pearson/Longman, 2005). Handbooks that include a definition of sentimental 
novel in keeping with Baldick’s: William Harmon’s and C. Hugh Holman’s A Handbook to Literature, 
eighth edition (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2000).   

 In Cambridge Introduction to the 19th Century Novel, Gregg Cane defines “sentimental novel” by 
noting “perhaps more than any other single factor, sentimental novels are defined by their depiction of the 
conversion moment, the moment when a flood of emotion transforms the individual, revealing moral truths 
and human connections previously ignored by or invisible to the convert” (104). In his definition, he 
describes the version to which Baym refers as the storyline “most associated with the sentimental novel” 
(113), and he indexes this description under “female bildungsroman.” I offer Crane’s definition in a 
footnote because his articulation of a generalized American sentimental novel and a more particular form 
called “female bildungsroman” is not presently supported by scholars of American literature.  
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with establishing the parameters for this genre; he notes that typical examples “exhibit 

the close connections between virtue and sensibility, in repeatedly tearful scenes; a 

character’s feeling for the beauties of nature and for the griefs of others is taken as a 

sign of a pure heart” (234). Following this definition, Baldick lists representative 

sentimental novels, all of them written by European men. He notes,  

an excessively sentimental example is Henry Mackenzie’s The Man of 
Feeling (1771), but Oliver Goldsmith’s The Vicar of Wakefield (1766) and 
Laurence Sterne’s A Sentimental Journey (1768) are more ironic. In 
Europe, the most important sentimental novels were J.-J. Rousseau’s La 
Nouvelle Héloïse (1761) and J. W. von Goethe’s The Sorrows of Young 
Werther (1774; see Wertherism)” (234).  

In this definition, both men and women may act as a novel’s protagonist, and emotion 

arises from any event from Pamela’s ardent defense of her sexual virtue to Werther’s 

steadfast but unrequited love to the multiple trials of the Vicar, Dr. Primrose. 

By the 1940s, critics of American literature were extending the term “sentimental” 

to American novels written by women during the nineteenth century. In his seminal text, 

American Renaissance (1941), F. O. Mattheison expressed disinterest in what he 

labeled the sentimental novel, preferring, instead, to examine the “imaginative vitality” of 

the “best books” of the antebellum period (xi). In a similar vein, in 1960, Leslie Fiedler 

described the typical heroine of these novels as “a dull and embarrassing figure, a 

monster of virtue” (75). For American literary scholars, the use of this term stuck, 

occasioning both a break from its historical use and its use by British literary scholars. 

Over the years, scholars of American literature have used and proposed alternate terms 
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to sentimental novel such as woman’s fiction, domestic novel, and novel of sensibility,2 

but none of these designations have effectively supplanted its use.  

Describing the general formula for the so-called American sentimental novels, in 

Woman’s Fiction, Nina Baym notes that they typically feature a protagonist who starts 

the narrative as a young girl, bereft of caring parents. Through the course of the 

narrative, the young woman grows into adulthood by learning to manage hardships, by 

controlling her own passions, and by seeking out an appropriate husband. Though 

authors of these novels used a formula, they drew on countless variations in character, 

plot, and degree of didacticism. In so doing, they were able to promote examples of 

women’s appropriate behavior in coming-of-age stories in which they describe how their 

privileged protagonists should feel, but they also ponder work protagonists should do. 

These novels enjoyed great popularity, and the women who wrote them earned enough 

money to help support their families which, in turn, caused additional women to take up 

their pens. In demand from the 1830s to the 1860s, some bestsellers included Susan 

                                            
2 In All the Happy Endings (1956), Helen Waite Papashvily uses the term domestic fiction to describe the 
so-called American sentimental novels. In the 1970s, Baym proposed “woman’s fiction” as an alternate 
term. Perhaps because it is irrevocably tied to recuperative work of the 1970s women’s liberation 
movement and because it might conceivably refer to novels of any time period and/or nationality or any 
novels written by or for women, it failed to gain traction.  

 In “Novels of Transition: from Sentimental to Domestic Novel,” Winfred Fluck offers a finely 
detailed description of the domestic novel. He indicates that it involves a woman’s “successful 
socialization in the family circle,” noting, “this is the world of the novel of manners, or, more precisely, of 
the domestic novel in which social learning replaces the exclusive focus on the cultivation of affect which 
is still typical of the sentimental novel” (111). Fluck further clarifies his definition of “domestic novel” by 
noting that the novel of manners and the domestic novel can be separated from one another by virtue of 
their investments in the size of social relations and the sources of self-esteem. He argues, “in the novel of 
manners, [the heroine] is primarily a social being (so that her story becomes part of a regeneration of the 
social body), in the domestic novel, due to its origin in religious fiction and evangelism, she is primarily a 
moral being who is measured by her capacity for self-sacrifice” (111). Following Fluck’s reading, then, 
scholars attempting to navigate among the sentimental novel, the novel of manners, and the domestic 
novel must be fastidious about the degree of sentimental feeling, social learning, and/or religiosity 
involved within a narrative—a daunting task. 
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Warner’s The Wide, Wide World (1850) and Susanna Maria Cummins’s The 

Lamplighter (1854), both of which outsold novels from Hawthorne and Melville alike.  

Examining the two types of novel laying claim to the term “sentimental,” I see 

different but overlapping narrative ventures that logically split these novels into two 

genres and draw attention to the place of seduction in them. The original sentimental 

novel written in the eighteenth-century European tradition3 is concerned mainly with a 

protagonist’s suffering, and, because authors aimed to stimulate emotional excess in 

the reader, a protagonist’s failure or death is the typical result. Authors of sentimental 

novels often used seduction plots to generate their protagonists’ emotions and promote 

reader sympathy. Alternately, in the so-called American sentimental novel written in the 

nineteenth century, authors depict girl protagonists accessing agency to overcome the 

void left by a loss, typically the loss of parents. The expectations for a young woman’s 

coming-of-age story call for her to confront emotional and material obstacles, overcome 

them, and find happiness, usually, with a fitting husband.4 Regardless, it is important to 

note that at no point in these novels does seduction (or the rape or prostitution 

associated with it) become a threat. Where the seduction story is one of failure, the 

coming-of-age story is one of success, and I believe that the subtraction of seduction as 

a risk to a protagonist is the single most important reason authors may depict young 

women accessing agency in these nineteenth-century novels. 

Though the formula that authors used in constructing coming-of-age novels 

seems simple, the cultural work that these texts accomplished in helping nineteenth-
                                            
3 Following historical and current-day definitional usage, in this dissertation, I use the term “sentimental 
novel” to refer to these novels. 
4 Because of the problems I outline here with the use of the term “sentimental novel,” I refer to the 
nineteenth-century American version of the genre as “coming-of-age novel.” 
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century readers envision how to meet hardships was enormous. While each novel 

encountered a new protagonist with unique problems, all of them emphasized a young 

woman’s ability to solve problems using a careful, reasoned, and thoughtful approach. 

Each of these novels carried a didactic message, but, within this context, authors 

showed young women struggling to survive and vilified individuals or institutions which 

harmed their protagonists. Helen Waite Papishvily argues that, in these novels, “the 

quiet women revolted,” and she notes that “the pages reveal the tactics women 

adopted, the weapons they chose, the victories they sought—and finally won” (24). 

Though authors show protagonists in these novels fighting against their own desires, 

they do so to address the social, political, and economic inequalities that women faced 

during the nineteenth century and to envision young women creating economically 

solvent families and, when necessary, finding remunerative labor. 

Unlike the coming-of-age stories of the nineteenth century, novels featuring 

seduction plots had no clear formula, though authors did typically fulfill a set of 

expectations in depicting seduction. Often, authors do not clearly indicate the point at 

which a protagonist is seduced; as a result, a young woman’s acquiescence to sexual 

coercion is frequently in doubt. Additionally, authors show that, after a protagonist’s fall, 

there is no avenue through which she may recover; indeed, they usually portray the 

young woman dying or going mad. Because social opinion still held that novel reading 

threatened young women’s virtue and because novels with seduction plots did feature 

sexually-suggestive material, authors frequently included prefaces that explained their 

intent and punished illicit sexual relations within the story to cement their moral 

authority.  
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As I have noted, the British sentimental novel, seduction plots, and the coming-

of-age novel have distinct but overlapping expectations and subject matters, and, 

keeping an eye out for these distinctions, one may see the danger involved in labeling 

as sentimental all novels in which authors aim to elicit emotion. For example, one could 

choose to define both The Sorrows of Young Werther (1774) and Charlotte Temple 

(1794) as sentimental novels because their authors depict emotional protagonists and 

seek to elicit readers’ sympathy. Regardless, this association overlooks the risks that 

Charlotte runs when unguarded by her parents as well as the power inequities between 

Werther’s sadness at the absence of love and Charlotte’s grief at the loss of her lover’s 

emotional and financial support. Likewise, one could group together Charlotte Temple 

(1794) and The Wide, Wide World (1850) as sentimental novels, but, in so doing, one 

might overlook the disparate suffering that women protagonists experience. A pregnant 

Charlotte’s abandonment in America does not equal Ellen Montgomery’s hatred of living 

with her aunt after her mother’s death. Though characters who grieve their broken 

hearts, endure seduction, and learn discipline all suffer in some manner, it is unwise to 

equate their affective experiences because the material causes of these pains have 

different economic, political, and social causes and implications for readers.  

Given these overlaps and disconnects, it is important to indicate some directions 

scholars are taking in their studies and to specify possible cautions to them. One 

avenue of inquiry scholars are pursuing is to (re)value the affective in literature, and 

British sentimental novels, seduction plots, and coming-of-age novels are all amenable 

to this kind of study. In Keywords for American Cultural Studies, June Howard details 

the meaning and history of the term “sentiment.” She explains that it “marks the 
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recognition that emotions are social and historical…that they are structured and shared” 

(213). Citing the eighteenth-century philosophical and literary works in which authors 

articulated the value of cultivating sentiment, she indicates, “in this conceptual system, 

the process of identification—how an individual puts himself or herself in someone 

else’s place and claims knowledge of what that other person is thinking and feeling—

establishes the grounds for virtuous behavior and a humane social order” (214). To be 

sure, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century readers would have been interested in 

sentiment as they read and would have seen fellow-feeling as an important aspect of 

their daily lives.  

As Michelle Burnham argues, though, privileging sentiment comes with risks; she 

maintains that “sentiment is a slippery category” (348) and that sentimental discourse 

has an “ambivalent heart” (353). Howard notes that “discussions of sentiment always 

depend upon concepts of emotion—itself a poorly understood phenomenon” (213), but 

she gives little input as to how emotions may be understood in scholarly evaluations of 

sentimental writing. In addition, a number of scholars note that sentiment was 

frequently, and problematically, associated with domesticity, which was conceived as a 

protective space, and by extension, maternity. Challenging ideological constructions of 

motherhood, Stephanie Smith maintains that “maternal iconography was never as 

untroubled or as static as it was represented to be, rather, it was and is rife with moral, 

social, and politically charged tensions” (14). Though ideals of domesticity offered 

women protection, they also helped ensure limits on women’s behavior and 

opportunities. In addition, sentiment could be used as a destructive force; Laura Wexler 

argues that the sentimentalism of coming-of-age novels had an “expansive, imperial 
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project” that “aimed at the subjection of different classes and even races who were 

compelled to play not the leading roles but the human scenery before which the 

melodrama of middle-class redemption could be enacted” (15). Structuring expectations 

for their readers, coming-of-age novels did some political work to address the problems 

of white women and their families, but the limits within which this work was performed 

helped sustain multiple systems of oppression. As a result, scholars should be wary of 

investing too fully in the study of feeling and its constituent power dynamics without 

considering its relation to other important concepts such as race, gender, and material 

realities. 

Crucial to any exploration of sentiment is the understanding that this affective 

language suffused political, economic, and fictional writings during a time in which 

American women experienced near invisibility under the law. In Women of the Republic 

Linda Kerber observes that, following common law imported from England, American 

women were considered legally “covered” by their fathers and, after marriage, their 

husbands. The term femme covert referred to this legal non-personhood and stood in 

opposition to the status of femme sole, a role that few women were allowed. In the 

political arena, this meant that women could not vote or hold office, and, when women 

engaged in paid labor, their wages belonged, by law, to their fathers or husbands 

(Kerber 119-121). Likewise, women were not allowed to enter into contracts. Though 

most laws associated with coverture curtailed women’s agency, some offered partial 

protections. Marylynn Salmon notes that exceptions included the recognition of dower 

rights, some access to femme sole trader status, and provisions for divorce, but she 

cautions that these exceptions varied widely by state and tended to be offered only 
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when they would mitigate state support of orphaned daughters, abandoned wives, or 

widows. It was not until the mid-nineteenth century that the law of coverture would face 

significant opposition with the passage of the first Married Women’s Property Acts.    

Employing Women in Eighteenth-Century Fiction: Some Notes on Money, Sex, 
and Matrimony from Daniel Defoe and Samuel Richardson 

Scholars considering the interplay of money, sex, and matrimony in eighteenth-

century seduction plots have a lot to glean from the novels of Daniel Defoe and Samuel 

Richardson. In texts predating the creation of a seduction plot, they teased out women’s 

prospects at the nexus of a new sexual ideology and changes to economic systems and 

working patterns. In Moll Flanders (1722) and Roxanna (1724), Daniel Defoe portrayed 

a widow and an abandoned wife who must support themselves financially. In Pamela 

(1740) and Clarissa; or, the History of a Young Lady (1747-8), Samuel Richardson 

depicted young women whose marital choices are influenced by their families’ economic 

circumstances and dictates. Though Defoe and Richardson describe women whose life 

experiences vary significantly, the common thread running through each novel is the 

fight for economically and sexually vulnerable women to survive and thrive outside of, or 

in spite of, paternal or spousal authority.  

Scholars of the novel discuss the importance of Defoe and Richardson to the 

creation of this new genre. In The Rise of the Novel, Ian Watt argues that the formal 

realism that characterizes the writing of Defoe, Richardson, and Fielding marks the 

novel as a genre which presents individual experience. Watt notes, “the novel's plot is 

also distinguished from most previous fiction by its use of past experience as the cause 

of present action: a causal connection operating through time replaces the reliance of 

earlier narratives on disguises and coincidences, and this tends to give the novel a 
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much more cohesive structure” (22). This observation is important when one examines 

the lives of the multiple protagonists Defoe and Richardson characterize; Moll, Roxana, 

Pamela, and Clarissa are each more beholden to their own consciousness than to 

social mores, and the novels in which their stories are presented are shaped such that 

multiple assessments of their lives are open to readers. In her groundbreaking Desire 

and Domestic Fiction: a Political History of the Novel, Nancy Armstrong considers the 

place of gender and desire in the history of the novel. She indicates, “one cannot 

distinguish the production of the new female ideal either from the rise of the novel or 

from the rise of the new middle classes in England” (8). Here, her work is important 

because, should Moll or Roxana have provided the example around which this new 

female ideal formed, we would envision women’s economic and affective agency 

differently.  

Given these treatments of the genre, it is important to note the degree to which 

an individual novel could influence the shape of writing to come. Of the novels 

mentioned above, one protagonist would come to revolutionize sexual expectations for 

women readers and generic conventions for novels. In The Rape of Clarissa: Writing, 

Sexuality and Class Struggle in Samuel Richardson’s Pamela, Terry Eagleton notes 

that Pamela became “less a ‘novel’ than a password or badge of allegiance” and “[a 

lynchpin] of an entire ideological formation” (5). Throughout the novel, Pamela proves 

her worth by resisting her master’s sexual advances on religious grounds while she 

lovingly works to reform his morals. By valuing her chastity, she affects a shift in 

economic station, moving from Mr. B—’s servant to his wife. Armstrong argues that, 

when Richardson limited his protagonist’s sexuality to domesticity and marriage, he 
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influenced other writers to follow suit such that the expectation that love and sex be 

limited to marriage would become a social norm for women of all classes (9). From this 

point of view, a woman’s investment in a marital contract guaranteeing companionate 

love became valuable, given the range of choices she might make, and that the fictional 

heroines Moll Flanders and Roxana did make, in changing economic and sexual 

climates. But Richardson’s novel was not without its critics. Thomas Keymer and Alice 

Wakely note that, in Shamela, Henry Fielding “burlesques Richardson’s heroine as a 

semi-literate speaker” and “a deviously whorish social climber” (xxvi). While Fielding 

expressed an extreme reaction to the novel, Richardson’s narrative was unusual in its 

vision and did not receive unanimous approbation upon publication.    

While Pamela became iconic and helped inaugurate the sentimental novel, Moll 

Flanders, Roxana, and Clarissa found a less easy fit into the histories of sexuality and 

literature. Even so, the alternate, uglier story that Pamela tells when considered in the 

company of her undervalued narrative sisters is quite compelling. In the Introduction to 

Roxana, David Blewett calls Defoe’s novel “strange” (9), and this descriptor applies 

equally well to Moll Flanders and Clarissa. Considering the novels’ economic 

implications, one sees that, unlike Pamela, Moll, Roxana, and Clarissa are unable to 

“marry” love and money. In their narratives, they struggle to establish lasting happiness 

because of bleak economic circumstances, opportunistic suitors or relatives, or guilt 

over sexual liaisons. Though a number of scholars have examined the role of 

economics in one or more of these novels5, the conversation that Moll Flanders, 

                                            
5 Mona Scheuermann observes that, like a number of female characters in eighteenth century novels, 
Moll Flanders and Roxana are “intensely aware of finances and markedly interested in getting and 
keeping money” because “having money of [their] own is seen as virtually the only way that a woman can 
be both safe and independent” (311). While obtaining money is an important concern, in my reading, the 
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Roxana, Pamela, and Clarissa create in regard to sex, love, and money bears fuller 

examination.  

Considered in relation to Pamela’s match, the unfortunate marriages that Defoe 

and Richardson depict in Moll Flanders, Roxana, and Clarissa have a few important 

repercussions. First, they give women the opportunity to act as economic agents out of 

necessity. In these novels, readers confront women who must find and use any means 

necessary to survive outside of a husband’s or father’s purview. Frequently, Defoe and 

Richardson depict these women managing hardship by economizing and entering into 

supportive affective relationships: these strategies include managing money wisely; 

being willing to remarry; accepting the support of a lover; understanding personal 

vulnerability; and being brave. In Moll Flanders and Roxana, the protagonists’ choices 

of remunerative work include engaging in prostitution. Resisting her family’s choice of a 

suitor, Clarissa grapples with the possibility of claiming her grandfather’s gift of property 

so that she may leave her abusive family. Though the authors never develop the ability 

of these heroines to function as independent economic actors into full-blown 

competition with men, it is a mark of how worrying Defoe and Richardson believe this 

agency might be to readers that the characters are frequently alarmed by their own 

thoughts of independence or actions to taken to secure it.  

The second important repercussion of unfortunate marriages in Moll Flanders, 

Roxana, and Clarissa is that they show the potential failings of marriage’s relation to the 

opportunities offered by the market economy and capitalism at the beginning of these 
                                                                                                                                             
combination of ways whereby women support themselves is more compelling. In “‘I Am Become a Mere 
Usurer’: Pamela and Domestic Stock-Jobbing,” Catherine Ingrassia says “Pamela’s preoccupation with 
investment, credit, and the construction of virtue suggests a wider cultural anxiety about a woman’s use 
of her sexual, financial, and textual capital—an anxiety informed by the changing notions of property” 
(par. 39). 
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economic systems. Defoe and Richardson examine the circumstances of their heroines’ 

suffering by clearly identifying root causes. Bad actors are indicted for their inability to 

effectively undertake economic matters or their unwillingness to consider love over 

money.  

Because the relation of the new sexual ideology had yet to solidify in relation to a 

shift to a market economy and start of capitalist enterprise, Defoe and Richardson did 

not hide their concerns for women behind sentimentality. As scholars attest, Defoe and 

Richardson were quite interested in women’s concerns—especially in relation to 

courting and marriage—and these matters frequently arose in their novels. During his 

lifetime, Defoe was a businessman, election-opinion sampler, spy, and writer concerned 

with “the publick Welfare” (Backscheider ix). Looking at divorce law in early modern 

England, Melissa Ganz indicates that, in Moll Flanders, “Defoe criticizes the canon law 

practice of recognizing the exchange of unsolemnized and unwitnessed vows” and that 

he “criticizes the canon law rule that absolutely prohibits a deserted wife from 

remarrying” (159). Working as a master printer, Samuel Richardson wrote and rewrote 

with the help of two groups of reviewers, one comprised of professional writers and one 

made up of a group of ladies (Ross 15). The women gave particular perspective to his 

development of women protagonists Pamela and Clarissa.   

This point is important because these authors depict money, desire, and 

marriage affecting fictional women’s lives very realistic ways such that all four novels 

under discussion simulate some degree of verisimilitude. Consistently, Defoe’s and 

Richardson’s heroines encounter material circumstances such as death of a provider 

and loss of finances that were familiar to readers. While Moll Flanders is characterized 
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as a picaresque novel and Roxana is labeled a tragedy, both draw on the structure and 

expectations of true crime memoirs. Popular reading during the eighteenth century, 

these memoirs provided accounts of criminal activity, but they also explained the 

particular economic contexts within which crimes were committed. Additionally, Pamela 

and Clarissa suggest authenticity through the epistolary format used to structure the 

novels. Letter writing was widely practiced during the eighteenth century, and, while 

personal letters were not typically published, they were often circulated widely among 

friends and family. Familiar with protagonists’ obstacles and these novels’ structural 

forms, readers encountered some intriguing ideas about women’s agency in their 

pages.  

The ability of women readers to relate to the plights of Defoe’s and Richardson’s 

women protagonists is further strengthened by the authors’ nuanced characterizations 

of these women. While Defoe and Richardson show pressure from fathers or suitors 

influencing protagonists’ decisions, each young woman emerges as a rich, fully-

developed character with the ability to understand the economic implications of her 

actions and to reason through her available choices. By depicting their protagonists 

understanding how sex and love relate to financial assets, employment options, and 

property holdings, Defoe and Richardson present women capable of navigating 

uncertain worlds. Moreover, in the moments in which the novels call for heroines to 

make compromises in their sexual and affective choices, the authors question women’s 

ability to adapt to exigent circumstances and subtly indict the systems which place them 

in vulnerable positions. Ultimately, as individual women characters develop personal 

systems of economic evaluation in these novels, readers realize that these protagonists’ 
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individual wishes do not always work in accordance with social expectations or the 

desires of their parents or husbands.  

In Moll Flanders, Defoe shows Moll navigating affective and economic obstacles. 

Persuaded by her guardian’s lustful oldest son that he will marry her upon his 

inheritance, Moll Flanders enters into what she considers a marital relationship. She 

and her self-styled suitor exchange vows of love and engage in sexual activity 

whenever the opportunity presents itself. When courted by his younger brother, Robin, 

Moll reacts with horror, insisting to her assumed husband that her love for him cannot 

be transferred. Eventually, the eldest son persuades her that she is not bound to him, 

and he gives her a financial incentive to abandon their relations. He says, “I here offer 

you five hundred pounds to make you some amends for the freedoms I have taken with 

you, which we shall look upon as some of the follies of our lives, which ‘t is hoped we 

may repent of” (52). Explaining that their affair might ruin him financially and brand her 

as a whore, the eldest son promotes Moll’s marriage to Robin as a godsend even as his 

payment to her signals a recompense for her chastity. 

Defoe provides a similar detailing of the economic issues involved in Roxana’s 

marriage, but her initial understanding of these financial investments is much more 

pronounced than Moll’s. Defoe writes that Roxana’s father gives her two thousand 

pounds portion at the time of her marriage, and she infers that her suitor’s business 

interests are strong. Though Defoe shows her pre-marital considerations to be 

thoughtful, he indicates that one’s knowledge of a mate after marriage is more 

comprehensive than it is before. Once a wife, Roxana decries her husband as a fool 

whose thoughtlessness embarrasses her in company and, more importantly, leads him 
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to ruin his business and squander their savings. She notes, “he began to find his Trade 

sunk, his Stock declin’d, and that, in short, he could not carry on his Business, and once 

or twice his Brewing Utensils were extended for the Excise; and the last Time he was 

put to great Extremities to clear them” (42). Eventually, her husband says that he will 

leave her and go seek his fortune. Given his inability to support her, unforeseen at her 

engagement, Roxana silently wishes he were gone. When he does finally abandon the 

family, Roxana observes that she is left “with five Children, and not one Farthing 

Subsistance [sic] for them, other than about seventy Pound in Money, and what few 

Things of Value I had about me” (45). From Roxana’s perspective, her husband’s lack 

of business sense thwarts any initial ability she had to love him because his foolishness 

directly compromises her survival.  

Studying these novels, Mona Scheuermann observes that, like a number of 

female characters in eighteenth-century novels, Moll Flanders and Roxana are 

“intensely aware of finances and markedly interested in getting and keeping money” 

because “having money of [their] own is seen as virtually the only way that a woman 

can be both safe and independent” (311). While Defoe shows these characters’ 

preoccupation with money, he has them come by it honestly. After her husband, Robin, 

dies, Moll finds support for her children, but she must labor to support herself. Likewise, 

after her husband abandons her, Roxana must decide whether or not to vacate the 

family’s lodgings and, if she does, find alternate lodgings and support. Though each 

woman has experienced some degree of financial support through marriage, its lasting 

effects are not assured.  
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In relation to the other fictional heroines considered in this section, Pamela is the 

poorest from the start and must earn the food, clothing, and shelter that her own family 

cannot provide. As a personal servant, she attends her mistress. In this station, she 

takes on a lighter workload and adopts finer clothing than the other servants with whom 

she works, and, as part of her compensation, she receives valuable gifts from her 

mistress. After her mistress dies, her son, Mr. B— begins trying to seduce Pamela, and 

these attempts at seduction will provide most, if not all, of the moments demanding 

Pamela’s agency. Catherine Ingrassia says “Pamela’s preoccupation with investment, 

credit, and the construction of virtue suggests a wider cultural anxiety about a woman’s 

use of her sexual, financial, and textual capital—an anxiety informed by the changing 

notions of property” (par. 39). Like the “stocks, lottery tickets, [and] all forms of 

negotiable paper” that Ingrassia cites, Pamela’s virtue is both new and questionable as 

a valuable quantity. Regardless, Pamela banks on it, struggling to fulfill her duties as a 

servant effectively while maintaining a vision of future marriage that she deems morally 

appropriate.   

For Richardson’s unmarried heroine, finding the most worthy mate or avoiding 

the least worthy ones is a crucial first step to leading a stable and happy life. In her 

narrative, Pamela does not need to look far to find her love, but she struggles to 

determine the criteria she deems proper for their connection. As Mr. B— continues his 

seduction attempts and she continues to resist him, debates about the worth of a whore 

versus a wife arise. Pursuing Pamela sexually, Mr. B— offers her a contract for her 

“Preference to [him]” whereby she will receive gifts including “500 Guineas, for [her] own 

Use” as well as a property in Kent “for [her] Life, and for the Lives of any Children, to 
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Perpetuity, that [she] may happen to have” (189). Here, he promises her recompense 

for the use of her body, which he might have taken as an extension of her earlier work 

as a servant. Privileging her chastity over what she perceives to be ill-gotten gains, she 

continues to refuse. But Mr. B—‘s continued awareness of divisions in rank, especially 

between appropriate partners for sex versus those for marriage, breaks under Pamela’s 

resolve. It also evidences the useful similarities between servant and wife.  

Eventually, Pamela’s passive and loving resistance is rewarded with a marriage 

proposal and its attendant economic terms. After Mr. B— finally proposes to Pamela, 

the gifts he gives her are comparable to those outlined in the earlier attempted sexual 

contract. As part of her share of the marital assets, she receives his “little Kentish 

estate” and “50 l. per Annum” (365) for her parents’ use and “Two hundred Pounds a 

Year…for [her] own Use, and of which [he expects] no Account” (366). Though Pamela 

has not based her resistance to Mr. B—’s sexual advances in economic terms, her 

virtue is valuable in multiple ways. Richardson articulates the value of her virtue as that 

of her superior moral conduct; indeed, Mr. B— says that he will benefit from her moral 

conduct, and he shows her to advantage in company such that his friends may benefit 

as well. Similarly, he praises Pamela’s deference to him; in the same way that she 

accepts her duty to God and parents, she accepts a wife’s subservience to a husband. 

Consenting to his marriage proposal, she observes, “if I can, by the most cheerful [sic] 

Duty, and resigned Obedience, have the Pleasure to be agreeable to you, I shall think 

myself but too happy” (262-3). In this way, where his seduction aimed at the use of her 

body, his proposal of marriage seeks the added benefit of her moral nature and her 
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submissive manner. Pamela’s marriage, then, ensures not only economic security but 

her superior place as a helpmate.  

In Clarissa, Richardson explores similar issues of women’s virtue and obedience, 

but, in this instance, the protagonist’s inherent goodness is overwhelmed by her family’s 

avarice and the desire of a suitor, Lovelace, who they reject. For Clarissa, the marriage 

candidates that her father and brother propose for her are unacceptable, but her 

resistance to their will causes major dissention in the family. The arguments that ensue 

frequently touch on family finances and reputation. While her parents attempt to woo 

Clarissa by emphasizing her suitor’s wealth and offering to dress her in expensive 

clothing, she refuses. In response, she provides important observations about Mr. 

Solmes, the suitor they propose, “he has but a very ordinary share of understanding, is 

very illiterate, knows nothing but the value of estates and how to improve them, and 

what belongs to land-jobbing, and husbandry” (62). In a manner similar to Pamela’s 

resistance to Mr. B—, Clarissa steadfastly refuses to bend to her father’s wishes. Her 

sister and brother come to the conclusion that Clarissa esteems herself more highly 

than her siblings because of the inheritance left to her by her grandfather. Her older 

sister, Isabella, proclaims, “I do not doubt but it is Miss Clary’s aim, if she does not fly to 

her Lovelace, to get her estate into her own hands, and go to live at The Grove, in that 

independence upon which she builds all her perverseness” (199). Undergirding her 

narrative, then, this inheritance provides the safety and economic stability that Clarissa 

could access, should she choose. Consistently, though, she resists claiming this 

independence because doing so might mark her as an unfaithful daughter. Linda 

Zionkowski shows the place of Clarissa’s inheritance in dismantling her duties as a 
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daughter, saying, “by presenting Clarissa with the opportunity to possess rather than 

embody property, Grandfather Harlowe’s gift threatens to destroy the hierarchy of the 

parent/child exchange that was naturalized and celebrated in both conduct literature 

and legal theory of the time” (478). Nevertheless, this wealth offers a way to value 

Clarissa’s inherent kindness, patience, and resolve in the face of her family’s avarice.  

Regardless of Pamela’s model for resolving women’s melding of love, sex, and 

money, the alternate questions raised by and possibilities posed in Moll Flanders, 

Roxana, and Clarissa continued to reverberate. The economic opportunities they seize 

and depredations they suffer go on to worry the pages of the novels featuring seduction 

plots. Indeed, one of the main reasons Pamela is so successful where her narrative 

sisters were not was because her economic and affective transition was so fully 

couched in religiosity, and her resistance to seduction is successful though she is 

almost wholly passive when making it. In contrast, Moll, Roxana, and Clarissa actively 

labor for their own support, resist subjection to the men who might control them, and 

formulate plans for the future. 

When imagining a woman’s existence when she is unsupported financially by a 

husband or emotionally by a father, Defoe and Richardson consider the relationship 

between suffering and survival for their heroines. Clearly, the survival of these 

protagonists is contingent upon shoring up money and other resources whereby they 

may meet physical needs. For the widowed Moll, abandoned Roxana, and working- 

class Pamela, survival hinges on access to food, clothing, and shelter; it may also take 

into account the support of dependent children or aged parents. Alternately, for 

headstrong Clarissa, survival involves an ability to bear emotional and physical 
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privations in pursuit of a future situation of her own choosing. As Defoe and Richardson 

portray these heroines managing their resources, though, uneasy implications about 

women thriving as independent actors arise.  

Frequently, Defoe and Richardson mitigate the fear that independent women 

might prosper by giving proof to their protagonists’ suffering. In this context, they may 

establish piety while exhibiting an unwillingness to indulge economic ambition and 

desire. In the end, the fictional indignities constructed for Moll Flanders, Roxana, and 

Clarissa suggest the dangers that independent action in economic systems held for 

women. In Moll Flanders, Roxana, and Clarissa, “love” is often an afterthought which 

trails behind protection and survival; as a result, Defoe and Richardson illustrate the 

incredible difficulty a woman might face when trying to align money, love, and marriage. 

Economics of/and Seduction: Women’s (Working) Bodies in Early American 

 Literature 

Reading Daniel Defoe’s and Samuel Richardson’s novels in retrospect, one can 

see their novels indicating some important changes occurring in the way goods and 

services were valued and in people’s perceived relations to one another. One of these 

changes came through economic systems including the move to a market economy and 

the beginning of capitalism. Christopher Clark observes that these economic systems 

did not cause the same effects on traditional forms of employment; he indicates that the 

move to markets required modifying the means of production and consumption while 

the move to capitalism required a shift in social relations (30). Another important change 

came through socioeconomic classifications. Burton Bledstein notes that the system of 

rank was giving way to the system of class during the seventeenth century. Ranks were 

ordered in an unchanging manner and “were determined by birth (well-born), education 
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(learned), manners (codes of conduct), and to a less visible degree wealth (landed 

rents)” (5). In contrast, classes were determined by a way of thinking and acting that 

made this kind of designation “fluid” and “expansive” and allowed mobility between 

class designations (7). This change was relatively slow, though, and developed in 

different ways in various regions of the country. Ronald Schultz observes that “family 

farm communities lacked a center of power” (210) and that “commercial seaport cities 

supported class relations that were remarkably decentralized” (211). In fact, he cites the 

plantation system as “the only well-articulated and centralized class system in early 

America” (211). 

An attention to changes in economic systems and people’s socioeconomic 

relations to one another is important for the study of seduction because the dynamics of 

these transformations were being reflected in the novel’s plots. Moreover, since most 

authors inhabited cities and gathered material for their fictions by drawing on the world 

around them, they helped disperse new ideas about how to manage sex, money, and 

marriage to different regions of the country. In addition, the classes of readers that 

authors addressed and different appeals they used in their writing gave perspective to 

the range of work seduction plots might accomplish in valuing deceived young women 

and offering implicit lessons about survival. 

Two important real-life accounts of seduction that writers referenced were those 

of Fanny Apthrop and Elizabeth Whitman. In The Power of Sympathy, William Hill 

Brown references the Apthorp/Morton affair, and both Brown and Hannah Webster 

Foster refer to the story of Elizabeth Whitman in their novels. Having appeared in 

newspaper reports, the details of these women’s seductions (and deaths) were widely 
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known, and readers recounted them in their personal letters.6  In the Apthorp/Morton 

affair, Fanny Apthorp was seduced by her brother-in-law, Perez Morton, a wealthy 

Bostonian (Davidson “Introduction” 174). Pressured by her father to reveal Morton as 

the father of her child, Apthorp committed suicide instead (Davidson “Introduction” 174-

5). As for Elizabeth Whitman, she was the daughter of a deceased minister of 

Connecticut, and she turned down two offers of marriage before beginning a liaison 

which left her pregnant (Mulford ix). Setting herself up at a boarding house, she bore a 

stillborn child and died soon after (Mulford ix). But these stories were not the only 

writings about seduction being published at the time. During the publication of the first 

American novels, accounts of actual seduction were appearing alongside numerous 

articles and short stories warning against sexual coercion in magazines and journals. 

Donna Bontatibus records at least nine such articles published in periodicals including 

Massachusetts Magazine, Columbian Magazine, Lady’s Weekly Miscellany, and New 

York Magazine between 1789 and 1796 (3). The publication of these accounts is 

important because it shows the degree to which people were reading and thinking about 

seduction in popular culture.  

In recent years, scholarship addressing seduction in early American novels has 

progressed in a few different directions. One avenue, pursued by Joseph Fichtelberg, 

Karen Weyler, and Markham Ellis, examines how stories of seduction relate to societal 

fears about changing economic systems and labor relationships. Another avenue, 

followed by Cathy Davidson and Julia Stern, indicates how the sympathy stimulated by 

seduction allows readers to value women and other disenfranchised Americans. 

                                            
6 Carla Mulford begins her introduction to The Coquette with Dr. Benjamin Rush’s letter to Jeremy 
Belknap in which he recounts Whitford’s story (ix). 
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Examining how Americans adjusted to new economic systems, Fichtelberg argues, 

“American fictions of the market addressed a critical social contradiction. They sought to 

accommodate a belief in the power of individual action to the persistent evidence that 

such action was useless in the face of repeated crises” (7). Fichtelberg’s point is 

important because individuals engaging in new work or laying out capital had no 

ultimate guarantee of success. He notes that “the new model individual would need to 

be as supple and fluid as the market itself” (7), and he first refers to this person as 

“she.” Though I agree with Fichtelberg’s argument that people needed to be adaptable 

to manage economic crises, I believe that his reference to suppleness encounters 

problems when extended to women’s encounters with markets and capital. Any 

discussion of women’s adaptable labor, especially couched in a family’s economic 

collapse, must take into consideration both prostitution and the way that prostitution 

diminishes a woman’s ability to achieve the decorum necessary for status in the 

middling classes.     

Exploring the connection between women and property, Karen Weyler indicates 

that “the novel exposes the sexual divide opening up in the early Republic, making it 

clear that while bourgeois white women ruin themselves from failure to regulate a moral 

or sexual economy…social ruin for men chiefly stems from unsound financial 

expenditures—e.g., gambling, excessive luxury, speculation, and counterfeiting” (3). As 

I consider when family circumstances might begin to warrant women’s labor and when 

economic class failed to hold, I emphasize how novels allow men’s regeneration after 

financial failure while fallen women are forever ruined.  
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Additionally, scholars including Cathy Davidson and Julia Stern discuss ways 

readers may feel sympathy for the relative powerlessness of women as well as poor 

and disenfranchised people. Davidson notes that seduction stories “find one of their 

chief loci in the difference between the reader’s private reservations about her own 

limited legal and social standing, as opposed to her public acceptance of ostensibly 

unquestioned social values and established good order” (215). Allowing readers to 

sympathize with women protagonists whose vulnerability or poor planning doomed them 

to certain failure, these narratives provided a means of social subversion. For 

eighteenth-century women, the private nature of these reservations was of utmost 

importance because their world was changing in dramatic ways. 

In this project, I build on the work of new historicists and women’s studies 

scholars to examine the degree to which anxieties about changing economic systems 

and social relations translated into concerns about women’s sexual behavior. In many 

ways, seduction concatenated the possible ills of economic and labor changes—fraud, 

competition, freedom, failure, speculation, and turning to the work of last resort—into 

the specter of the prostitute. Unlike the unfortunate stories of Whitman and Apthorp, 

though, these stories were too terrible to tell.  

Drawing on the work of all of these scholars and reading seduction plots written 

for readers of a range of classes, I examine an overriding and largely under-examined 

dilemma confronting seduction plots—how to resolve a family’s need for unsettled 

daughters to adapt their labor to changing modes and markets for products and 

services, especially in the face of economic collapse. Authors largely neglect a 

discussion of how women of the middling classes performed useful domestic work and 
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paid labor in service to their families. Through this gesture, these texts repeat the 

paradox of work performance that was desired from daughters and wives: families relied 

on their labor, but they needed this employment to be disregarded as work. Similarly, 

though authors make occasional references to prostitution, they problematically 

overlook the fact that the most physically vulnerable women were also those women of 

the lower classes in most dire straits and the likelihood that their limited working options 

might necessitate prostitution. Within this dissertation, I present the following chapters: 

In Chapter Two, I examine the suppressed and patently economic aspects of 

rape and prostitution at the fringes of “legitimate” society in William Hill Brown’s The 

Power of Sympathy (1789) and Susanna Rowson’s Charlotte Temple (1794). I argue 

that, for these novels, the “seduction” to which authors refer can be difficult to pinpoint 

and is often detached from the didactic elements of the text. As I explore the falling 

protagonists as sites of unresolved competing moral and economic meanings, I 

maintain that the expectations of the seduction plot demand that unsettled upper- or 

middling-class women who are seduced die or go mad while the lives of prostitutes and 

other lower-class working women are overlooked.  

In Chapter Three, I explore the struggle of middling- and upper-class women to 

resolve the socioeconomic expectation that they marry with the personal criteria they 

establish for a suitor and the work they envision performing under a marital roof. In The 

Coquette (1797) and Female Quixotism (1801), Hannah Webster Foster and Tabitha 

Tenney ostensibly argue that privileged young women let their imaginations of married 

life detract them from the serious labor they will need to perform in a marital home. 

Conceptually speaking, though, both novels center on a courtship conundrum: how 
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does a young woman reconcile the limited supply of available mates with the onus for 

her to love the most appropriate suitor? And what if a woman disdains the work she 

might need to perform as the wife of an appropriate husband? I argue that, in their 

novels, Foster and Tenney helped articulate companionate love as the most appropriate 

marker for marriage, even as money was still an important factor in choosing a mate.   

In Chapter Four, I discuss the ways in which Charles Brockden Brown and 

Rebecca Rush challenge the formulaic assumptions of the seduction plot. In Brown’s 

Ormond (1799), he illustrates the violence implicitly underlying seduction, and he 

explicitly explores the connection between money and sex in the marriage contract. In 

Rebecca Rush’s Kelroy (1812), she depicts how competition implicitly undergirded the 

marriage contract of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. I argue that 

Brown and Rush show how easily the seduction plot’s fictions of women’s agency and 

implied social protection are unraveled, and they identify the willingness to labor to 

support one’s family and, at times, an understanding of economics as qualities which 

make young women worthy mates.   

In Chapter Five, I look to novels which articulated new avenues by which readers 

could consider women’s economic thinking and appropriate labor. Examining little-

studied novels The Factory Girl (1814), written by Sarah Savage, and The Female 

Marine (1815-1818), written by an anonymous hack writer, I indicate that these writings 

signaled a substantive change in thinking about women’s worth and agency. In The 

Factory Girl, Savage presents a hardworking protagonist untainted by sexual threat who 

acts as a model employee in a factory staffed by men and women. I maintain that 

Savage alludes to the positive and authorial influence women might have working 
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alongside men. In The Female Marine, the anonymous author depicts a young woman’s 

life after seduction. Duped into prostitution, this protagonist cross-dressed to escape 

and find work as a marine and writer. I argue that, like Savage, the author of The 

Female Marine envisions the effective labor of a woman whom he hides under the guise 

of manhood.  

Ultimately, my dissertation contributes to the scholarly conversation about 

seduction, seduction, and coming-of-age novels in some important ways. I argue that 

seduction writ large was a moralizing feint that covered both the immense anxiety 

surrounding the importance of young women’s work to their families and men’s fear of 

economic loss. Additionally, I believe that exhortations for privileged young white 

women to preserve their chastity had less to do with preventing pre- or extra-marital sex 

per se than with ensuring the creation of new families that would provide parents 

support in old age. For unsettled young women, especially the women of the middling- 

and upper-classes fortunate enough to draw and choose from available suitors, 

companionate love promised material actions associated with marital promises. With 

the breakdown of seduction plot, authors could acknowledge the economic aspects of 

sexual relations and marriage and could think about alternate ways to conceive and 

value women’s labor and economizing relative to expectations for women of the 

middling class.  
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CHAPTER 2 
UNSEEMLY SUBJECTS: FINANCIAL LOSS, DIFFICULT EMPLOYMENT OPTIONS, 

AND THE LOST ECONOMIC LESSONS OF THE POWER OF SYMPATHY AND 
CHARLOTTE TEMPLE  

As many historians and literary scholars note, poems, sketches, and short stories 

about prostitutes abounded in early American periodicals.7 Frequently, these works 

lamented the plight of a prostitute who suffers penury, discomfort, and anguish before 

she dies. One such poem, “The Dying Prostitute: an Elegy,” mourns a young woman 

who falls victim to seduction, and this particular poem was popular enough to be 

reprinted in numerous periodicals. Of central importance to these works was the lesson 

learned from the unfortunate’s experience. Of less consequence was an examination of 

the economic forces or life experiences that might shape a young woman’s entry into 

prostitution. The poems “The Prostitute” (1797) and “Quashy; or, The Coal Black Maid. 

A Tale” (1798) were indicative of the few works in which the material issues of a young 

woman’s compromised life are mentioned. The former poem bewails the trajectory of “a 

poor unfriended orphan” who “[sinks] in need in pain and infamy” (392), and the latter 

grieves for an African girl who is forced into prostitution.  

Early American novels featuring seduction stories, including The Power of 

Sympathy (1789) and Charlotte Temple (1794), dovetail well with these shorter pieces. 

While their authors, William Wells Brown and Susanna Rowson, initially elicit readers’ 

sympathy and call for their disciplined maintenance of virtue, literary scholars have 

shown how readers could choose to identify with fallen protagonists. In her influential 

revaluing of early American fiction, Revolution and the Word: the Rise of the Novel in 

                                            
7 Donna Bontatibus records at least nine such articles published in periodicals including Massachusetts 
Magazine, Columbian Magazine, Lady’s Weekly Miscellany, and New York Magazine between 1789 and 
1796 (3). 
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America, Cathy Davidson argues, “the didacticism of early American fiction was often 

aimed at improving social and legal conditions for women, but many of the same novels 

could be critical of middle-class women for not taking their social responsibilities 

seriously enough” (35). Building on Davidson’s argument, Julia Stern argues that early 

American novels convey “a dialectic of inclusion against exclusion, thereby enacting 

and to various degrees discomposing the way an elitist culture contains the dissent at 

its margins” (3). Though novels featuring seduction plots do expose the problems facing 

vulnerable young women and invite subversive readings, their ability to value powerless 

subjects is limited. This fact is first made clear in the economic status of fallen 

protagonists who typically occupy a particular sub-section of the American population—

the middling classes. When depicting the fall of middling-class protagonists, authors do 

not necessarily encounter the plight of women in the lower-classes who are more 

physically and economically vulnerable than their more privileged sisters. In addition, 

the sympathy that authors including Brown and Rowson call readers to feel for fictional 

characters does not necessarily translate into an explicit appeal for the financial support 

of their real-life counterparts or advocate any change to the economic order.  

As women living in the eighteenth century encountered changes including the 

move to a market economy and the rise of capitalism, they relied on familiar structures 

to determine their new roles. For example, Elizabeth Barnes argues, “The Power of 

Sympathy unwittingly reveals the conflicts that ensue when the family becomes the 

model for social organization” (139). In this chapter, I extend Barnes’ observation about 

the centrality of family in determining outside associations to examine how women’s 

familial relations helped determine the economic and labor issues they would navigate 
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and the value they would afford such work. I start by showing how Brown’s and 

Rowson’s seduction plots envision the family unit operating as a workplace for young 

daughters. In particular, I explore the problems that arise when the family as the 

defining agent of its members’ labor and economizing efforts faces new moral 

ideologies, changing expectations for work, or the material loss of a father or husband.  

As scholars have observed, early novelists had to defend their works against the 

widely-held belief that novels were immoral.8 Generally considered the first American 

novel, The Power of Sympathy is comprised of a patchwork of overlapping tales, many 

of them about seduction. In its preface, Brown indicates that his novel exposes “the 

dangerous consequences of SEDUCTION” and promotes the “Advantages of FEMALE 

EDUCATION” (7). Addressing a highly literate readership, Brown pens arguments 

promoting young women’s judicious reading and parents’ involvement with their 

children’s education. The epistolary novel follows the attachment of main characters 

Harrington, the son of a judge, and Harriot, a companion to Mrs. Francis, through their 

letters to one another, their friends, and family members. Though Brown includes a 

good deal of moral instruction at the beginning of the novel, as it progresses, he 

complicates its earlier didactic work. Interspersed beside the main narrative are shorter 

stories that characters relate to one another about the seductions and economic losses 

of others, and each of these stories resonate with the realization that Harrington and 

Harriot are actually brother and sister. The novel ends with the death of both characters.    

                                            
8 In the Introduction to The Power of Sympathy and The Coquette, Carla Mulford cites a representative 
example from Weekly Magazine dated March 10, 1798 in which the author opines, “novels not only 
pollute the imaginations of young women but likewise give them false ideas of life, which too often make 
them act improperly” (xix). 
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Though Charlotte Temple is a shorter, simpler novel which addresses a wider 

readership than does Brown’s, Rowson shapes her preface to similar instructive ends. 

In it, she proclaims that her novel may help her readers confront “unexpected evils that 

attend a younger unprotected woman in her first entrance into life” (5), and Rowson 

claims to build her story on the account of a real-life Charlotte. In the novel, a young 

woman residing at a boarding school in England is led astray by her licentious French 

teacher, La Rue, who introduces her to a soldier, Lt. Montraville. Bound to fight for the 

British in the Revolutionary War, Montraville persuades Charlotte to accompany him, La 

Rue, and her lover, Belcour, to America. Though he promises to marry her when they 

arrive, Montraville ruins her and inadvertently abandons her. Without support, Charlotte 

suffers and dies before her father can come to her rescue.   

The range of readers these authors address is important because it indicates the 

ability of seduction to compromise women’s lives across economic classes. Where 

Brown calls for greater parental investment in raising daughters from the highly-literate 

readers to whom he speaks, Rowson refers to less fortunate, and less moneyed, young 

women whose parents may lack the resources to educate them or who may lack 

parents altogether. The manner in which they construct their readerships relates directly 

to their life experiences. Son of a clockmaker, Brown had a relatively comfortable 

upbringing during which he read numerous classical, English, and American writings 

(Mulford xl). As an adult, Brown became a well-known writer by authoring poetry, 

dramas, and essays on politics and literature before he went on to study law. Likely 

fearing public censure for having written a novel, he had publisher Isaiah Thomas 

release The Power of Sympathy anonymously (Mulford xxxvii). Where Brown wrote 
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from the curiosity his reading raised, Rowson wrote out of necessity. Fleeing America 

for England during the Revolutionary War as a girl, Rowson later returned to America 

with her husband, William, an alcoholic and philanderer. William’s failure as an actor 

and a businessman necessitated Susanna’s support of the family, and she earned 

money as a writer, actor, and schoolteacher (Davidson, “Introduction,” xxiv-xxv). As a 

result, when Rowson wrote to her “younger unprotected women,” she was speaking to 

women like herself.       

As I note in Chapter 1, the true-life seduction stories of Elizabeth Whitman, a 

preacher’s daughter, and Fanny Apthorp, daughter of a wealthy, influential figure in 

early American politics were well known in eighteenth-century America, and they 

provide some basis for the ostensible didactic work of Brown’s and Rowson’s novels. 

Regardless, each author intuits how easily didactic authority may be destabilized. In 

The Power of Sympathy, Brown subverts the moralizing strain of his narrative from 

within the text. The novel’s early lesson—namely, young women and their parents can 

guard against seduction—becomes increasingly compromised by the later seduction 

stories in which women’s limited access to agency collapses or their financial needs 

increase. In these stories, seduction proper gives way to possible rape, or characters’ 

limited finances lead them to consider prostitution.  

Alternately, in Charlotte Temple, Rowson uses the narrator to guard against an 

erosion of the novel’s moral by attempting to limit resistant readings. Consistently, 

Rowson pens the narrator guiding readers to regard Charlotte sympathetically as an 

unfortunate who, failing her mother’s guiding advice, succumbs to the fate expected of 

the seduction plot. In spite of her didactic work, though, Rowson knows she will 
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encounter resistant readers, and she depicts these readers asking important questions 

about material needs. In particular, the narrator refers to “those penetrating gentlemen” 

who question Charlotte’s potential to find financial support once her lover’s maintenance 

ends. As Rowson writes the narrator valorizing Charlotte’s moral worth, the lucrative 

employment of prostitution looms at the fringes of the narrative.  

During the eighteenth century, high-profile accounts of the seduction of privileged 

young women such as Whitman and Apthorp circulated even as a growing number of 

poor, widowed, orphaned, and/or abandoned women turned to prostitution as their main 

or auxiliary form of financial support. While some literary scholars including Davidson, 

Stern, and Donna Bontatibus have examined how seduction plots value vulnerable 

women, few have discussed the relation between rape or prostitution and women’s 

economizing work and employment options in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries. Addressing this subject, in this chapter, I examine The Power of Sympathy 

and Charlotte Temple to show how Brown’s and Rowson’s fictional worlds reflect the 

tremendous value of Anglo-American daughters’ labor to their families, and I argue that 

these worlds demonstrate the possible life-changing events which could necessitate 

that wives and daughters adapt to new forms of work when the needs of their families 

changed. As I indicate in Chapter 1, I believe that the limitations of the seduction plots in 

these novels simultaneously reveal a deep fear of articulating women’s economic 

worthiness as well as the suspicion that their adaptive labor itself could carry a sexual 

component.  

In this chapter, I first detail the home- and market-based labor that women of 

different classes and races performed in eighteenth-century America, and I indicate 
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likely events that could precipitate a family’s economic decline or ruin. Then, I examine 

seduction in a financial context to uncover the suppressed and patently economic 

aspects of rape and prostitution at the fringes of The Power of Sympathy and Charlotte 

Temple. To accomplish this task, I trace the reasoning of Rowson’s “penetrating 

gentlemen” to find ties between sexual and fiscal vulnerability. Next, I explore how 

authors portray some diverging moral and economic evaluations of falling protagonists. 

In the end, I argue that Brown and Rowson promote reader sympathy for their seduced 

protagonists while largely evading a discussion of possible adaptive work, prostitution 

included, at each novel’s periphery.  

Women’s Sexual Relations in an Eighteenth-Century Context: Women’s Labor, 
 (Changing) American Laws, and Developing Class Ideologies 

To contextualize the predicament of seduced women characters in The Power of 

Sympathy and Charlotte Temple, it is important to understand the realities faced by 

women living during the early Republic. At that time, the family unit structured almost 

every element of women’s existence. With a few exceptions, the law of coverture 

ensured that a wife’s person was largely subsumed under the person of her husband 

(Salmon 14-15). Nancy Cott argues, “In its strictly economic aspect the traditional 

marriage contract resembled an indenture between master and servant” (22). Indeed, 

working as a prostitute was one of the only ways that a woman was considered to act 

independently of her husband under the law.9 For most Anglo-American women, their 

social, legal, and working selves collapsed into their identity within a family10—

                                            
9 Linda Kerber indicates that the law held husbands responsible for their wives’ crimes except in cases of 
treason or “in the event that a wife kept a brothel with the husband’s knowledge, since keeping a brothel 
‘is an offense of which the wife is supposed to have the principal management’” (Constitutional Right 22). 
10 This category leaves out indentured and orphaned women. 
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“daughters,” “mothers,” and “maiden aunts.” Regardless of their secondary political 

status, though, women of all classes were of immense economic value to their families.  

A father’s profession, his economic status, and the location of his household 

combined to determine the scope of duties that his wife and daughter(s) would perform. 

In eighteenth-century America, a wife’s duties would likely start with domestic work and 

household management as servants were both scarce and costly. In Home and Work: 

Housework, Wages, and the Ideology of Labor in the Early Republic, Jeanne Boydston 

observes that a wife’s additional duties might include trading or selling agricultural 

goods; keeping a boarding house; taking in sewing or shoe-binding work; and/or 

entertaining guests (37-8). Daughters in cities helped cook and bake; clean house; sew, 

mend, wash, and iron clothes; and preserve or put up fruits, vegetables, and meat (41-

2) while young rural women would also work spinning, milking cows, churning butter, 

making cheese, tending to livestock, soap-making, candle-making, and occasional help 

harvesting crops (39-40). By apportioning some manner of domestic work to a daughter, 

a young woman’s family provided her first workplace and prepared her for her expected 

future duties as a wife and mother in her marital home.  

Though most white women of every economic class performed domestic and 

market related labor, the definition of what counted as “work” was changing. With the 

increasing importance of the cash economy, white men came to be valued as workers 

apart from their duties as husbands in the home. Boydston observes, “On one hand, 

cash-earning became more and more closely identified with economic activity; unpaid 

labor, or labor [that] did not bring cash profit, became marginal to the definition of 

economic agency. At the same time, husbands became more and more closely 
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associated with cash-earning” (44). Though the socioeconomic value of women’s 

employment lost a good deal of its earlier conceptual significance at the turn of the 

nineteenth century, it retained or increased its material importance for families; women’s 

economizing and adaptive labor were key to helping preserve cash reserves and 

augmenting fathers’ or husbands’ labor.  

Of all work performed by women, that undertaken by indentured or enslaved 

women was most likely to be tabulated or conceived of in monetary terms, but this worth 

did not translate to greater degree of agency for these women. As late as the 1770s, 

indentured servants were still immigrating to British colonies including Virginia, 

Maryland, and Pennsylvania (Galenson 82-6). Occupying a liminal state between 

bondage and freedom, indentured servant women could not marry without their 

master’s permission and typically waited until they paid their dues to form this 

connection. For African slave women, marriage and freedom from bondage were almost 

always out of reach. Individual owners allowed or withheld marital privileges, and, even 

if such connections were formed, slave owners were within their legal rights to sell 

husbands or wives away from one another. 

As for free African women, they were defined by their physical labor in America 

as early as the mid seventeenth century. Stephanie M. H. Camp observes that “ideas of 

racial difference based on constructions of African women’s laboring bodies” were 

encoded into a Virginia law which held that the labor of free African women could be 

taxed (63). This law recognized the ability of (or possible necessity for) free black 

women to achieve a degree of financial independence outside of marriage, though this 

existence came at a price.  
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Struggling with the knowledge that families relied on the crucial work of white 

wives and mothers of the middling classes, social thinkers including Benjamin Rush, 

Judith Sargent Murray, and Mercy Otis Warren argued about how to define appropriate 

duties for women. In Women of the Republic: Intellect and Ideology in Revolutionary 

America, Linda K. Kerber notes that the ideology of Republican Motherhood was put 

forward as a standard for women’s worth. This ideal emphasized the need for mothers 

to labor, but it held that their proper duties lay in educating her children, the future 

generations of Americans, in their civic and moral duties (283-7). Regardless, Boydston 

argues that this articulation was “a vision of domestic labor which was sharply at odds 

with the reality of [women’s] lives” (43).  

Education for girls was neither universal nor standardized in early America. 

Nancy Cott notes that, in colonial times, girls leaned arithmetic, pronunciation, 

elementary writing, spelling, and reading from their families or in “dame schools” (102). 

After the war, girls began to be accepted into summer sessions at available schools, 

and, later, educators began to found academies and seminaries dedicated to young 

women’s education in different parts of the country. Often, a family’s economic class 

affected the range of subjects daughters were taught and the level of achievement that 

was asked of them. While many girls were able to learn basic subjects, Mary Kelley 

indicates that upper-class families sought greater distinction for their daughters. She 

notes, “taught to immerse themselves in the arts and sciences, daughters in elite 

families had accumulated the cultural capital encoded in history, natural philosophy, 

literature, and the classics” (21). 
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In one of the strongest essays advocating greater educational opportunities for 

women during this time, “On the Equality of the Sexes,” Judith Sargent Murray advises 

that education will develop women’s God-given intellect. Anticipating her readers’ 

reservations that time spent learning would interfere with women’s domestic duties, she 

asserts, “I answer that every requisite in female economy is easily attained; and, with 

truth, I can add that when once attained they require no further mental attention. Nay, 

while we are pursuing the needle, or the superintendency of the family, I repeat, that our 

minds are at full liberty for reflection” (786). Here, Murray’s expectation of a 

counterargument shows that, as much as people feared valuing white women’s 

domestic work, they also feared diverting time or energy away from it. Carla Mulford 

notes that ambivalence about reading came, in part, from the multiple and somewhat 

contradictory demands that society placed on middle-class women’s work. She 

observes, “women could read, so long as the works they read were edifying and so long 

as they continued to perform their household duties. But women dared not become too 

learned; the learned woman would be accused of idleness and of attempting to escape 

from her ‘real’ work” (xvii). Here, Mulford indicates that daughters had to adapt to the 

expectations of their economic class—both in terms of cultivating character and 

undertaking duties deemed proper to support their families. 

Figuring out what employment best suited mothers—or what to say about their 

theoretical value—was just one of the ways in which early Americans coped with the 

ongoing shift from an economic system rooted in rank to one based in class. The older 

valuation of people by rank had already been challenged by matters associated with 

colonization; colonists’ perception of rank in theory had no geographical history to 
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support it in the colonies; survival in the early colonies relied on difficult and shared 

labor; colonists emigrated for different reasons; and they faced times of want that acted 

as community equalizers. As it developed, economic class, unlike rank, could not be 

depended on to be stable, and this was especially true for the middling classes. Their 

development was dependent on capital and investment, which could prove to be poor 

speculation, and labor, which could be compromised by poor health and old age.  

Moreover, though class was measured by one’s assets and form of employment, 

it was also reflected in one’s behavior and personal concerns, and men and women 

were expected to behave in different ways in and among economic classes. In 

“Domesticating ‘Virtue’: Coquettes and Revolutionaries in Young America,” Carroll 

Smith-Rosenberg indicates how the competition between classes for value coincided 

with different expectations for the genders within a class could cause confusion. She 

observes,  

The elite woman’s personal elegance, in clothing and in speech, and her 
familiarity with things cultural were to represent middle-class men’s own 
economic security and cultural superiority to all other classes. Yet their 
construction of the elegant woman as a sign of class warred with their 
earlier association of class with virtuous male frugality, and so a 
fundamental flaw emerged in middle-class men’s symbolic representation  
of their class. (165)  

In this “fundamental flaw,” women of the middling classes could neither rely on elegance 

nor frugality to establish their own particular socioeconomic value in relation to women 

of the upper class. Refined moral behavior provided the perfect solution. Because their 

necessary physical labor could largely be hidden by the workplace of the home, women 

of the middling classes could set themselves apart from the poor, indentured, and 

enslaved women whose duties were often both plainly visible and physically exhausting. 
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As women’s behavior was becoming an important indicator of their economic 

class, changes were being made in the way sexual relations between unmarried young 

men and women were dealt with legally. Ruth Bloch indicates that pre-marital sex lost 

its criminal status over time and that civil courts began to assess any economic 

damages that might have that resulted from a lapsed courtship—such as the birth of a 

child—on a case by case basis (98-99). Though men and women benefitted from this 

decriminalization, women lost an important degree of financial protection in this shift. 

Eliminating men’s and women’s shared responsibility for fornication caused former 

lovers to compete with one another for how to manage the possible effects of a failed 

courtship—illegitimate children or one’s loss of value on the marriage market. Bloch 

argues, “no longer would the threat of criminal prosecution of the man serve to deter 

male sexual exploitation; no longer could the man be made to marry the woman” (98). 

Moreover, as Sharon Block observes, this legal change was going into effect as social 

opinion was shifting to consider women the more morally responsible parties in their 

courtships (42).11  Tasked with policing the sexual boundaries of a courtship, a young 

woman who experienced an acrimonious or litigious breakup might be viewed 

negatively when re-entering the marriage market, which could limit her ability to 

compete with other women for dependable marriage prospects.  

Another significant downside to the de-criminalization of premarital sex was the 

difficulty in prosecuting an attacker for sexual abuse; one reason for this inability was 

because of the perceived difference between the terms “seduction” and “rape” during 

the late eighteenth century. Block maintains, “The two-tiered conceptualization (with 

                                            
11 This loss of criminal status could account for the relative sexual freedom enjoyed by early Americans as 
well as authors’ multiple calls to virtue in their writings. 
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‘coerced sex’ on one level and ‘rape’ on the other) reveals that social and economic 

relations underwrote sexual power, both through the act and through a community’s 

reaction” (3). In other words, the definitions for seduction and rape were not set out a 

priori but were determined contingent on the social, racial, and/or economic status of 

the supposed assailant. Block asserts that charges of seduction helped protect men of 

status while men of the lower classes and slaves were more likely to be labeled rapists. 

As a legally defined crime, rape consisted of “carnal knowledge of a woman forcibly and 

against her will” (16), but Block notes that proving the use of force and resistance was 

notoriously difficult.  

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the women most likely to be sexually assaulted were 

indentured servants and slaves, the very women who lacked the protection of elevated 

socioeconomic standing. Indentured servitude provided fertile ground for abuse.12  As 

John D’Emilio and Estelle B. Freedman note, “masters could abuse the law [of 

indenture] by impregnating a servant and enjoying not only sexual privilege but an extra 

year of servitude as well. To prevent this practice, courts began to remove female 

servants from households if their masters allowed them to become pregnant” (33). 

Through this action, courts limited both the work a master could compel from a white 

woman’s indenture and made him economically responsible for any possible sexual 

abuse he might mete out on his servants as well. Slave women were not so lucky. Block 

notes, “In a race-based slave labor system that denied the privilege of legal marriage 

and encouraged reproduction as a profitable venture, sexual assaults on enslaved 

                                            
12 D’Emilio and Freedman indicate that “in seventeenth-century New England, for example, one-third of 
the victims of rape were female servants, a group that comprised only ten percent of the area’s 
population” (12). 
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women by black or white attackers went largely unrecorded, unremarked, and 

unremedied” (241). Reviewing the diaries, journals, and correspondence of slave 

holders as well as in state legislative records, ex-slaves’ autobiographies, and 

interviews of former slaves, Camp argues that slaves resisted their masters’ “geography 

of containment” by creating a “rival geography [which] was characterized by motion: the 

movement of bodies, objects, and information within and around plantation space” (7). 

By running away, sleeping in hidden spaces, or avoiding an abuser, slave women 

resisted rape and eked out small measures of control over their bodies. 

As I note above, Anglo-American women living during the eighteenth century 

encountered a few conundrums: their labor was being devalued even as their 

economizing and adaptive labor became crucial to a family’s survival, and they were 

asked to develop behavior appropriate to their class (possibly including sexual 

decorum) though they had no assurance of their own physical safety. Because common 

knowledge held that women were able to resist men’s sexual advances, women were 

often shamed into believing themselves responsible for dubious sexual relations, and 

they often bore the financial burden of their shame. As Rodney Hessinger observes, 

“prostitution was frequently portrayed as an outcome of seduction. Young women who 

had been abandoned by both the seducer and then society were forced to support 

themselves on the profits of the sex trade” (35). 

For some abandoned wives and widows as well as the poorest women of the 

lower classes, though, these conundrums might prove meaningless as they struggled to 

survive at all. These women carried out significant labor in addition to their domestic 

duties; this employment included working in domestic service to more moneyed 
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families, renting rooms, or performing other random jobs. Additionally, poorer women 

might conduct trade in informal economies free of license requirements and often 

involving the exchange of stolen goods. Serena Zabin notes that their competition with 

merchants who operated legally could prove dangerous. She indicates, “the suspicion 

that these women were fencing stolen goods and engaging in prostitution opened 

avenues for unscrupulous male merchants to call their livelihoods and very lives into 

doubt” (292-3). Indeed, poorer widows, abandoned wives, and orphaned daughters 

might be forced to add labor as prostitutes to their other forms of employment. D’Emilio 

and Freedman observe that, by the mid sixteenth century, “the growth of maritime trade, 

the transiency of urban life, and the social dislocations of the French and Indian Wars 

encouraged prostitution” (50). Operating beside other illegitimate workers including 

thieves, prostitutes engaged in what was frequently considered the work of last resort. 

According to historical records, though, opportunities for prostitutes to find employment 

were plentiful. Numerous bawdy houses were operated in early Americans cities, and 

“prostitution was rarely punished, either legally or culturally” (Russell 11). Certainly, 

prostitution did not constitute new employment growing out of the market economy or 

capitalist investment, but it fit beside them perfectly, flourishing in areas of economic 

activity and taking advantage of women unmoored by this activity as well.   

Ultimately, as the material changes wrought by new economic systems and 

ideological changes produced by legal and moral amendments converged, what 

families needed most was for wives and daughters to adapt to changing economic and 

life circumstances to perform any labor necessary to compliment the work of their 

husbands and fathers. In this respect, a family that aspired to economic health and 
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prosperity required wives and daughters to adapt to new types of labor. But this very 

adaptation carried important consequences. Once the chastity of middling- and upper-

class daughters became an expected means of making them marriage-worthy and 

enhancing a family’s social worth, the possibility of a daughter’s seduction (or rape) 

threatened to pit her personal needs against the larger needs of the family unit. If unfit 

for marriage or unable to marry an adequate economic match, a daughter could remain 

a dependent for life, taxing the family finances. Furthermore, if she added a bastard 

child to her biological home, she might strain the family finances still more. Finally, if a 

daughter were unable for to produce a new home for her parents under a marital roof, 

her parents might lose their security in old age. 

Complicating Seduction: Viewing Rape and Prostitution in the Context of 
Women’s Employment 

In The Power of Sympathy and Charlotte Temple, William Hill Brown and 

Susanna Rowson reference real-life accounts of seduction to help authorize their novels 

and to structure their seduction plots as didactic tools. The initial lesson that their novels 

share might read as follows: young women who make unwise decisions about sex will 

die out from shame. Nevertheless, as these novels progress, the authors’ initial 

observations about illicit sex become complicated by the stark economic realities 

characters face. For Brown, seduction stories related in characters’ letters to one 

another show that young women of the lower classes are incredibly vulnerable to rape 

and likely to consider prostitution when met with pressing financial needs. For Rowson, 

Charlotte’s lack of financial resources in the New World threatens her ability to retain 

her family’s middling (and respectable) class status, though Charlotte never fully 

acknowledges that the money she is given by her lover constitutes earnings. In each of 
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these novels, I see Brown and Rowson forwarding oblique lessons about economics 

which reveal how easily men may treat women as commodities and how a young 

woman’s continued existence independent from her family necessitates the willingness 

to labor for her own support.  

As proofs for his argument that parental oversight is necessary to yield a 

marriageable daughter, Brown incorporates references to real-life fallen women 

Elizabeth Whitman and Fanny Apthorp. Well-known to Brown’s readers, these stories 

exemplified two maxims: Whitman’s story demonstrated that incautious reading could 

lead to unwise sexual congress, and Apthorp’s narrative indicated that parental 

mismanagement of a daughter’s education could have fatal consequences. At the start 

of the novel, then, Brown refers to socially prominent young women whose value is 

unconnected to their earning ability and whose choices to engage in premarital sex are 

not made to satisfy their families’ financial needs. Regardless, he quickly progresses to 

stories of lower-class women whose fates are less neatly explained.  

In the third “seduction”13 story in The Power of Sympathy, Brown depicts an 

explicit equation of the loss of a daughter with economic loss. In Letters XXVII and 

XXVIII to Myra, Worthy recalls his conversation with the father of Fidelia, a member of 

the laboring class. As they talk, the elderly man tells the tale of his daughter, Fidelia, 

who is engaged to her steadfast love, Henry. Sadly, he remembers how “the gay 

Williams” ardently pursues his daughter. Fidelia resists Williams until, on the day of her 

wedding, he “betrays her to a carriage he had prepared, and she is hurried off” (51). 

Overwhelmed by emotion at Fidelia’s absence, Henry commits suicide by throwing 

                                            
13 I use quotation marks here to call this term into question. As I mention earlier in this chapter, seduction 
was often used as a term that incorporated a range of sexual activities including rape.  
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himself into a river, and, upon learning of Henry’s death, Fidelia descends into 

madness.  

As Brown portrays Worthy conveying the father’s tale, he intimately intertwines 

emotion and economics. Recalling the connection he and Fidelia once shared, her 

father remembers, “I sat in this place—in the mild shade of the evening—when I had 

returned from my labour [sic] and took Fidelia on my knee” (52). Here, the father’s 

repose from labor becomes meaningful because of Fidelia’s presence, and his 

placement of her on his knee adds his physical support of her to his economic 

sustenance. Immediately, Brown ties this reminiscence to the man’s present material 

concerns; the father laments, “she who hath so often said, she would support me with 

her arm, and lead me about, when I should be old and decriped [sic]—to her I call, but 

she returns me no answer” (52). Though Fidelia’s father mentions physical care here, 

he also alludes to her ability to economically provide for him in the future, ostensibly 

under a husband’s roof. Having lost Henry and taken leave of her senses, Fidelia is in 

no state to re-enter the marriage market or to take on a wife’s (or any other kind of) 

labor. As a result, Brown emphasizes her father’s loss of economic support in the old 

man’s pronounced lament of the cost of a ruined daughter: “[those who seduce] have 

taken away my staff in my old age” (52). 

Complicating the novel’s earlier message that daughters and parents may guard 

against seduction, Brown does not depict steadfast Fidelia succumbing to Williams. 

Clearly, Fidelia does not desire him; her father recalls that, at his attention “her 

prudence rises superiour [sic] to her vanity” (51). Even so, she is unable to avoid him. 

Describing Fidelia’s removal from Henry, Brown writes that “the ruffian hand of the 
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Seducer dashes the cup of joy from their lips” (51). Because Brown stops his 

description of this incident at the carriage door, it is hard for readers to determine what 

actually happens inside. Indeed, Williams’ interaction with Fidelia can be interpreted in a 

few different ways. Cathy Davidson refers to the event in passing as a rape (Revolution 

171), but it might also be construed as a kidnapping. In either reading, Brown intimates 

that some form of physical contact occurs and that Williams’ self-serving and disruptive 

behavior compromises the orderly work of the marriage market.  

In a manner similar to Fidelia’s narrative, the novel’s fourth story of “seduction,”14 

the story of the Honorable Mr. Harrington’s, lover, Maria Fawcett, provides important 

lessons about economics. In Letter XXXIX, Brown implies that Maria’s despondency 

over her family’s financial loss makes having an affair with a moneyed man seem 

attractive. He gives voice to her unhappy narrative in Mrs. Holmes reminiscence; she 

recalls Maria saying “we lived happily together in the days of my father, but when it 

pleased Providence to remove him, we no longer asserted our pretentions to that rank 

of life which our straitened finances were unable to continue” (65). Brown then pens 

Maria describing herself as “a young woman of no eligible circumstances” (65) and 

crediting her impoverished position as her reason for taking the elder Harrington as her 

lover. When he portrays Maria becoming pregnant with her lover’s child, Brown shows 

the individual women’s narratives converging to illustrate possible repercussions that 

occur when men’s sexual liaisons and the changes in their socioeconomic thinking 

overlap in successive generations. Having given Harrington a wife, Brown illustrates 

how Maria finds herself in a worse situation than when she started, and he detaches her 

                                            
14  I use the term seduction here to indicate that it occupies a place on the continuum of sexually 
problematic behaviors. One might more properly refer to this story as one of prostitution.  
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daughter—Harrington’s illegitimate daughter—from the family relation through which 

she would start to build her multiple contacts with the larger world.  

Consistently, Brown shows Maria struggling with the financial and gender power 

disparities between her and her lover. Examining this passage, Cathy Davidson 

indicates that it is one place in which Brown exposes “the myth of moral primacy as 

voiced by the socially prominent” (Revolution 177). Beside herself with grief, Maria 

repents what she sees as her sin and feels shame for her actions. Asking herself “what 

recompense could I ask of a Seducer?,” she is unable to confront her former lover. 

When Mr. Holmes uses his authority as a preacher to write on her behalf, Harrington, 

Sr. reorients the situation. He laments his sinful connection with Maria and confesses 

that he initially plans “to place [Maria] in a situation that should screen her from penury 

and malice—and to make provision for the child” before she disappears (71). By 

repenting for his sinful connections and by mentioning his early intentions, Harrington 

tries to justify his actions by taking responsibility for Maria in a conceptual sense while 

he distances himself from the tawdriness of his own actions.  

Though Harrington, Sr. voices contrition, Brown shows that this acceptance of 

responsibility does not extend to the material realm. Instead, Harrington, Sr. 

exacerbates the power inequity between himself and Maria by appealing to upper class 

decorum. Reading of Mr. Holmes’s arrangement to care for his illegitimate child, 

Harrington closes his letter by saying “I WILL not so far supersede the fruit of your 

benevolence, as to presume to offer you any other recompense, than my sincere 

prayers for your happiness” (72). Conceding that he has learned his lesson, Harrington 

does not send the financial aid necessary to support his child. Here, Brown illustrates 
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how a reliance on upper class social niceties belies the fact that someone—and one of 

a humbler economic class—must bear the weight of his daughter’s maintenance.  

By complicating the term “seduction” with the threat of rape and by exploring the 

economic dimension of illicit sex for members of the lower classes, Brown shows that 

ideas about moral virtue cannot be separated from material realities affecting would-be 

seducers and their victims. In both of the later seduction stories, Fidelia and Maria 

Fawcett are less socially valuable to their readers than were Elizabeth Whitman and 

Fanny Apthorp to the society in which they lived. Nevertheless, because Brown portrays 

the families of these fictional women possessing fewer financial resources, it is clear to 

readers that these women are more necessary to the economic health of their own 

families than were Whitman and Apthorp. In addition, Brown uses the women’s stories 

to uncover niggling questions about the standard narrative that popular opinion told 

about seduction in eighteenth-century America. In Fidelia’s case, he makes readers 

wonder “to what degree should woman be held accountable for protecting themselves 

against men’s sexual advances if men are physically stronger?” In Maria’s case, he 

prompts readers to ask “would sex work be considered a reasonable choice for a 

financially needy woman with no marriage options?” Unfortunately, though, Brown offers 

no answer to either question.  

Like Brown, Rowson contextualizes her novel in a real-world account of 

seduction. In a preface to Charlotte Temple, she indicates that a counterpart to 

Charlotte served as her inspiration for writing, and, though the story of this young 

woman was neither publicized nor actually verified, her experience provided a 
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tremendous authorizing force for Rowson’s readers.15 Regardless of the impact of an 

ostensible real-world Charlotte on the writing of the novel, Rowson follows the 

expectations of the seduction plot by portraying Charlotte failing to appropriately 

manage money and affection. Instead, she locates this model in the formation of the 

fictional Temple family. Depicting Mr. Temple and Lucy Eldridge coming into contact 

with possible seducers, Rowson has them eschew improper marriage or coerced sex 

even though these connections could easily provide economic wellbeing or resolve 

financial problems. Later in the narrative, then, Rowson draws implicit comparisons 

between Lucy Eldridge’s actions; those of her daughter, Charlotte; and those of other 

women characters, especially in the ways in which these women negotiate work and 

affective relationships.  

Immediately after Rowson introduces her main characters, Charlotte and 

Lieutenant Montraville, she shifts the narrative to detail the Temples’ trials and 

successful marriage. From the outset, Mr. Temple and Lucy Eldridge occupy different 

economic statuses. Beginning their story, the narrator declares that Mr. Temple 

possesses a small estate which might have grown through marriage to a woman of his 

rank had he not rejected such an action. The narrator observes, “he beheld his sisters 

legally prostituted to old, decrepid [sic] men, whose titles gave them consequence in the 

eyes of the world, and whose affluence rendered them splendidly miserable” (12). Here, 

Rowson likens the decision to marry for money with prostitution and shows that one 

may consider this opportunity a lure for men and women alike. By depicting Temple as 

                                            
15 In Chapter 5 of Revolution and the Word, Cathy Davidson traces the adulation afforded Charlotte by 
the novel’s readers as they visited her ostensible grave and wore necklaces bearing her likeness. 
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one who lives frugally and shares his small sustenance with those who need it most, 

she locates his worth in his investment in humanity.  

As she introduces him to Lucy Eldridge, Rowson indicates how monetary 

ventures can carry sexual overtures and how philanthropy can bring affective rewards. 

Learning about a man, Mr. Eldridge, who is being held in debtor’s prison, Temple visits 

to see if he can be of help. Unable to pay a soldier’s commission for his son, Eldridge 

borrows the money from a Mr. Lewis. In time, Lewis makes overtures to Lucy, and Lucy 

defers to her father’s good judgment in the matter. Eldridge recalls, “I took an early 

opportunity of questioning him concerning his intentions towards my child: he gave an 

equivocal answer, and I forbade him in my house” (16). At this point, Lewis demands 

payment of the debt which plunges Eldridge into the financial ruin that he prefers to 

Lucy’s moral ruin. Describing Eldridge’s resistance to financial (and sexual) pressure, 

Rowson adds his beneficial example to that of Temple. As Mr. Temple resists 

prostitution by marrying for money, Mr. Eldridge resists acting as panderer for his 

daughter. 

Portraying the resolve of her characters, Rowson shows them suffering 

physically and financially for their virtuous beliefs. Before long, Mr. Eldridge is 

incarcerated for non-payment of his debt, and, during this time, Lucy visits him to bolster 

his spirits. Bereft of his financial support, Lucy must decide how to reorient her life. 

Though she is given the option of going to live with other relatives, she chooses to find 

employment which allows her to support herself and to stay near her father. Eventually, 

she takes in sewing and is able to afford a small apartment on her own. Here, Rowson 
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characterizes Lucy as a worthy daughter and honorable person because of her self-

sacrifice, devotion to her father, and willingness to labor.    

Moved by the Eldridges’ suffering and worthiness, Mr. Temple pays their debt. 

Through this gesture, Rowson indicates that his addition of financial support to his 

sympathy gives further proof of his worthiness. Moreover, through his interactions with 

the Eldridges, he finds he has come to love Lucy, and Rowson crafts this attachment to 

test the strength of his steadfastness. When he informs his father that he intends to 

marry the indigent Lucy, the elder Mr. Temple rejects the marriage plans. He states, “be 

so kind as to turn your eyes on Miss Weatherby; who, having only an estate of three 

thousand a year, is more upon a level with you” (23). Here, again, Rowson raises the 

prospect of prostitution in the guise of a loveless, class-conscious marriage. Refusing 

this offer, Mr. Temple is disinherited. Thus, the union of Charlotte’s parents concludes 

with marital love and a form of “honest” poverty to which Pamela refers in Richardson’s 

novel: the narrator observes, “during many years of uninterrupted felicity, they cast not a 

wish beyond the little boundaries of their own tenement” (25-6). Though Rowson 

privileges love and moral worth here, she alludes to the economic value of the 

Eldridge/Temple marriage as well. Both partners feel appropriately for the losses of 

others, but, perhaps more importantly, they value moral worth over financial gain. 

As the story of Charlotte’s seduction unfolds, Rowson employs her narrator to 

directly address the readers, urging them to disparage deceit and forgive Charlotte’s 

weaknesses. In recent years, scholars have disputed the role that the narrator plays in 

conveying instruction to the reader. Julia Stern reads this voice as “the novel’s absent 

emblem of maternal power” (35). She indicates that “the sorrow [Charlotte’s] death 
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provokes—in both narrator and reader alike—allows for the cohesion of an ‘imagined 

community’ around the wound to the social body that her passing represents” (37). 

Countering Stern’s reading, Paul Barton argues that Rowson builds her narrator’s power 

on religious instruction; he maintains that Rowson “intended to employ the sentimental 

novel as a means to appropriate the voice and attendant powers of a Puritan minister 

and thereby reach out to her ‘congregation’ of female readers” (26). In another contrast, 

Shelly Jarenski contends that the narrator acts as a teacher. She states, “Rowson’s 

intrusions were not an imitation of a male cultural authority, but an attempt to claim that 

level of authority for women through the female voice of the preceptress” (66). Though 

these scholars differ in their interpretation of the authority of the narrative voice, all 

agree that the narrator closely monitors and guides readers’ interpretations. Regardless, 

the places at which Rowson pens the narrator’s intrusions reveal the variable ways 

readers may judge characters’ actions.   

Characterizing Charlotte beside more experienced characters, Rowson 

emphasizes Charlotte’s naïvity and inability to evaluate implied contracts. After 

Charlotte attends a clandestine gathering with Lt. Montraville, La Rue, and La Rue’s 

lover, Belcour, she angrily chastises La Rue, saying, “I thought the gentlemen were very 

free in their manner: I wonder you would suffer them to behave as they did” (30). Her 

heated response to this inappropriate private meeting with near-strangers seems to 

forestall any future meetings, but her resolve fails to hold as her protests are no match 

for La Rue’s machinations or Montraville’s coercion. As a result, Charlotte capitulates to 

a series of implied contracts that she interprets as overtures of love. She agrees to the 

following connections with Montraville: opening his letter; continuing to meet with him 
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after she determines that being in private with him is unwise; agreeing to go to America 

and marry Montraville there; and meeting with him on the dock before the voyage to 

America. Each of these agreements to meet more fully cements the relationship 

between Charlotte and Montraville. 

When Rowson places Charlotte in a compromising position similar to Lewis’s 

treatment of her mother, she shows how Charlotte fails to judiciously resist her suitor’s 

advances or seek counsel from her parents. Montraville asks her to go to America, 

where he will join the British forces fighting the colonists, and he promises that he will 

marry her there. Though she has misgivings about her attachment, Charlotte embarks 

with Montraville, her French teacher, Mademoiselle La Rue, and La Rue’s lover, 

Belcour, to America. On the ship, Charlotte realizes the truth of her verbal contract of 

marriage in a tangential manner. Finding a lucrative marriage candidate for herself, La 

Rue abandons Belcour and hastily engages herself to a rich fellow passenger, Colonel 

Crayton. After Col. Crayton and La Rue announce their engagement to their fellow 

passengers, Charlotte and Montraville have the following exchange: 

[Charlotte observes,] “I am sure Mademoiselle told me Belcour promised to 
marry her.” 

“Well, and suppose he did?” 

“Why, he should be obliged to keep his word, I think.” 

“Well, but suppose he has changed his mind,” said Montraville, “and then 
you know the case is altered.” (61)  

In this exchange, Charlotte shows her ignorance of any assumed rule that a man could 

propose marriage and then change his mind. All at once, she realizes how completely 

Montraville’s honor is tied to La Rue’s and Belcour’s merit. If their character is suspect, 

so, too, is his, and his promise of marriage means little. In this pivotal scene, their 
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interaction confirms for the reader that Charlotte’s virtue has been compromised. The 

narrator observes of Charlotte, “A full sense of her own situation rushed upon her mind. 

She burst into tears, and remained silent” (61). Though Rowson never offers a scene 

depicting sexual congress between Charlotte and Montraville, this scene suggests the 

privacy and intimacy that their Atlantic crossing affords them and confirms her entire 

dependence on him. As a result, readers would realize the physical transformation in 

their affective relationship.  

 By the time Montraville sets up a seduced and pregnant Charlotte in a house of 

her own, her need for the counsel of others becomes critical. During this time, Rowson 

depicts the interventions and advice of two very different women, Charlotte’s neighbor 

and her landlady. Rowson characterizes Charlotte’s neighbor as a kind woman who 

might provide effective counsel to Charlotte, especially in economic matters. This 

neighbor is so generous in spirit that she is willing to overlook Charlotte’s pregnant and 

solitary existence, and, though she acts as a comfort and friend, her influence on the 

fallen protagonist is short-lived. Giving context to Charlotte’s predicament, Rowson 

shows the neighbor woman leaving her house to follow her husband, a soldier fighting 

in the American Revolution. In her capacity as camp follower, this woman will help other 

wives cook, sew, and care for the health of the troops. As Charlotte experiences her 

private turmoil, Rowson shows this neighbor woman providing the adaptive labor 

necessary for her husband’s survival, even in the face of war.  

Unlike Charlotte’s caring neighbor, her landlady literally throws her out of the only 

American home she has known. Once Montraville’s financial support becomes 
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compromised and Charlotte’s financial resources are exhausted, her landlady confronts 

her. As the landlady demands the rent, the narrator observes,  

[Charlotte] knew so little of the ways of the world that she had never 
bestowed a thought on the payment for the rent of the house; she knew 
indeed that she owed a good deal, but this was never reckoned among the 
others: she was thunder struck; she hardly knew what answer to make, yet 
it was absolutely necessary that she should say something; and judging of 
the gentleness of every female disposition by her own, she thought the best 
way to interest the woman in her favour [sic] would be to tell her candidly to 
what situation she was reduced, and how little probability there was of her 
ever paying any body. (102) 

In this instance, Rowson shows how little a young woman of Charlotte’s age and 

experience might know of how to support herself independently. Though she attempts 

to care for herself by spending her savings frugally, Charlotte has little conception of the 

amount of money needed to sustain her or how to acquire these funds. Furthermore, 

she continues to rely on the moral economy with which she is familiar, seeking her 

landlady’s sympathy in a bid to obtain her financial assistance.  

Penning the landlady’s response, Rowson articulates a wholly different approach 

to moral and monetary economies. The landlady argues that Charlotte has forfeited her 

credit in the cash economy; she refers to her as a “nasty, impudent hussey [sic]” and 

bemoans the “harlotings [sic] set up for fine ladies” (103). Through this argument, 

Rowson shows the landlady supporting her own stake in the market economy above 

Charlotte’s place in humanity by calling attention to the difference between the types of 

labor she and Charlotte seem to undertake. Touting her own labor above Charlotte’s 

apparent economic class, she notes, “I don’t ask for no more nor my right, and nobody 

shall dare for to go for to hinder me of it” (103). 

As Charlotte begs for her mercy, her landlady decries charity, indicating that she, 

herself, has seven “honest, lawful children” at home (103). Here, the classed 
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implications of the landlady’s argument complicate ideas of decorum both for Charlotte 

and the reader. From her perspective, she lives a morally honorable life by limiting sex 

to marriage and this moral prudence, then, justifies the exercise of her economic rights. 

But her assertion of her sexual morality does not provide Charlotte with any productive 

assistance. 

In this interaction, Rowson characterizes the landlady as a coarse, unfeeling 

woman, but the advice she gives Charlotte shows a frank assessment of the limited 

options that abandoned women might have had in late eighteenth-century America. 

Since Charlotte has no solutions to her dilemma, the landlady declares, “why go to the 

barracks and work for a morsel of bread; wash and mend the soldiers cloaths [sic], an 

cook their victuals, and not expect to live in idleness on honest people’s means” (103-

104). Her advice opens the possibilities that Charlotte might pursue in her own 

maintenance, all of which would consign her to a lower class than she has belonged to 

previously. As Charlotte is evicted from her lodgings, the narrator addresses “wise, 

penetrating gentlemen” who might ponder whether she owned valuables that she could 

sell to support herself (106). Impatiently, the narrator answers that Charlotte brings only 

the essentials with her to America, and the novel moves on. Though Rowson has the 

narrator dismiss the considerations of the resistant “wise, penetrating gentlemen,” their 

concerns may be raised at many points throughout the novel. Indeed, the “gentlemen” 

to whom the narrator refers generate implicit questions about Charlotte’s perception of 

the work expected of her in her family and her ability to adapt to her compromised 

circumstances as a dependent of her seducer.  
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More importantly, this advice alludes to another form of work that Charlotte could 

undertake for her maintenance: prostitution. John D’Emilio and Estelle B. Freedman 

note, “when soldiers [from the French and Indian Wars] congregated in cities such as 

Boston and New York, female camp followers soon arrived to minister to the needs of 

the men. Women provided food or washed clothing, and some sold their bodies” (50). 

Taking into account the historical realities of camp work, the implications of the 

landlady’s advice are clear.  

While Rowson frames Charlotte’s experience as a moral tale, she also illustrates 

how difficult it can be to identify where Charlotte’s seduction occurs and how her limited 

agency indicts her. Marion Rust notes that her “fall” does not involve sexual seduction 

so much as it results from her indecisiveness. She argues that “far from depicting 

Charlotte’s overweening desire, the novel portrays the fatal consequences of a woman’s 

inability to want anything enough to motivate decisive action” (103). Rust painstakingly 

traces Charlotte inability to take any action apart from the passive fainting, falling, 

sleeping, or tumbling which move her through the narrative. Indeed, I believe that, by 

characterizing Charlotte as unable to process the knowledge that she has acted as a 

prostitute, Rowson alludes to the inherent problems of the seduction plot’s expectations. 

By maintaining her honorable intentions for relations with Montraville, Charlotte is able 

to retain her virtue, but, having believed his misrepresentations, the seduction plot 

consigns her to death or madness. At no point in this narrative can Rowson allow 

Charlotte to adapt to her changed circumstances by seeking out employment; 

ostensibly, this turn of events would eliminate the moral power of her demise.   
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(Not) Putting One’s Money Where One’s Mouth Is: the Financial Failings of 
Sympathy 

Though Brown and Rowson create characters who express sympathy for the 

plight of others, they call readers to feel sympathy as well. Regardless, examining the 

effects of this sympathy can prove problematic. As I note in Chapter 1, Michelle 

Burnham indicates the problems studying sentiment, referring to it as “a slippery 

category” (348) and arguing that it has an “ambivalent heart” (353). This observation 

holds true for both novels; Brown and Rowson show characters espousing moral beliefs 

and emotional ideals, but these standards are frequently narrowly applied or are not 

given with the material support that might bring comfort. While both authors show 

societal support for outpourings of emotion as appropriate responses to suffering, they 

also suggest some material limits to sympathy.   

In The Power of Sympathy, Brown illustrates this disjunction between emotion 

and action reaching its apex in Harrington’s reaction to a recently-whipped slave 

woman. In letter XXXVI to Worthy, Harrington recalls meeting a slave woman in South 

Carolina. He asks her how she received a visible scar, and she answers that she has 

willingly incurred the wound as punishment for a mishap that was actually caused by 

her son. Harrington responds to her account with the most fervent sympathy offered in 

the novel as he praises the woman for protecting her child. Overwhelmed with emotion, 

he proclaims,  

may thy soul be ever disposed to SYMPATHIZE with thy children, and with 
thy brethren and sisters in calamity—then shalt thou feel every 
circumstance of thy life afford thee satisfaction; and repining and 
melancholy shall fly from thy bosom—all thy labours [sic] will become 
easy—all thy burdens light, and the yoke of slavery will never gall thy neck. 
(62)  
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Here, Brown embeds Harrington’s articulation of a slender agency for the slave 

woman within the systemically abusive institution of slavery. Though he shows 

Harrington decrying “calamity,” “labours,” “burdens,” and “the yoke of slavery,” none of 

these ills are banished by his sympathy or the slave woman’s resolve. However one 

might interpret the familial resonances in Harrington’s and the slave woman’s situations, 

any material change in the slave woman’s living situation goes unoffered. Though 

Brown shows Harrington expressing sympathy, this emotion does not translate into a 

determination to buy and free this woman, nor does he support an end to slavery. 

Instead, the slave woman’s narrative becomes an opportunity for him to prove his own 

emotional worth, and, regardless of the relative depth of his compassion, he, and the 

narrative as a whole, are able to leave her behind.  

In her reading of this story, Cathy Davidson interprets it as a metaphor for 

Harriot’s suffering. She says, “as in the tale of the slave woman, an innocent woman 

(Harriot) suffers for the misdeed of another” (Revolution 26). For Harriot, this “misdeed” 

would have been her father’s seduction and abandonment of Maria Fawcett. While the 

slave woman does suffer for her son, I believe the story takes on different—and to my 

mind, more urgent—meaning when considered within the context of Brown’s 

interlocking stories of seduction. While Brown depicts Harrington praising the mother 

who sacrifices herself for her son, he does not refer to the son’s father. Given the power 

dynamic of slavery, the slave boy’s father could be any of a number of people, including 

the slave owner whose rules dictate the punishment which this boy—possibly his own 

son—faces. Presented beside the Honorable Mr. Harrington’s story of infidelity, I argue 

that Brown provides a strong parallel between Harrington, Sr. inadvertently ruining his 
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daughter’s marital prospects and the slave owner’s ability to destroy an illegitimate 

son’s social and economic prospects. In each case, the extra-marital sexual economy in 

which the father trades spawns familial, and therefore financial, fractures for their 

offspring.  

In a similar vein, in Charlotte Temple, Rowson portrays characters refusing to 

align feeling and action, and the narrator passes moral judgment on those characters 

unwilling to help the less fortunate. In particular, Charlotte’s landlady and Mademoiselle 

LaRue are more concerned with procuring money than they are with helping Charlotte. 

Though both women labor at different points in the novel, Rowson consistently marks 

their unwillingness to let sympathetic feeling override the earning of a living as a moral 

failing. Regardless, from the “penetrating gentlemen’s” point of view, much is lost in 

blanket sympathy for Charlotte. Though Rowson characterizes Charlotte’s landlady as 

unsympathetic, an alternate reading would call for Charlotte to adapt to her fallen status 

and find remunerative employment.   

In contrast to the landlady, Mademoiselle La Rue is thoroughly debased. Where 

the landlady conducts her business in an indelicate manner, La Rue seeks riches and 

luxury and is willing to lie and cheat others to achieve them. Consistently, Rowson 

associates Mademoiselle LaRue’s labors with her lasciviousness. She first introduces 

her as Charlotte’s French teacher in the first chapter of the novel, but the back story 

presented in Chapter VI gives a fuller account of the journey which brings her to work at 

Madame Du Pont’s boarding school. The narrator observes,  

Miss La Rue had had eloped from a convent with a young officer, and, on 
coming to England, had lived with several different men in open defiance of 
all moral and religious duties; yet, finding her reduced to the most abject 
want, and believing the penitence which she professed to be sincere, [a 
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lady] took her into her own family, and from thence recommended her to 
Madame DuPont, as thinking the situation more suitable for a woman of her 
abilities. (26-27)  

In this brief yet dense description, Rowson shows La Rue employed in a number of 

different pursuits. She moves from laboring in a convent to preparation for wifehood to 

possible prostitution to employment as a teacher. Each time she changes her situation, 

La Rue supports herself, an accomplishment which might be laudable had she not done 

so while shirking her initial convent duties or manipulating the emotions—the sympathy 

or passions—of others.   

During the course of La Rue’s back story, readers learn of her many deceptions 

and see how these lies undermine the safety of those with whom she associates. First, 

she lies to the lady who recommends her for the teaching position at the boarding 

school. The narrator refers to this woman as “a lady whose humanity overstepped the 

bounds of discretion” (26). Believing La Rue to be reformed, this woman is persuaded to 

compromise her own honor, and her recommendation damages the character of 

Madame Du Pont’s boarding school as well. Later, La Rue becomes a panderer when 

she finds that her lover’s friend, Lt. Montraville, desires Charlotte. He places “five 

guineas into [the hand] of Mademoiselle, who promised she would endeavor to bring 

her young charge into the field again the next evening” (11). In exchange, she 

persuades Charlotte to compromise her privacy and works to guarantee Charlotte’s 

sexual fall as well. Finally, when relocation to America seems advantageous, 

Mademoiselle La Rue accompanies Belcour, Montraville, and Charlotte on their voyage. 

On board ship, she improves her situation by lying to the wealthy Crayton to rouse his 

sympathy and secure his offer of marriage. Showing La Rue’s manipulation of feelings, 

Rowson shows readers that relying on emotion can prove dangerous.  
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But Rowson is similarly skeptical about overvaluing money. In all of her 

endeavors, La Rue mingles sexual desire, paid labor, and her personal traits of 

selfishness and deceit, implying that the immorality of her character extends to the 

immorality of her labor. Consistently, Rowson so closely connects La Rue’s apparent 

sexual misconduct with the deception involved in her employment as an instructor that 

these actions—sex and deception—seem inseparable. Though La Rue, whose name 

translates from the French to “the street,” acts as a de-facto prostitute to achieve 

financial independence and mobility, she sets no limits on her desires such that she 

actively interrupts the working of the marriage market in her dealings with Charlotte, Lt. 

Montraville, and Clayton to achieve her own financial plans.  

Though sympathy serves a useful purpose in The Power of Sympathy and 

Charlotte Temple, its expression accomplishes little in the way of confronting the 

usurious labor practices of slavery or prostitution. Brown’s slave woman and Rowson’s 

protagonist, Charlotte, are caught up in circumstances that are out of their control, and 

the people who they come into contact with may express kindness, but they offer few 

real solutions. In addition, the authors allude to points at which slavery and prostitution 

figure into larger economic systems. Though Harrington laments the treatment of the 

slave woman, he likely buys some product or service associated with her labor. 

Similarly, though the landlady decries Charlotte’s apparent employment as a mistress, 

she plays a key role in this labor by willingly renting a house to the lovers. 

Bastardizing Self-Worth: the (Sexualized) Middling Class Body as the Site of 
Competing Meanings 

Cathy Davidson indicates that The Power of Sympathy appears to be created 

from “two distinct and even contradictory discourses, a didactic essay and a novel,” and 
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she argues that the “original didactic intentions of the book are both regularly reasserted 

or regularly undermined as the novel progresses” (Revolution 171). Of the many 

scenarios in which Brown undermines his apparent objectives, I believe that the way 

that his fallen women act as sites of competing middling-class meanings and middling-

class needs is most compelling. Similarly, though Charlotte Temple is more didactic 

than Power of Sympathy, Rowson alludes to some benefits women gain with the 

knowledge of how to economize and labor productively when familial support is gone. 

Following the expectations of the seduction plot, Brown and Rowson show their 

protagonists caught in seemingly unresolvable quandaries. But, as Harriot and Charlotte 

take actions that will ultimately lead to their demise, the authors gesture to alternate 

paths that their protagonists might have chosen.    

In The Power of Sympathy’s later stories, Brown shows the experiences of 

working-class women becoming valuable in light of Harrington’s rethinking of economic 

separations between people. In Harriot, a companion to an older woman, Harrington 

comes to view a social and economic inferior as one whose behavior makes her 

laudable. In other words, he sees her as someone possessing the expected qualities of 

his elevated class. For much of the novel, Brown places Harriot outside of the seduction 

stories, often letting her stand as a model for the readers as they cast judgment on the 

actions of other women. Upon revealing her parentage—that she and Harrington share 

a father—Brown recasts Harriot as another character whose actions may draw 

judgment. In this capacity, she becomes Brown’s anchor for the larger problem of the 

novel.  
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While Harriot seems to exercise agency in pursuing her connection to Harrington, 

the knowledge that she lacks of her own parentage usurps her best intentions. 

Furthermore, caught between the person she is not (legitimately Harrington’s daughter) 

and the person she actually is (Harrington’s biological daughter), Harriot personifies 

some possible costs of class mobility in disrupting the previous structures of rank in 

which the progeny of extra-marital liaisons were contained. When the secret of her 

parentage is intact, Harriot has clear opportunities for a meaningful life, but only, it 

seems, in her lower class and only if she “remembers her place.” Once she conceives 

marriage to Harrington and the Honorable Mr. Harrington is revealed to be her father, 

her life becomes suspended between conflicting class and familial expectations.  

Clearly, Brown shows how the personal merit embedded in the system of 

economic class confronts the older system of rank, and the beginning of Harriot’s story 

seems to support class mobility. When Harrington first meets her, he is immediately 

attracted, but his attraction is tempered by their disparate stations. In this early meeting, 

he sees her as an economic inferior whose position renders her vulnerable to his sexual 

desires. He considers her economic prospects and concocts a “benevolent scheme” to 

raise her from her role as a companion to a “more eligible situation” (11). At this point, 

Harrington views Harriot’s hypothetical employment as his mistress as a desirable 

alternative to her labor as a companion. In Letter III, he tells Worthy, “I mean to remove 

this fine girl into an elegant apartment of which she herself is to be the sole mistress” 

(12). Articulating Harrington’s early perspective on economic class, then, Brown depicts 

Harrington believing that Harriot will value money and elevated (though compromised) 

class status over the sexual virtue associated with marriage.  
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But Brown shows an about-face in Harrington’s view of class relations effected 

by his feelings toward Harriot. Before Harrington is able explain to Harriot his plan to 

make her his mistress, he senses her amiability and grace. He writes, “of all those 

undescribable [sic] things which influence the mind, and which are most apt to 

persuade—none so powerful an orator—so feelingly eloquent as beauty—I bow to the 

all-conquering force of Harriot’s eloquence” (14). Stirred by the compelling qualities of 

her character, Harrington reverses his previous course and proposes marriage instead. 

From this changed perspective, Harrington is unwilling to reduce his interaction with 

Harriot to merely sexual or monetary terms. Though an attention to feeling seems to 

mark Harrington as a worthy man, Brown uses his about-face to show Harrington 

completely transforming his views on personal worth. Indeed, in response to the social 

slighting of a mechanic’s daughter, Harrington comments, “I like a democratical better 

than any other kind of government; and were I a Lycurgus no distinction of rank should 

be found in my commonwealth” (34). 

Revising his previous views about seduction and prostitution, Harrington 

considers illicit sex in a poem, and Brown uses this writing to show Harrington’s new 

antipathy for the intertwining of sexual passion and money that he has previously 

proposed. In “The Court of Vice,” a poem attributed to Harrington, the vices PRIDE, 

INTEMPERANCE, THEFT, FRAUD, MURDER, and AVARICE compete for the title of 

most horrible vice. Presiding over this argument, the Monster of the Court crowns 

Seduction the winner, indicating that it “rob[s] what wealth can ne’er repay” (46) by 

approaching “in the mask of love” (47). Ultimately, the Monster of the Court predicts the 

outcome of Seduction will be “the starving, trembling train/who prostitute themselves for 
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gain…while anguish knaws [sic] the heart” (46). Though Brown provides an artistic 

rendering of seduction’s effects in this poem, he nevertheless returns to the basic 

material concerns of women who lose their social value through sexual contact forced 

or deemed inappropriate. 

On the surface, Brown allows the connection between Harrington and Harriot 

appear to operate in keeping with the other stories of upward mobility in the novel. 

Clearly, Harriot exhibits characteristics which would make her a valuable wife, and 

Harrington becomes a more accepting, democratic man because of his association with 

her. Even so, their betrothal can be considered a seduction story in that they keep their 

amour secret. Though Harrington knows that his father disapproves of his interest in 

Harriot, he continues to pursue her. For her part, Harriot has no guardian to whom she 

can turn for parental support, so she relies on her own good judgment.  

Where Brown suggests that familial input is necessary for a successful marriage, 

in Charlotte Temple Rowson emphasizes this dictum. Her central didactic message 

calls for readers to consult their families when considering marriage and to follow 

virtuous moral directives in their actions. This message is clear to readers through the 

example of Charlotte’s parents, the Temples. For Charlotte, distance from her parents 

and mistaken trust in her French teacher compromise her ability to understand the 

choices presented to her which, in turn, make her unable to resist an inappropriate 

suitor.  

Though the expectations of the seduction plot call for Charlotte’s failure, as she 

addresses the novel’s most vulnerable, misfortunate readers, Rowson alludes to 

possible lessons that readers of varying economic classes and experiences may learn. 
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While her text focuses on a relatively privileged young woman, Rowson also depicts 

working classes of women, including a teacher and a landlady. Readers see the many 

ways that women may be valuable from the virtue possessed as an unsettled young 

woman to the willingness of a lower-class wife to work for her family. Within this 

valuation, though, prostitution hovers at the narrative edges: a possible labor to sustain 

life, but one that seems too horrible for readers to imagine and too frightful for Rowson 

to articulate. While she cannot portray Charlotte finding employment in America, 

Rowson does gesture toward some limited opportunities that women might have had.  

Throughout Charlotte Temple and The Power of Sympathy, the authors place 

tangible elements—like money and possessions—and intangible elements—like 

emotion—at odds with one another. Both Brown and Rowson depict characters who are 

defined by their spiritual existence but who often suffer outrageously. The questions left 

unanswered by the authors are these: what should spiritually worthy people do about 

their physical existence when they lose their fortunes or livelihoods? And how much 

suffering should be expected of a person? Also, those who value money over morality 

are characterized as harmful, though they may seek out labor to support themselves. 

This action asks readers to ponder what role charity should take in their lives when their 

own resources are limited. In the end, Brown acknowledges the reorganization of 

people by economic class occasioned by new economic systems and opportunities, but 

he warns of the human toll that this process may take. Making similar observations 

about economic changes, Rowson bids to relocate supportive relations from the close-

knit communities of the past to the personal, moral, and financial, responsibility of 
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individual readers, but she acknowledges that these responsibilities will not be 

universally adopted.  

That Which Goes Unspoken 

Because Brown and Rowson need to legitimize their novels, any proposal to 

reintegrate middling- and upper-class fallen women into their families and previous 

social spheres proves unarticulable. Certainly, these authors complicate readers’ 

thinking about the definition of seduction as well as women’s ability to resist illicit sexual 

contact. Regardless, they cannot completely banish the accepted conclusions of 

seduction stories—that fallen women will die or go mad—without risking the loss of their 

own authorial value. Quite simply put: for the seduction plot to retain its moral cast, the 

reintegration of fallen women had to be unimaginable for readers. For a privileged 

family, voluntarily downgrading its economic status to meet the needs of a fallen 

daughter would involve believing that its members’ material needs are more important 

than their moral character. In such an action, seduction could be seen to literally spread 

to the whole family such that everyone would surrender something of important value—

their good name. 

Though Brown does not create solutions for his fallen women’s afterlives, he 

does pen their last attempts to communicate via letters with those they leave behind. 

This communicating without speaking shows the processes of social death at work as a 

result of seduction. In Brown’s footnote to Elizabeth Whitman’s story, he includes a 

portion of her parting letter to friends and family in which she asks “MUST I die alone?” 

(23). Given the outcome of her situation, the answer appears to be “yes.” Indeed, his 

reference to Whitman further authorizes his novel because it provides powerful 

anecdotal evidence of the possible effects of seduction. Similarly, Maria Fawcett writes 
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to Harrington, Sr. a week before her death. In her letter, she pleads, “what will become 

of my poor helpless infant, when its mother lies forgotten in the grave? Wilt thou direct 

its feet in the path of virtue and rectitude?—Wilt though shelter it from the rude blasts of 

penury and want?” (66). Reverberating with desperation, Maria’s letter identifies the 

plight of a child birthed and orphaned by illicit sex, and Brown uses this missive to 

foreshadow Harriot’s fate. Though she does not experience the “penury and want” to 

which her mother refers, Harriot is destroyed by her unspeakable past.  

As a parallel to these final letters, Brown includes another option for a fallen 

woman’s afterlife—madness. Rendering Fidelia mad, Brown allows her to die socially 

precisely because her brief experience as Williams’ captive on her wedding day 

followed by her fiancé’s suicide makes her future incomprehensible. In this instance, 

Brown accesses a wealth of meaning in madness. It becomes a punishment for her 

actions, the continual proof of her actions’ sinfulness, and the containment of the 

transformative after-effect of her rape. Precisely because she is unable to communicate 

effectively with others, Brown “allows” her to live. 

Though Brown apportions a good deal of space in the novel to thinking about a 

daughter’s upward mobility and the place of her character in upper and middling 

classes, he offers little discussion of the possible downward mobility of young women, 

especially those who have been seduced. At the point of their seduction, young women 

begin to fail as respectable protagonists. Preoccupied with maintaining an appropriate 

moral stance, Brown follows the expectations of the seduction plot and depicts fallen 

daughters dying or going mad. Facing their compromised future prospects, the fallen 

women of the narrative seem to ask (in echo to the privileged Miss Bourn) “how will I go 
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to work?” Only at the periphery of the novel does Brown gesture toward ways that 

young women might manage their lives after ostensible sexual ruin.  

Likewise, with her character, La Rue, and through the advice of Charlotte’s 

landlady, Rowson has ample opportunity to more fully explore the relation between 

prostitution, new economic opportunities, virtue, and speculative failure in the vein of 

Daniel Defoe’s work in Moll Flanders. La Rue does achieve some degree of 

independence by pursuing remunerative sexual relations, and Charlotte’s landlady 

refers to women who survive, likely by laboring as prostitutes. Instead of pursuing this 

line of thinking, though, Rowson equates the fates of La Rue and Charlotte at novel’s 

end (they both suffer death) when each of these characters could have learned a good 

deal from one another about how to manage feeling, employment opportunities, and 

finances effectively. Because of La Rue’s thoroughgoing corruption, though, this is a 

conversation that is all but impossible. Equally important but unexamined in the novel is 

Lucy’s decision to stay close to her father when Eldridge is taken into custody. She finds 

employment and shelter, but, living in diminished circumstances without the protection 

of her father’s home, she might have easily been raped or had to resort to prostitution to 

survive. 

For some American women living during the eighteenth century, living without the 

support of a father or options for marriage left them with few options. Certainly, lower 

classes of women always held paid employment outside of the home and widows could 

retain and run businesses in husbands’ names. Even so, the survival of a fallen woman 

frequently necessitated a struggle to earn enough to support one’s self, and this labor 

often included prostitution. Ultimately, the threat of a seduced daughter’s turn to 
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prostitution as a workable solution provides one “impossible” resolution to seduction that 

neither Brown nor Rowson can propose in their novels. 

Alternately, the solutions embedded in the seduction plot—a fallen woman’s 

descent into madness and/or death—remove these young women as possible blights 

on their families’ names. Death offers a physical removal while madness offers a social 

death. These outcomes ensure that a daughter’s improper action would not precipitate 

an entire family’s economic fall; a family would not be “seduced” into valuing their own 

physical existence over their moral beliefs.  

In the end, The Power of Sympathy and Charlotte Temple delve into a cultural 

conversation about seduction, rape, and prostitution that was ongoing in the eighteenth 

century in America and beyond. Consistently, Brown and Rowson complicate society’s 

assumptions about seduction by offering stories that interrogate the didactic 

assumptions of the seduction plot. Referring to real-life examples of fallen women’s 

experiences, they imaginatively extend the tendrils of seduction to women’s families and 

communities. In so doing, they confer worth onto protagonists who have little agency, 

and they expand their readers’ perception of how finances and socioeconomic class 

play into these encounters.  
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CHAPTER 3 
HOME/WORK: COMPANIONATE LOVE AND THE REFUSAL OF MIDDLING AND 

UPPER CLASS WOMEN TO SETTLE IN THE COQUETTE AND FEMALE QUIXOTISM  

While The Power of Sympathy offers incidents in which “seduction” is difficult to 

pinpoint or hard to define and Charlotte Temple shows inevitable connections between 

seduction and prostitution for vulnerable or impoverished women, protagonists facing  

seduction in other novels encounter problems particular to the middling and upper 

economic classes. In Hannah Webster Foster’s The Coquette (1797) and Tabitha 

Tenney’s Female Quixotism (1801), a young woman of the middling class and an 

heiress to her father’s fortune contemplate the potential to spark love with a suitor as 

well as consider a suitor’s employment when being courted by possible husbands. In 

these novels, Foster and Tenney examine how a young woman’s criteria for a husband 

she desires compare to social expectations and the available supply of mates. Both 

novels confront some conundrums of unsettled women of the middling and upper 

classes in late eighteenth-century America: how to effectively vet a suitor without 

appearing calculating and how to reconcile one’s ability to find companionate love with 

the necessity of securing a husband with strong employment prospects and economic 

good sense.  

For a number of scholars, Foster offers a commentary on American women’s 

political and economic agency during the eighteenth century in her characterization of 

Eliza Wharton. Caught between two suitors who prove unacceptable in their own ways, 

middling-class Eliza defers marriage indefinitely. C. Leiren Mower argues that, by 

showing her protagonist delaying marriage, Foster lets Eliza form a “perfectly realized 

political imagination” predicated on self-possession (316). While Foster does explore a 

woman’s ability to live her life on her own terms, I believe that Mower’s conceptual work 
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overlooks the gender limitations and economic realities that women like Eliza would 

have faced. Exploring the economic implications of Eliza’s marital deliberations, Carrol 

Smith-Rosenberg indicates that, in choosing Sanford, Eliza “represented those within 

the emergent middle class, who, rejecting traditional norms, anxiously embraced 

individualism, risk, and the new capitalism” (169). Smith-Rosenberg labels Eliza’s 

choice of a suitor “erroneous,” indicating that she took the wrong economic risk, but she 

does not examine the place of scarcity of resources in Eliza’s limited marital options. 

Building on the work of both Mower and Smith-Rosenberg, I argue that middling class 

women’s marriage negotiations were their own form of economic enterprise and 

maintain that the emerging rhetoric of companionate love helped them mitigate multiple 

threats to a marriage’s success.  

Though Female Quixotism has received less critical attention than The Coquette, 

Tabitha Tenney offers commentary on women’s limited agency in the early Republic as 

well. Like Eliza, Female Quixotism’s Dorcasina Sheldon considers marrying, but she 

has some financial protection against failure in the form of her father’s wealth. In the 

course of the novel, she resists the two serious proposals offered to her while happily 

entertaining a number of fraudulent suitors. Valorizing Dorcasina’s inventive use of her 

time, W.C. Harris argues that Dorcasina creates a romantic imaginary world to inhabit 

when her marriage prospects imply a future that is restricted, mundane, and largely out 

of her control. Exploring these novels beside one another, I believe that the disconnect 

between advice given to upper-class Dorcasina and the didactic prescriptions offered to 

middling-class Eliza illustrate how Dorcasina accomplishes an awareness of her 

economic value that Eliza cannot. 
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Both The Coquette and Female Quixotism examine women characters belonging 

to or aspiring to a higher economic class than the novels I examined in the previous 

chapter. In The Coquette, an epistolary novel, Foster portrays protagonist Eliza 

Wharton, daughter of a minister, reentering society after the deaths of her fiancé and 

father. Grateful for her newly-acquired freedom, Eliza puts off a “serious” suitor, Mr. 

Boyer, in preference for the fun-loving but careless Major Sanford. In so doing, she 

overlooks the precariousness of her middle-class existence in the absence of her 

minister father. Resisting marriage, Eliza wishes to circulate among her friends 

indefinitely, but, after losing Boyer’s confidence, she lapses into melancholy and yields 

to Sanford. In her last letter to a confidante, she confesses that she has consumption 

and dies soon after. As Carla Mulford indicates in her Introduction to The Coquette, 

knowledge about Foster is relatively limited. Her life as a minister’s wife and mother of 

five children kept her days occupied, but, as an author, she wrote two novels and 

contributed writing to journals (xli-xlii). Given her husband’s profession, she does not 

appear to have written out of necessity. Instead, in both The Coquette and The 

Boarding School; Or, Lessons of a Preceptress to Her Pupils, Foster decries seducers 

and evinces her concern with young women’s education (xlii).  

In Female Quixotism, Tenney employs the comedic mode to convey the story of 

her protagonist, Dorcasina Sheldon. Daughter of a wealthy man and bereft of a mother, 

Dorcasina yearns for romance and is pursued by a number of fraudulent suitors. Faced 

with appropriate suitors, she parses their drawbacks and continues her ill-advised 

amours. Tenney shows her becoming more sober late in life and leaves her unmarried 

but happy at novel’s end. At her mother’s urging, Tabitha Gilman read quite a bit while 
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she was growing up, and, after her marriage to Samuel Tenney, who became a 

Federalist senator, she wrote two books which were published anonymously. 

(Davidson, “Introduction” to Female Quixotism xxiv-xxv). They were The New Pleasing 

Instructor and Female Quixotism, and, like Foster, she does not seem to have written 

out of financial need.       

For women living after the Revolutionary War, gauging a potential husband’s 

employment abilities and economic sense was important. The steady move to a market 

economy and growth of capitalist enterprise influenced the range of work women might 

assume under a marital roof as well as the financial resources that they might help 

manage. Though Foster portrays Eliza envisioning remaining unmarried and thereby 

accessing the political “freedom” that men of her economic class enjoy, Foster implies 

that this vision is shortsighted. Eliza overlooks the labor, market activity, capitalist 

endeavor, or ownership of property that authorized men’s political power, and, living 

with her mother after the death of her father, this oversight threatens her future 

existence. Depicting her protagonist sustained by a father’s wealth, Tenney shows 

Dorcasina faring better in her marital considerations; she alone stands to inherit her 

father’s fortune and can maintain herself independent of a husband if she must.  

Though Foster and Tenney discuss marital work and family economics 

infrequently, in the instances in which they do, they portray the respective protagonists 

perceptively deliberating the types of work they might perform as the wives of particular 

suitors. Contemplating her two suitors, Eliza considers Mr. Boyer’s situation as a 

reverend and Major Sanford’s military rank and reputation. Responding to the 

addresses of serious suitors, Lysander and Mr. Cumberland, Dorcasina insightfully 
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parses their economic worth and political affiliations. Providing information about suitors’ 

prospects and tracing protagonists’ reasoning, Foster and Tenney mirror the kind of 

work that women readers were likely to do in their experiences on the marriage market. 

I argue that the brief periods of economic insight that the authors offer are crucial for 

readers and illustrate some work that authors might accomplish, even within the 

seduction plot’s limits. Showing their protagonists creating marriage criteria and 

evaluating suitors’ finances and employment positions, Foster and Tenney emphasize 

the importance of these factors and propose a model for readers to follow.    

Intimately tied to protagonists’ practical considerations of suitors’ economic 

positions in these novels are the young women’s affective evaluations. For those 

eighteenth-century women who approached the marriage market, love was gaining 

importance. However, for Eliza and Dorcasina in particular, establishing the kind of 

companionate love with a suitor that could signal a successful marriage proves 

untenable. Faced with the either-or choice of Boyer or Sanford, Eliza finds affinity with 

neither. Weighing her sedate interactions with Lysander and Cumberland beside her 

stirring romantic interludes with false suitors, Dorcasina will not settle for less that love. 

Given the different economic statuses of these two protagonists, I see Foster and 

Tenney implicitly asking an important question: could women in need of economic 

stability actually “afford” to wait for love? For women of the lower-classes, the answer 

was almost certainly “no.” 

Though Foster and Tenney imply that economic and affective evaluation of a 

suitor are crucial to women’s happiness in marriage, the seduction elements of the 

novels show their uneasiness with actively promoting this dual form judgment for 
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women’s marital considerations. As a result, they show that, when a protagonist ignores 

the necessary material underpinnings or overvalues emotion in a potential match, a fall 

is likely. One way of interpreting The Coquette would be to perceive Eliza being 

punished for her attempts to live beyond her means and transcend her class status, but 

this reading does not diminish the importance of considering a mate’s financial stability. 

Certainly, determining men’s economic worth and abilities was necessary for women 

living during the eighteenth century, but a young woman’s willingness to voice such an 

evaluation could seem like cold calculation. Likewise, establishing love with a suitor was 

desirable, but the sexual implications of this emotion could cast doubt on one’s ability to 

reason. Finally, middling- and upper-class women were expected to perform this 

balancing act while entering a marriage market with a limited supply of suitors and while 

exercising very limited agency when making their choices. It comes as no surprise, 

then, that Foster and Tenney show young women struggling with marriage matches, 

especially when social ideals ask them to settle with, and for, husbands who they do not 

personally deem appropriate.  

Because the work of the marriage market straddled social and economic 

relations during the turn of the nineteenth century, the kinds of and manners in which 

characters offer advice to unsettled women take a few different trajectories in the 

novels. Voicing characters’ advice to her middling-class protagonist, Foster identifies 

emotional or economic compromises that women like Eliza were expected to make as 

moral directives. From this perspective, she shows social conventions casting doubt on 

Eliza without acknowledging the place of society in “marketing” women for marriage, 

principally for the benefit of men. In my reading of The Coquette, then, I maintain that 
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Eliza’s downfall has less to do with her lack of morality per se than with her inability to 

seriously consider the role of socializing in establishing a marriage for her economic 

wellbeing. If, as Eliza believes, “marriage is the tomb of friendship,” she must realize 

that “friendship” does not provide her with a viable means of employment and that she 

would be better served by seeking out additional suitors. Alternately, Tenney depicts 

characters’ advice for upper class Dorcasina as reminders of her filial duty and, given 

the comic tenor of its picaresque mode, as categorical statements of her economic 

worth. In a break with the expectations of the seduction plot, Tenney does not depict 

any physical seduction of her protagonist. In Dorcasina’s case, I believe that “seduction” 

occurs when she forgets her economic value and physical vulnerability when 

responding to suitors.  

The contrast in the types of messages these novels present for unsettled women 

offers fertile commentary on the relationship between the evaluative language of 

courtship and one’s economic status. Consistently, Foster shows friends and family 

advising Eliza Wharton to modify her behavior to standards that they deem more 

socially appropriate. Prescriptive evaluations of Eliza tend to equate her resistance to 

Mr. Boyer as a suitor to her repudiation of virtue, duty to family, and/or the reciprocity for 

others’ generosity that she owes to society. This interpretation of Eliza’s behavior 

becomes a quasi-religious indictment that is almost impossible for her to escape. In 

contrast, Tenney depicts characters advising Dorcasina Sheldon to consider her 

monetary worth as a lure for fraudsters such that a reading of the moral implications of 

her questionable behavior is a less important issue. In effect, I maintain that upper class 

Dorcasina is given the very kind of economic advice that middling class Eliza might find 
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beneficial and, attended by her servants, Betty and Scipio, Dorcasina is provided the 

physical protection that Eliza cannot afford.  

With these points in mind, in this chapter, I examine how Foster and Tenney 

show their protagonists weighing employment prospects, economic good sense, and 

the possibility for companionate love in relation to Eliza’s and Dorcasina’s available 

pools of suitors. I argue that, for these protagonists, authors offer the possibility for 

companionate love as the element that would lessen gendered political, economic, and 

physical disparities between husband and wife so that women might be valued within 

their marriages. Then, I show how Foster and Tenney show Eliza and Dorcasina 

evaluating suitors’ economic prospects and envisioning marital work, and I maintain that 

this appraisal yokes with establishing companionate love. Finally, I discuss the vastly 

different forms of didactic work each author portrays relative to the protagonist’s 

economic class. Ultimately, I argue that Foster and Tenney allude to problems women 

might have aligning love and economic factors in late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-

century America. While they encourage their protagonists to seek companionate love, 

they are also mindful that a young woman’s economic need and class position may 

dictate the relative importance of her finding a husband. Given the important but brief 

cultural work they could accomplish through the use of the seduction plot, Foster and 

Tenney are clearly gesturing to a void that would be ably filled by coming-of-age novels.  

Courtship, Capitalist Endeavor, and Marital Labor: the Strange Evolution of 
Companionate Love 

In the previous chapter, I noted that families provided the first workplace for 

daughters, and I recalled that, during the late eighteenth century, almost every family 

member worked with few exceptions. For this chapter, those exceptions are important; 
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Mary Beth Norton indicates, “city daughters from well-to-do homes were the only 

eighteenth-century American women who can accurately be described as leisured” (23). 

In The Coquette and Female Quixotism, Foster and Tenney characterize the kind of 

daughters to whom Norton refers. Daughters of privilege like Eliza and Dorcasina spent 

their time studying subjects including drawing, dancing, French, and reading (especially 

history) befitting the expectations of their station. Often, authors featured these 

daughters who had sufficient leisure to read in seduction plots to forward specific 

warnings about the perils of overzealous novel reading. 

For Foster and Tenney, changes in the process of courting were crucial to the 

operation of seduction in their novels because of the degree to which their protagonists 

yearn for love. During the late eighteenth century, unsettled men and women were 

starting to reconsider how love developed between potential marriage partners. 

Detailing expectations for colonial marriages, John D’Emilio and Estelle B. Freedman 

note, “when a couple [formed], their choice rested largely upon a sense of compatibility 

rather than on notions of romantic love. Couples hoped to develop loving relationships, 

and courtship gave them an opportunity to begin the process” (21). In this system of 

courtship, though couples might initially exhibit compatibility, this was no assurance that 

love would follow in marriage. Over time, courtship expectations shifted such that 

couples were given more privacy and agency in choosing their mates, and they came to 

value love established before marriage as the key motivating factor for marrying. 

Marilyn Yalom observes, “during those fifty years [between the American Revolution 

and around 1830], love became the most celebrated criterion for choosing a spouse, 
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even if property, family, and social status continued to weigh heavily in the decision” 

(175-6).  

Because love exists in a number of different incarnations and often carries sexual 

implications, it is important to understand the contours of the love described in these 

illustrations of courtship. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, I adapt a useful concept—

companionate marriage1 —to describe the marital love that early Americans prized and 

to which they aspired. Jan Lewis refers companionate marriage forming the vision that 

founders had of their new republic and asserts that this vision overthrew the former 

patriarchal father and child construction of America’s relation to England. I call this love 

“companionate love” because, though this kind of love certainly entailed sexual desire, it 

also promoted mutual labors and affection between a husband-to-be and his fiancée. I 

believe that, unlike sympathy, companionate love was an emotion that carried material 

expectations (such as the fulfillment of gendered duties and respect for one another’s 

bodies) for the people who hoped to find it in eighteenth-century America.  

In their time on the marriage market, then, eighteenth-century daughters would 

consider how their choice of a mate might alter their daily employment as well as 

affecting the ways they were valued within a new home. Gender historians including 

Norton, Nancy Cott, Linda Kerber and others frequently cite the marriage of John and 

Abigail Adams as reflecting one of the first instances of companionate love in America. 

The oft-quoted letter from Abigail to John enjoining him to “remember the ladies” in 

                                            
1 Many scholars of early American history describe marriages involving mutual affection and respect as 
companionate marriages, but using this terminology poses a problem. The phrase “companionate 
marriage” entered the lexicon in the 1920s and was used to describe couples who lived together as 
equals but could divorce. In the Oxford English Dictionary, companionate marriage is define as 
“companionate marriage (occas. mating), a form of marriage which provides for divorce by mutual 
consent and in which neither partner has any legal responsibilites [sic] towards the other.” 
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apportioning rights and his jocular response that women already rule their husbands 

gives evidence that they discussed political concerns. It also shows the affection which 

marked their correspondence with one another and which was occasioned by John’s 

frequent absences from home serving in the Continental Congresses, as Vice 

President, and, eventually, as President. Similarly, William Wirt, who was best known 

for his service as a U. S. Attorney General, and his wife, Elizabeth, strove to maintain 

companionate love within their marriage. Anya Jabour indicates that they “commented 

on the marriages of their acquaintances, measuring their success by the degree to 

which they achieved the ideal relationship of ‘affection and respect’” (4). Representative 

examples of couples confronting newer expectations for marital relations, these couples 

endeavored to maintain companionate love, a project for which both partners shared 

responsibility. 

In addition to considering their affinity with a suitor when seeking a husband, 

unsettled daughters would consider the labor they might perform as wives and mothers 

given a husband’s economic class and financial investments. While factors including a 

husband’s employment, region inhabited, harvest cycles, and family need served to 

standardize expectations for individual women’s labor, for American women living 

during and after the Revolutionary War, uncontrollable circumstances could create new 

demands as well. Indeed, the Revolutionary War caused a number of catastrophic and 

interrelated hardships for family economies; these included wives’ separation from 

husbands, privation, and inflation. Often, wives were called on to move beyond their 

traditional gender roles to address these crises, and a wife’s ability do so often 
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influenced a family’s likelihood of remaining solvent as one’s economic class and 

wellbeing previous to war was no assurance of comfort.  

Drawing on letters sent between notable early Americans, Mary Beth Norton 

notes that the war upset gendered work roles such that wives including Abigail Adams 

and Eliza Pinckney began managing land-holdings and family finances during their 

husbands’ absences. Norton notes, “women’s letters showed their increasing familiarity 

with business and their willingness to act independently of their husbands’ directions” 

(217). Illuminating Abigail Adam’s evolution to businesswomen, Woody Holton observes 

that her parents “taught their daughters to accept misfortune with cheerful resignation” 

but that, unlike her sisters, Abigail “was congenitally incapable of remaining idle in a 

crisis” (144). Though in her early letters, Abigail expresses anxiety about taking on her 

husband’s duties in his absence, in later correspondence, she shows a growing 

assurance in her abilities and ably manages business matters in her husband’s stead. 

In one example, she and John correspond about articles that he will procure for her and 

she will sell (149). Able to escape blockades by labeling these items “private articles,” 

Abigail earned a good deal from the sale of imports. In another, she writes her uncle 

independently, “with this money which I call mine, I wish you to purchase the most 

advantageous bill and keep them by themselves” (213).  

After the war, many wives suffered from the loss of spouses, ruined houses or 

crops, and uncertainty attending the slow and spotty recovery of economic systems. 

Eliza Pinckney, already accomplished in her growing of indigo in South Carolina, was 

forced to recover from the horrors of war. Writing to a friend, she recalled “my property 
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pulled to pieces, burnt and destroyed; my money of no value, my Children sick and 

prisoners” (Pinckney xxiii).  

In addition to shared historical setbacks such as war, women could experience 

personal catastrophes which occasioned or added to the need for them to take on 

employment outside of gender norms or expectations for their economic classes. 

Studying Susanna Rowson’s foray into writing, Marion Rust notes that Rowson 

shouldered responsibility for a variety of family members. Rust observes, “she 

supported an extended family from the age of fifteen, including her father, his second 

wife, her alcoholic husband, his son by another woman, and two adopted daughters 

through her capacities as a governess, actress, school founder, and the most prolific 

and widely read novelist of the United States’ first century” (22). While part of Susanna’s 

troubles were the direct result of her family’s displacement after the Revolution, her 

marriage to her husband, William Rowson, exacerbated her problems. Cathy Davidson 

indicates that William was “a dilettantish actor” (xxii) who could “acquire debts more 

expeditiously than she could earn the wherewithal to pay them” (xxiii). William’s failings 

as a husband, then, occasioned the breadth of labors Susanna accomplished, but it 

also left her exhausted and unappreciated.  

While a wealth of scholarly work has considered the workings of sympathy in the 

late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, love—especially in relation to marriage—has 

gotten less critical attention. Some scholars indicate that women’s expectations for love 

grew because they read too many novels, but I propose an alternate theory. Perhaps 

because couples were entering into marriages that had become socially more distinct 

from their biological families at the same time that they were experiencing changes in 
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economic systems, marital partners needed a greater degree of commitment from one 

another. As I note earlier, I believe that the citing of companionate love as a primary 

criterion for marriage promised material benefits. Nancy Cott asserts that women’s vow 

to wait for love to marry “rested on women’s awareness that marriages were often 

contracted for economic rather than romantic motives” (76-7). As a result, accepting a 

proposal based on one’s feelings could allow one to make employment and economic 

appraisals while giving unsettled women a means of evaluation that was unassailable. 

For wives, companionate love helped ensure a husband’s emotional appreciation of 

their labors and physical respect for their bodies. For husbands, love might guarantee 

that a wife would help enact a family’s economic plans and aid it when weathering 

adversity. In short, the existence of companionate love could help secure tangible 

actions on the parts of both partners, and these actions could, in turn, augur a happy 

and successful marriage. 

“Disagreeable Truths”: The Coquette and Female Quixotism Confront Some 
Problems with Valuing Companionate Love 

Chastising her friend, Eliza Wharton, for delaying marriage to an appropriate 

suitor, Lucy Freeman writes, “it is the task of friendship, sometimes, to tell disagreeable 

truths” (124). Advising Eliza to accept Mr. Boyer’s proposal, Lucy argues, “whatever you 

can reasonably expect in a lover, husband, or friend, you may perceive to be united in 

this worthy man” (124). For both Foster and Tenney, addressing the expectation that 

middling- and upper-class daughters establish reasonable expectations for love is 

important. Regardless, as the experiences of the eponymous protagonists of Moll 

Flanders, Roxana, Pamela, and Clarissa show, finding a suitor who is truly caring, calls 

forth one’s affective interest, and has good economic sense is a difficult feat. Foster and 
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Tenney portray protagonists who, faced with serious suitors, each want a husband who 

matches her temperament and meets her expectations for love as well. But both 

authors uncover some problems Eliza and Dorcasina confront by valuing feeling alone. 

In the process, the authors show young women trying to avoid any “disagreeable truths” 

which hint that caring, thoughtful men are rare in their individual pools of suitors or that 

they may have to compromise their affective expectations.  

In The Coquette, Foster places Eliza Wharton is in a unique position to ponder 

her qualities of temperament, especially in relation to a marriage match. Freed from an 

earlier engagement to a Mr. Haly (who dies), Eliza steadfastly resists making a new 

engagement too quickly because such an action runs counter to her desires. She 

craves excitement and socializing; discussing her with their friend, Mr. Boyer, the 

Richmans avow that “[Eliza] is naturally of a gay disposition” (111). When a thoughtless 

decision reflects poorly on her, they qualify this assessment by adding that she has “an 

excellent heart and a reflecting mind, a great share of sensibility, and a temper 

peculiarly formed for the enjoyments of social life” (116). From her protagonist’s 

perspective, Foster uses similar language; Eliza admits that she is “young, gay, [and] 

volatile” and that she wishes to “enjoy that freedom which I so highly prize” (113). 

Softening her perception of herself, Eliza adds a temporal element—youth—to the 

equation. Taken together, Foster uses these descriptions to classify Eliza as an 

enthusiastic, merry young woman while revealing the tensions implicit in valuing her 

nature. Though Eliza’s vivacity is engaging, Foster’s inclusion of qualifications shows 

that this temperament forebodes behaviors that might run counter to societal norms.  
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As she provides Eliza with potential suitors, Foster shows the means by which 

Eliza evaluates them in relation to her temperament. Through the course of The 

Coquette, Foster puts Eliza in the path of two very different men, and, in so doing, 

provides a nuanced exploration of emotional rapport. Mr. Boyer is preparing to become 

a reverend, and Major Sanford is introduced as a man of rank and fortune. Explaining 

how she judges these suitors, David Waldstreicher argues that “Eliza is excited by the 

prospect of cultivating her own heart, of eliminating the contradiction between preceding 

‘nature’ and an ‘education’ that proceeds” (207), but he notes that social forces prevent 

such an undertaking. Indeed, Foster shows that, as Eliza resists the suitor supported by 

her friends, her heart—and, by association, her moral worth—comes under suspicion.  

Presenting readers with Eliza’s evaluations of her suitors, Foster emphasizes a 

rift between Eliza’s and her friend’s and family’s perception of her nature. Describing 

Sanford and Boyer to her friend, Lucy, Eliza gives very different evaluations. Of her 

early regard for Sanford, she recalls their positive resonance, observing “his person, his 

manners, [and] his situation, all combine to charm my fancy; and to my lively 

imagination, strew the path of life with flowers” (121). Though the Richmans and Lucy 

advise her to exercise caution in her associations with Sanford, he surprises her 

continually with activities that she finds hard to resist. Alternately, Eliza evinces less 

enthusiasm for Boyer. She indicates that he is her “one serious lover” (122) and says 

that his presence inhibits her enjoyment of returning to society after the loss of Mr. Haly. 

From the outset, Boyer expresses a straightforward interest in an attachment, but Eliza 

asks patience to consider his suit. Attending a ball with him, Eliza reveals one of her 

causes for concern by describing the limits of his ability to engage with society. She 
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writes to Mrs. Richman “I am rather fatigued with the amusements of last night, which 

were protracted to a late hour. Mr. Boyer was present; and I was pleased to see him not 

averse to the entertainment, though his profession prevented his taking an active part” 

(160). Though Boyer hangs back, she actively participates in the festivities. Additionally, 

compared to Sanford, Boyer is quiet, serious, and marriage-minded, and, as Foster 

makes clear, all of these attributes run counter to Eliza’s interests.  

In addition to causing Eliza to reconsider her own nature, the loss of a fiancé has 

prompted her to reassess the value she places on love within marriage. Writing to Lucy, 

she reflects honestly, “I believe that I never felt the passion of love for Mr. Haly; yet a 

habit of conversing with him, of hearing daily the most virtuous, tender, and affectionate 

sentiments from his lips, inspired emotions of the sincerest friendship, and esteem” 

(107). Penning this account of Eliza’s feelings, Foster shows her engaging in exactly the 

kind of thinking that unsettled women might have undertaken during the late eighteenth 

century, and, to be sure, sincere friendship with and esteem for one’s intended husband 

were socially expected ingredients for a successful match. Regardless, Eliza sees her 

feelings falling short of her own emotional needs. In another letter to Lucy, she exhibits 

her frustration both with Boyer’s suit in particular and with societal views in general. She 

complains, “if what is sometimes said to be true that love is diffident, reserved, and 

unassuming, this man must be tinctured with it” (123). Characterizing Eliza’s 

expectations in this manner, Foster indicates the love that Eliza craves is problematic. 

Love—or, more specifically, the passion of love—implies ardent devotion to a partner, 

and, failing to develop this emotion with Boyer, Eliza implicitly dismisses him as a 
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candidate for husband. Though Eliza’s rash statement opens her to ridicule, I argue 

that, for Eliza, companionate love must also be passionate.  

Given its comedic tone, Female Quixotism offers a less nuanced examination of 

its protagonist’s temperament. At the novel’s start, Tenney briefly characterizes 

Dorcasina as a young woman who, in the absence of a mother’s guiding influence and 

through zealous reading, appears to have become overly imaginative in her 

expectations for suitors. Like Eliza, Dorcasina craves passion. In her encounters with 

suitors, she shows little patience with the parentally-attended courtship process and 

more interest in gauging her ability to spark a suitor’s romantic feelings. Consistently, 

Tenney shows that Dorcasina’s expectations for feeling and eliciting love at first sight 

mar earnest marriage negotiations and cause her to compromise her physical safety 

when she meets her fraudulent suitors clandestinely. Meeting her first serious suitor, 

Lysander, Dorcasina anticipates stirring romance and explicit proclamations of love. 

Counter to her hopes, Lysander “complement[s] her in the same style of easy politeness 

in which he had done her father” (10), and, when declaring an interest in her, “[says] not 

a word of her personal charms, upon which she so much valued herself” (13). Here, it is 

clear to the reader that Dorcasina cannot conceive love as a gradual process. When he 

solicits her for an attachment, Dorcasina refuses. Disappointed with her rejection of his 

suit, Lysander eventually marries a more rational woman while Dorcasina is courted by 

a progression of fraudulent and false suitors.  

Later in the novel, Tenney presents Dorcasina with a second serious suitor, Mr. 

Cumberland, an older man, and she is similarly disappointed in his address. In answer 

to her father’s support for Cumberland, Dorcasina indicates, “I shudder at the idea of 
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becoming the wife of a man, who, in a love affair, goes on in the same cold, regular, and 

systematic manner, in which he transacts all his other business” (204). Interacting with 

him, Dorcasina locates their apparent unsuitability for one another in the different ways 

they approach courtship. Flatly asked if she intends to marry him, Dorcasina replies, 

“the man, whom I receive for my husband must first be my lover, sir” (206). He indicates 

that he shall court her after they have resolved the marriage issue, and Dorcasina balks. 

She responds, “I suppose it to be optional with you, sir, whether you will be my lover or 

not,” and he affirms, “I should not wish to become very fond of any woman, before I 

knew whether we were like to make a bargain or not” (206). In this interaction, Tenney 

depicts not only Dorcasina’s investment in an emotional connection but also indicates 

how different generations of Americans ordered their courtship expectations and how 

these disparities could leave individuals at an impasse.  

Though Eliza’s expectations make it seem as if she is incapable of recognizing a 

successful, loving marriage, she gives evidence that she does in a number of instances. 

Observing success in the marriage of Lucy Freeman to George Sumner, Eliza clarifies 

her views of the institution. She writes to Mrs. Richman “the consonance of their 

dispositions, the similarity of their tastes, and the equality of their ages are a sure 

pledge of happiness” (160). It is important to note, though, that Lucy’s happiness also 

has a material basis. Kristie Hamilton indicates that Lucy may “choose easily a spouse 

who is affluent because she is of the same socioeconomic class as he” (145). Unhappily 

for her, Eliza does not share this ability. Because of her middling class status, the death 

of her father, and the seeming penury that she and her mother will face, Eliza’s position 

on the marriage market is compromised. Though Foster does not clearly indicate how 
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and why family finances are strained after Mr. Wharton’s death, the brief mention of that 

Eliza has a brother suggests that Mrs. Wharton had little money or property to inherit 

(236). Commenting on her own experience, Eliza indicates the rarity of marital criteria 

aligning; she writes, “what a pity, my dear Lucy, that the graces and virtues are not 

oftner united!” and proclaims, “they must, however, meet in the man of my choice” 

(121). With this declaration, Foster shows that Eliza is unwilling to adapt her affective 

criteria for a husband to the pool of candidates who present themselves. In so doing, 

Eliza jeopardizes her future. Countering her view of love, Foster depicts Boyer 

expressing feelings and beliefs that are more socially-sanctioned. He writes to Eliza “the 

regard which I felt for you was tender and animated, but it was not of that passionate 

kind which ends in death or despair. It was governed by reason, and had a nobler object 

in view, than mere sensual gratification” (188). Though Foster does not indict Eliza for 

seeking sensual gratification, she shows in this instance that Boyer brings a more 

practical approach to mate selection—one guided by reason and crafted to avoid 

despair—than does Eliza. In the context of her precarious legal and economic status 

following the death of her father, though, Boyer offers a lesson in judiciousness.  

Reading Female Quixotism, it is difficult to discern what lesson Tenney intends to 

tell about love at the novel’s conclusion. Clearly, she shows that Dorcasina’s experience 

with frauds and tricksters has tempered her credulity, but she also shows how 

Dorcasina adapts to the dearth of appropriate husbands. Without attending to her 

education in this matter, Mr. Sheldon believes that perspective will act as Dorcasina’s 

teacher. Promoting Mr. Cumberland as a fit husband, Sheldon believes that “she and 

Mr. Cumberland were now too far advanced to be capable of experiencing such 
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raptures; and that all that was to be expected, was a calm and rational happiness, 

founded upon esteem and strengthened by habit, and a knowledge of each other’s good 

qualities” (204). Instead, Tenney portrays an older Dorcasina whose expectations have 

remained, to some degree, unchanged. She recoils at being undervalued for her 

personal qualities and overshadowed by her father’s wealth.  

As they show their protagonists resisting imperfect suitors, Foster and Tenney 

confront important questions concerning how a couple’s individual dispositions and 

inclinations to love one another rate as plausible marriage criteria. In the course of 

Eliza’s socializing, Foster ponders the value of her “nature” in relation to emotions and 

behaviors that are socially desired. Clearly, each of Eliza’s friends and family members 

support Boyer as her appropriate mate, but she is naturally drawn to Sanford. Here, 

Foster implicitly asks, “if love to an inappropriate suitor arises spontaneously through 

natural emotions, how can it be denied?” And a related question might be “can love be 

taught?” Given Dorcasina’s awkward history of broken or overblown courtships, Tenney 

more fully explores the difficulties of generating companionate love when one’s money 

may tempt men to propose. She shows that love like that conceived in romantic fictions 

cannot be expected to flare into existence, but she also implies that creating mutual 

attraction leading to companionate love requires taking a risk. 

Considering Marital Employment: Privilege and Domestic Existence 

Though neither the economic consideration of suitors nor the labor that 

protagonists imagine for their married lives drives the plots of The Coquette or Female 

Quixotism, Foster and Tenney explore both elements in their novels. As a minister’s 

daughter, Eliza Wharton is a member of the middling classes. Of a higher social class 
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and more well-established economically, Dorcasina Sheldon is an heiress to her father’s 

fortune. In engagement negotiations, though, both women think of their affinity with 

suitors and of potential domestic duties as well. Consistently, Foster and Tenney depict 

both women expressing disinterest with the marital duties particular to their potential 

husband’s employment. In most cases, they envision a wife’s labor within the home 

involving quotidian activities that could detract from the drama that their unsettled state 

allows. As Nicholas Bromell notes, “in the United States, at least, work takes place 

everywhere yet appears to find cultural representations almost nowhere” (2), and his 

observation applies to each of these novels. Though readers never see Eliza or 

Dorcasina undertaking domestic duties, both protagonists show some awareness of the 

employment expected of them in different hypothetical marital homes.  

In The Coquette, Foster shows Eliza giving some consideration to how her 

choice of a suitor might affect her marital duties. Receiving a sincere proposal of 

marriage from Mr. Boyer, she considers the labor she might take on as a minister’s wife. 

In her interpretation of Eliza’s thinking, Laura H. Korobkin argues  

while Foster’s novel is clearly aware of the very real restraints on women’s 
lives imposed by ‘domestic avocations,’ she is also careful to depict Eliza as 
allergic, not just to a live of harsh or unrelieved domestic labor, or to 
excessive demands for selfless attention to others, but to every duty, every 
kind of obligation, every responsibility. (88-89)  

Though I agree that Eliza voices distaste for a number of duties, I believe that Foster’s 

portrayal of Eliza’s particular resistance to becoming a minister’s wife is central to 

Foster’s examination of women’s consideration of economic and labor issues within 

marriage. Writing to Lucy, Eliza details her exchange with Mr. Boyer on the topic of 

marriage. She recalls telling him  
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I recoil at the thought of immediately forming a connection, which must 
confine me to the duties of domestic life, and make me dependent for 
happiness, perhaps too, for subsistence, upon a class of people, who will 
claim the right of scrutinizing every part of my conduct; and by censuring 
those foibles, which I am conscious of not having prudence to avoid, may 
render me completely miserable. (126) 

Though Eliza laments the timeliness of the match, the limitations she expects as a 

minister’s wife prove more telling of her mind frame. Foster’s use of the term 

“subsistence” gives a double meaning to her fears—Eliza predicts that she will not only 

be judged by her actions but will live in humble circumstances as well. Having had a 

mother who was a minister’s wife, Eliza knows that marriage to Boyer would entail a 

host of difficult duties for her from caring for her husband’s congregants to behaving 

within the scope of denominational expectations. It comes as little surprise, then, that 

she confesses, “there are duties arising from the station, which I fear I should not be 

able to fulfill; cares and restraints to which I could not submit” (135). Depicting Eliza as 

having little rapport with Boyer, Foster shows how a woman’s antipathy to a suitor’s 

profession can magnify his initial unacceptability as a husband for her. 

Given Eliza’s incisive ability to examine Boyer’s situation, her silence concerning 

Major Sanford’s prospects proves deafening. Unlike Boyer, Sanford has no friends to 

recommend him to her, and the fragmented information she receives about his 

reputation clearly gives others cause for concern. He is reputed to have money, but this 

fact is never verified. I believe that, by having Eliza neglect a critical examination of 

Sanford’s position, Foster shows her eliding important evaluative work of a potential 

husband’s economic soundness required of women on the marriage market. Even so, 

Foster illustrates how Eliza’s oversight is supported, on some level, by societal 
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unwillingness to talk frankly about such evaluations, especially for women of the 

middling class.  

Friends and family warn Eliza not to associate with Sanford, but they offer her 

little assistance with finding another potential suitor after Boyer proposes. As Kristie 

Hamilton indicates, “this discouragement of aspiration to upward mobility is couched in 

terms of the mutability of the pleasures of fashionable society, but the message is clear: 

one should be content with the station into which she is born” (142). This point is 

important because Eliza’s friends repeatedly ignore or disparage her preferences 

instead of guiding her engagement with the marriage market into more productive 

channels.  

Depicting Dorcasina Sheldon evaluating her serious suitors, Tenney shows that 

she brings a thoughtful regard to their means of employment, though this thinking exists 

side-by-side with her overblown romantic rhetoric. Dorcasina begins examining her first 

suitor, Lysander, before she even meets him. Discussing his use of slave labor with her 

servant, Betty, she decries the institution. She tells Betty “what gives me the greatest 

pain, is, that I shall be obliged to live in Virginia, be served by slaves, and be supported 

by the sweat, toil and blood of that unfortunate and miserable part of mankind” (8). In 

the span of two pages, Tenney pens Dorcasina delivering a surprisingly rational critique 

of the political and moral ills of slavery, and she has Betty opine that Dorcasina may 

have a positive impact as Lysander’s wife. The potential strength of this scene’s critique 

of slavery is mitigated by the odd portrait of servant and mistress pondering Dorcasina’s 

possible agency in ameliorating slavery as an institution.  
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Imagining herself as Lysander’s wife, Dorcasina envisions herself overthrowing 

an entire economic system through her fervent goodwill. Tenney writes that Eliza 

pictures herself as “the benefactress of his slaves” who can “extend her benevolent 

reveries beyond the plantation of her future husband, and, wrapt in the glow of 

enthusiasm, saw his neighbours imitating his example, and others imitating them, till the 

spirit of justice and humanity should extend to the utmost limits of the United States” (9). 

Though moving, Dorcasina’s impassioned indictment of slavery is almost entirely 

compartmentalized from the rest of her considerations of Lysander, and she attributes 

her refusal of his suit to his affective failings. As a result, Tenney separates this rational 

indication of Dorcasina’s political views and employment preferences from her 

discussion of love. In this decision, Tenney tempers Dorcasina’s agency by defusing 

any possible judgment she might voice against Lysander.  

Later in the novel, Tenney gives Dorcasina and her readers another opportunity 

to think about marriage in economic terms; indeed, the address of Mr. Cumberland 

prevents them from thinking of it in any other terms at all. Presented with this second 

genuine suitor, Dorcasina finds fault with his business as well. Discussing a possible 

engagement with her father, she proclaims, “he has come here to make a bargain, as 

he calls it, just as if he had come to purchase an estate, and without feeling for me any 

of that tender passion which makes the delight of married life, or inspiring me with the 

least of it for him” (207). In this instance, Cumberland’s ham-handed approach to marital 

considerations betrays his interest in what Dorcasina and her money may do for him. As 

Cumberland imagines Dorcasina in her position as a wife, Tenney writes, “he observed, 

moreover, that she worked all the evening, and he flattered himself, from this 
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circumstance, that she would make him an industrious wife” (205). Giving readers 

access to Cumberland’s thoughts, Tenney shows that, though Dorcasina often seems 

lost in irrational musings about love, she is entirely capable of accurately judging a 

potential engagement when it threatens to jeopardize her future.  

Resisting the “consequences, care, and confinement” of marriage (156), Eliza 

neglects thinking about the material support that a husband offers for her future. At the 

beginning of the novel, her father has died, but her mother lives and will likely rely on 

Eliza for future support. In one of Mrs. Wharton’s letters to her daughter, Foster offers 

the rational thinking that Eliza ignores. Describing her own life as the wife of a 

clergyman, Mrs. Wharton recommends the employment. She says, “no class of society 

has domestic enjoyment more at command, than clergymen. Their circumstances are 

generally a decent competency. They are removed [from] the perplexing cares of want, 

and from the distracting parade of wealth” (136). Here, Foster shows her perfectly 

mingling the economic soundness of a minister’s position with its pleasurable benefits 

and, perhaps most importantly, its safety. Mrs. Wharton goes on to pronounce concerns 

for her own welfare, admonishing Eliza to consider her perspective and “judge then, my 

dear, how anxiously I must watch, how solicitously I must regard every circumstance 

which relates to [my children’s] welfare and prosperity!” (136). Foster offers further 

advice on the economic worth of a suitor from Boyer, too, who refers to his financial 

stability, albeit in an oblique fashion. Feelingly alluding to the material loss that Eliza’s 

family will sustain in his absence, he says to Mrs. Wharton, “I once hoped for the 

privilege of rocking for you the cradle of declining age” (169). 
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Though Foster portrays Eliza’s friends, Lucy and Mrs. Richman, advising Eliza in 

her marital considerations, their advice advocates a fulfillment of moral duty while 

consistently appealing to the systematic operating of the marriage market and the 

material safety of marriage. When Eliza refuses to “own [herself] somewhat engaged to 

Boyer,” she replies, “I should never do to any man before the indissoluble knot was tied” 

(127). In response, Mrs. Richman observes that Eliza has “wrong ideas of freedom, and 

matrimony” (127). This interchange is only one of many instances in which Foster 

shows characters providing their impressions of appropriate ideas of marriage. 

In place of Eliza’s consideration of paid employment, inheritance, or other means 

of support, Foster reveals her protagonist’s philosophy on marriage, and it underscores 

the inconsistency of her thinking about her economic needs. Eliza argues, “marriage is 

the tomb of friendship. It appears to me a very selfish state. Why do people, in general, 

as soon as they are married, centre all their cares, their concerns, and pleasures in their 

own families?” (123). Through this description of friendship, Foster clearly shows how 

much Eliza values social bonds without accounting for their economic cost. As David 

Waldstreicher observes, “the genteel public sphere of the late eighteenth century was 

shaped by the financial means of its participants (a fact often lost on those who 

romanticize its polite, orderly nature)” (207). Though Eliza overlooks the financial 

implications of her socializing, Foster does not. A number of times, she has Eliza 

describe friendship as a “bank” from which she may draw. In one instance, Eliza states, 

“I presume on a large stock in the bank of friendship, which, united with health and 

innocence, give me some pleasing anticipations of future felicity” (110). During the 

course of the novel, this proclamation often proves true; Eliza stays with the Richmans 
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and attends dinners, parties, and other social gatherings. What she does not do, 

though, is consider her debts to this society in the form of future reciprocal social 

engagements under her marital roof.  

While Foster does not explicitly delineate the place of economics within 

friendship from Eliza’s perspective, she indicates the cost of carelessness through 

Sanford’s injudicious behavior and reckless financial activities. Alike in their 

temperaments, Sanford and Eliza also share similar views of marriage; of her wish to 

put off matrimony, she writes to Lucy “he warmly applauds my wish, still longer to enjoy 

the freedom and independence of a single state; and professedly adopts it for his own” 

(174). Though Eliza equates their aims, they do not share the same intent, and Foster 

demonstrates how a viewpoint that seems harmless in a young woman immediately 

proves dangerous in a man with extensive experience in the larger world. Though he 

seems to truly love Eliza, Sanford will not compromise his careless and dissolute 

pleasures to settle with her. In a number of ways, his socializing not only disrupts 

society, it also threatens the economic health of the community.  

More importantly, Foster shows how Eliza and Sanford assert different degrees 

of agency when seeking marital happiness. Sanford easily reverses his anti-marriage 

stance when the opportunity suits him. Pursuing a wealthy spouse, he unfolds his plan 

in an unanswered letter to Charles Deighton; he notes, “I have had a little intimation 

from New-Haven, that Miss Laurence is partial to me, and might easily be obtained, with 

a handsome property in the bargain. I am neither pleased with, nor averse to the girl. 

But she has money, and that may supply the place of love, by enabling me to pursue 

independent pleasures” (161). By marrying a rich young woman, Sanford accesses the 
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funds necessary to support his pleasures and overturns the resistance to marriage that 

he has shared with Eliza. Portraying him in this manner, Foster conflates calculated 

financial assessment with an inappropriate use of social networks. Moreover, she 

shows that, by pursuing selfish pleasure, Sanford forms no productive connections 

within the market economy and engages in no capitalist enterprise.  

While Smith-Rosenberg argues that Eliza acts as a capitalist by investing in 

Sanford and thereby taking a risk, I see Eliza’s actions differently. In my reading, Eliza 

realizes that, by losing her reputation through her interaction with Boyer, she 

compromises her credit in the “bank of friendship,” and she sees the degree to which 

her social relations are non-supportive of her necessary search for a husband. Indeed, 

Cathy Davidson asserts that “Eliza, faced not with a freedom of choice but an absence 

of suitors, begins to realize that she has been played for a fool…[she] naively sought to 

exercise her freedom only to learn that she had none” (227). By placing Eliza in such a 

difficult position, Foster alludes to the knowledge she needs to achieve success for her 

future existence. Eliza would have needed to understand the necessity of marrying and 

to know the exact place of society in facilitating the operation of the marriage market. At 

one point, she explains her frustration with Boyer in an incredibly practical manner; she 

writes to Lucy, “this man is not disagreeable to me; but if I must enter the connubial 

state, are there not others, who may be equally pleasing in their persons, and whose 

profession may be more comfortable to my taste?” (135). For Eliza to ensure support in 

her old age, this question is crucial, but Foster shows that neither she nor her friends 

take steps to find an answer. 
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Once Sanford marries, Foster has Eliza realize the terms of her own seduction. 

Believing that unending socializing, not marriage, may count as her employment, Eliza 

is disappointed to find that she has approached the marriage market imprudently and 

has squandered a good degree of social capital. Though Foster shows Sanford 

advocating a social existence without the responsibilities of marriage, she indicates that 

he knows this plan is untenable. In my reading, Foster portrays Eliza’s seduction 

entailing a failure to consider the material needs filled by marriage, not in any “choice” of 

Sanford. By failing to understand her need to find a husband meeting her affective and 

economic criteria, Eliza is unable to use her social circle to her own ends and remains 

mired in the either/or position between two unsuitable mates. From this perspective, her 

sexual relations with Sanford are not an active choice but, instead, a capitulation to the 

defeat of her social vision.  

Resolving Dorcasina’s story, Tenney indicates the degree to which a father’s 

riches can make marriage unnecessary for privileged daughters. Linda Frost observes 

that Dorcasina’s unique economic and social independence is “at least provocative in its 

suggestion that a woman could successfully manage and at least benefit from the self-

government that Dorcasina has attained” (129). While Frost laments Dorcasina’s 

charitable work being limited to her elite economic sphere, I believe that Tenney offers 

her story to provide a cautionary tale and a way for young women to perceive their 

worth much more actively. In particular, the way in which Dorcasina evaluates a suitor’s 

employment when pressed to marry gives useful examples for the novel’s readers to 

consider.  
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Uncomfortable Didactic Work 

In The Coquette and Female Quixotism, the didactic advice that the supporting 

characters give Eliza and Dorcasina combines aspects of emotional and economic 

guidance, and this advice tells a lot about the characters’ and novels’ investments. 

Given the needs of the seduction plot for protagonists to fall, the didactic proscriptions 

given by characters are often uncomfortable. In The Coquette, Eliza’s friends aim to 

sway her temperament so that she will accept Boyer’s proposal and, when she resists 

this process, she appears to be poorly behaved. Thus, Foster shows Eliza’s friends 

making moral judgments of her thoughts and actions instead entering into a frank 

discussion of her material alternatives to Boyer’s suit. In Female Quixotism, characters’ 

advice takes a decidedly different direction in tone and subject matter. From both her 

servant and her father, Dorcasina is enjoined to understand her financial value as a 

mate. Additionally, Betty’s practical advice aims to temper Dorcasina’s overly romantic 

sentiments. From this perspective, Tenney largely sidesteps moral prescriptions.    

Lamenting Eliza’s ambivalence to Boyer, Mrs. Richman details to her the stability 

of her married life. She indicates, “all my happiness is centered within the limits of my 

own walls; and I grudge every moment that calls me from the pleasing scenes of 

domestic life” (182). Though Foster illustrates Richman enjoying her role as a wife, she 

makes it clear that this character’s individual preferences have always diverged from 

Eliza’s interests. Indeed, more than once, Eliza refers to Mrs. Richman as “prudish.” For 

readers, then, questions about how a marriage might be adaptable to different woman’s 

temperaments are implicit here, and they may recall an earlier opinion concerning 

marriage. When Eliza indicates that she does not wish to be a minister’s wife, Foster 

pens Mrs. Wharton opining that “happiness is in a great measure the result of our own 
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dispositions and actions” (136). Here, Foster makes readers consider if Eliza’s 

discontent is her fault, but this argument neglects the limitations that Eliza faces on the 

marriage market. 

While Eliza’s friends and mother make up her principal advisors, Foster also 

includes Boyer’s judgments of her actions. Having been put off by Eliza, he appeals to 

her by affirming “far is the wish from me to restrain your person or mind,” and he claims 

that he will defer to her own judgment, indicating, “in your breast I will repose my cause” 

(126). In this statement, Foster shows Boyer at odds with himself, unable to establish an 

evaluative manner in which he may chastise Eliza as he seeks her approbation. By 

referring to her heart, he argues that he is not advising her, but he is actually calling her 

to a certain type of conduct. And this interchange is not the only instance in which Boyer 

analyzes Eliza’s behavior. In addition to his citing spoken advice, Foster pens letters 

through which readers may further access Boyer’s censure of her. These include a 

number of missives to his friend, Mr. Selby, who visits Eliza while Boyer is away. Their 

exchange of letters serves to continue Boyer’s monitoring of her actions and Selby’s 

observations help shape his judgments. Once freed from his self-appointed role of 

suitor, Boyer readily unpacks all the judgments of Eliza that he has suppressed and 

reverts to his role as a reverend. In his farewell letter to her, he expresses personal 

disappointment and moral judgment in a fit of pique, proclaiming, “I will not rehearse the 

innumerable instances of your imprudence and misconduct, which have fallen under my 

observation. Your own heart must be your monitor” (171).  

Ultimately, Foster alludes to the problem with Boyer’s thinking and, indeed, most 

of the characters’ censure of Eliza. Appealing to Eliza’s heart, Boyer relies on the 
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soundness of her nature, but, as the novel attests time and again, she is, by nature, gay 

and flighty. As a result, asking Eliza to follow her heart introduces a dilemma: if Eliza’s 

heart does not align her with Boyer, is there, then, something wrong with her? In many 

ways, Foster shows Eliza’s denial of religion-based marital work becoming damning 

evidence against her, painting her as a “bad” unsettled woman and possibly casting her 

as a poor Christian. Judging Eliza’s actions towards him, Mr. Boyer indicates that they 

“are an aversion to the sober, rational, frugal mode of living, to which my profession 

leads” (171). Regardless, readers can see how Eliza struggles, and they are likely to 

identify with her dissatisfaction with the situation.  

While the advice that Foster provides from Eliza’s friends strikes a moral tone, 

the counsel that Tenney offers through Dorcasina’s servant and her father rings with 

practicality. These two levels of didactic proclamation—her upper-class father’s and 

lower-class Betty’s—dovetail perfectly on matters of finance. Throughout the novel, 

Tenney describes Dorcasina as being in danger because of her sheltered nature and 

her financial value; she is characterized as having been indulged, having an 

“unsuspecting heart,” and being “credulous.” Suspicious of O’Connor, a con-man 

passing himself off as proper suitor for Dorcasina, Betty observes, “he is a bold, 

impudent fellor, to go for to talking about love the first time he seed you…I suspects that 

he is after no good, and that he is no better than he should be” (28). Though Betty’s 

manner of advising Dorcasina is rough and unadorned, her observations of proper and 

safe courting etiquette are sound. Learning about Dorcasina’s ill-advised contact with 

him, Betty is astonished that Dorcasina will meet privately with a man she does not 

know (34), alarmed by her enthusiastic romantic pronouncements, and chagrined that 
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she contemplates marriage without vetting her suitor with her father (38). Made aware 

of his daughter’s secret suitor, Mr. Sheldon gives advice which unites with Betty’s. 

Aware of Dorcasina’s monetary worth, her father advises her to vet O’Conner’s 

credentials, noting, “money is an inducement to a great many wicked and dishonourable 

actions; and every species of deceit is practiced by mankind, to obtain it” (47).  

As fraudulent and false suitors attempt to court Dorcasina, Tenney shows that 

considerations of her money frequently come into play. Encouraging the hopes of the 

town barber, Puff, the visiting scholar, Philander, advises the him, ‘to attend to his 

customers as usual; intimating at the same time, that, though the lady herself was so 

deeply enamoured with him, there was no certainty that the match would be equally 

agreeable to her father; and therefore he might possibly remain a barber all his life” 

(118). Though Tenney uses this setup to comic effect, she also shows how Dorcasina’s 

money can affect the economic power relationship between her and a potential 

husband. In one instance in which Dorcasina escapes being conned, Dorcasina thanks 

Betty for her help, and Betty replies, “I should think too that, the next time you intend to 

fall in love with a stranger, you wou’d first find out what sort of man he is” (148). Again, 

Tenney uses Betty to provide straightforward and useful advice. In response, though 

Dorcasina replies, “why, surely, you do not think people can fall in love by design, or 

when and with whom they please” (148). Here, Tenney alludes to the difficulty young 

women might encounter balancing affection with the reasoned thinking that could lead 

to companionate love.   

Showing their protagonists persisting in their attempts to align love and economic 

good sense in a future husband, Foster and Tenney allude to varying forms of 
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seduction. Both Eliza and Dorcasina reject settling for men deemed appropriate for 

them by friends and family, and both resist taking on marital duties that they consider 

tedious. In the process of considering suitors, though, they illuminate evaluative lines of 

thinking that may be useful to women readers confronting similar problems navigating 

courtship customs. Equally important are the dangers they illustrate for avenues of 

existence outside of marriage; Eliza’s example shows that socializing must have an end 

in mind, and Dorcasina’s experience indicates how difficult companionate love is to find. 

These lessons are important given the advice that multiple characters offer the 

protagonists. Foster and Tenney show that this advice can help protect women but 

cannot necessarily ensure that they find happy marriage matches.  
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CHAPTER 4 
CAPITAL COURTSHIPS: ECONOMICS, COMPETITION, AND COMPANIONATE 

LOVE IN ORMOND AND KELROY  

In Chapters 2 and 3, I discussed novels in which authors featured seduction as a 

main plot point and which have received a good deal of scholarly attention in recent 

years. I argue that the general expectation of the seduction plot—in which a protagonist 

is seduced and dies or goes mad—limits what authors may say about the relationship 

between sexual desire and economics. In this chapter, I look at two novels about young 

women grappling with marital and monetary matters, Charles Brockden Brown’s 

Ormond; or the Secret Witness (1799) and Rebecca Rush’s Kelroy (1812) to show how 

Brown and Rush dismantle some integral embedded assumptions of the seduction plot.  

Hard-to-categorize novels Ormond and Kelroy have a number of interesting 

things to say about life at the turn of the nineteenth century, but they have received less 

critical attention than other novels written during the same period. Approaching these 

novels, I tease out the threads of a conversation that Brown and Rush begin about the 

threats that women face as they survive financial downfalls and manage suitors while 

on the marriage market. In so doing, I discuss some reasons why their concerns were 

not taken up by other early American novelists. In this chapter, then, I frame my inquiry 

into the pages of these novels in economic and affective terms to show how Brown and 

Rush surpass the cultural work of the seduction plot in a few productive ways.  

Though both Ormond and Kelroy feature a seduction (of sorts) at their center, the 

seduction in question is never completed. Instead, these novels add to the story that 

seduction plots attempt to tell about sex and power, gender, and economics. Scholars 

often categorize Ormond as a gothic novel, but this designation makes it easy to 

overlook the very real social problems that Brown examines in its pages. Paul Lewis 
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observes that “among the first novelists working in the United States, [Brown] was the 

most committed to probing and dramatizing the conflict between patriarchal practices 

and the challenges to them raised by early feminist critiques” (168). His approach to 

Constantia’s narrative is informed, in part, by his earlier writings. Just one year earlier, 

he penned Alcuin, and appeal for women’s rights, and his novels Clara Howard and 

Jane Talbot are comedies of manners concerned with women and courtship. Educated 

at the Philadelphia Friends Latin School, Brown was not only a writer. He apprenticed 

for the law while publishing sketches, poetry, and, later, novels. A member of a society 

of letters called the Friendly Club, Brown worked as an editor, journalist, and merchant 

during his lifetime (Chapman 17-18). 

Concerned with poverty and women’s agency, Brown avoids the didactic appeals 

which are used by other authors who portray seduction. Indicating the indeterminacy 

with which Brown imbues the novel, Steven Hamelman argues that Ormond’s death 

uncovers “the depth of [readers’] naivety and wishful thinking. It discloses the text’s 

‘complicity’ in leading us astray in the act of reading for the conclusive meaning we may 

think the novel (or the Novel) owes us” (“Aphasia” 306). In Ormond, Brown shows a 

continuum of gendered power relationships from courtship to seduction to rape, and he 

emphasizes the degree to which a young woman’s poverty exacerbates her sexual and 

economic vulnerability.  

While Ormond takes on more socio-economic critique than other gothic novels, 

Kelroy also proves an atypical novel for its time and place. Unlike eighteenth-century 

seduction plots or coming-of-age novels that followed them in nineteenth-century 

America, Kelroy closely details the courtships of young women Lucy and Emily 
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Hammond, and Rush crafts her narrative by melding multiple generic conventions. In 

Revolution and the Word, Cathy Davidson notes that Kelroy “addresses important 

narrative problems…with a remarkable facility, deftly interweaving comic and tragic 

scenes to ground a convincing Gothic disaster in an astutely observed novel of 

manners” (329). Unlike other American novels of this period, Kelroy does have 

similarities to novels written by women living outside of America; Kathryn Zabelle 

Derounian and Cathy Davidson compare Rush’s writing with that of Jane Austen. Like 

Austen, Rush is interested in the ways in which financial interests frustrate courtship. In 

Kelroy, she depicts a wholly different form of seduction than the sexual abuse typical to 

this plot by portraying an avaricious mother attempting to influence her daughters’ 

marital criteria for her own financial gain.   

In each of these stories, the authors show young women struggling to survive 

economic setbacks during which they must confront their own romantic and sexual 

vulnerability. In Ormond, Brown presents the sufferings of Constantia Dudley and her 

father, and the plot seems to offer her an avenue to relieve her family’s impoverishment 

through dependence on Ormond. Throughout the narrative, Constantia’s challenge is to 

effectively weigh her devotion to her family against the risk involved in buying into 

Ormond’s anti-marriage rhetoric. In the end, she resists Ormond because of his 

treatment of his mistress and he attacks her on the grounds of her father’s property that 

he has restored to her. Learning the extent of his immorality, Constantia murders 

Ormond in self-defense after which she travels with the novel’s narrator and her friend, 

Sophia Courtland, to Europe.   
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In Kelroy, the only novel that can be definitively attributed to Rush, she illustrates 

the machinations of the widowed Mrs. Hammond who urges her daughters to marry 

wealthy husbands. Her daughter, Emily, considers the love she has for Edward Kelroy 

beside her mother’s aversion to his financially compromised state. In this context, Emily 

proves a worthy mate by showing her willingness to wait for Kelroy to earn his fortune 

and risk losing out on other, more well-established suitors. Eventually, though, Mrs. 

Hammond falsifies letters between the lovers and tricks them into believing that they 

have broken their engagement. Emily marries another man, but, after her mother’s 

death, realizes the scheme. Upon learning of the deception, Kelroy becomes miserable, 

and deciding to travel, dies when his ship sinks. As Dana Nelson notes in the 

Introduction to Kelroy, very little is known about Rush apart from her parentage, her 

association with the educational reformer Benjamin Rush, and the fact that she earned 

$100 through the publication of Kelroy (xii-xv).  

Throughout both novels, women’s agency is much more pronounced than in the 

seduction plots I explore in Chapters 2 and 3. In particular, Brown and Rush explore a 

woman’s ability to understand and manage economic matters, especially in the stead of 

a father or husband. Brown shows Constantia developing a keen skill for economizing 

and laboring in support of her family. She determines the steps she might take to 

strengthen her family’s financial health by evincing an awareness of her and her father’s 

physical needs and her family’s former position within society. She also thinks about the 

interrelated elements protecting and nourishing them so that lowering rent, borrowing 

money, and economizing on food are all options she pursues. In addition, she sells 

possessions, when necessary, and seeks out paid labor. All of this work is 
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accomplished as she and her fellow Philadelphians face an outbreak of yellow fever and 

the resulting death, displacement, and privation that are associated with it. Alternately, 

Rush depicts Mrs. Hammond managing her family’s finances with an eye toward 

attaining riches, which will support her avarice. Where Constantia is lauded for her 

economizing, this action makes Mrs. Hammond an objectionable character. Read 

beside one another, these novels show that the difference in value between the two 

women lies in the motives that undergird their economic endeavors. Constantia labors 

for the collective good of her family while Mrs. Hammond acts solely to fulfill her selfish 

desires. As a result, Brown and Rush disclose some fissures that occur when valuing 

women’s skill of calculation, especially when marital matches and personal longings are 

involved.  

Though neither novel features seduction as a main plot, desire plays an 

important role in both of them. In Ormond, Brown portrays the seduction of Helena 

Cleves, who becomes Ormond’s mistress to sustain the luxurious living she enjoyed 

when her father was alive. Describing their arrangement, Brown renders the contract 

between Ormond and Helena in explicit terms, echoing Samuel Richardson’s Pamela in 

which Mr. B— attempts to forge a contract with Pamela to use her as his mistress. 

When Constantia faces a similar offer from Ormond at a time of extreme need, her 

unwillingness to become his mistress elevates her long-term value to her family. 

Refusing an easy fix for the family’s compromised finances, she resolves to seek out 

companionate love, and this inclination becomes a form of capital that may help 

guarantee a successful marriage in the future. In Kelroy, the form of seduction Rush 

puts forth is Mrs. Hammond’s argument that her daughters should marry for money. 
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Though her greed is revealed in the course of the novel, her need, as a widow, for 

support after the death of her husband registers as an important point for Rush’s 

readers to consider. Less economically-minded than her mother, Emily must consider 

her mother’s beliefs when weighing Kelroy’s worth and planning her own course to 

follow. Rush shows her speculating in his favor and relying on their companionate love 

as a marker that may make their marriage successful, even in the face of financial 

uncertainty.    

In addition to showing how important economic planning is to young women’s 

worth, another way that these novels expand on the work that seduction plots perform is 

by showing the competing needs and desires caught up in courtships. In Ormond, the 

relationship between Ormond and Constantia can be interpreted in a few different ways; 

at times, they seem to be courting, but at others, he seems to be seducing her. Sydney 

Krause perceives, “Ormond’s magnificently elaborated assault on Constantia’s towering 

virginity,” and he regards the novel as a “strongly ironic variation on the stock situation 

of a master seducer being mastered, it is seduction in a new key” (571). Brown does not 

characterize Constantia as particularly interested in courtship, though a husband could 

alleviate her financial problems. Illustrating her anxiety about impending privation and 

her concern for her father’s health, he shows Constantia resisting her emotions and 

diligently seeking out new opportunities and benefactors to assist the family. 

Additionally, in Kelroy, Rush illustrates the marriages of Lucy and Emily Hammond 

becoming subsumed in systems of making money and maintaining or elevating one’s 

social status. Showing Lucy follow her mother’s dictum to marry for money, Rush 

implies that Lucy sells herself (and her husband) short. Taking a different approach with 
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Emily, she shows her struggling against her mother, Mr. Marney, and Kelroy’s financial 

shortcomings to secure an engagement with a man whose worth exceeds strictly 

monetary terms.  

As Brown and Rush depict these negotiations of financial and personal value, 

they give readers particular frames of reference through which their characters’ motives 

and actions may be evaluated. Brown presents Constantia’s story through the eyes of 

her close friend, Sophia Courtland, and his selection of narrator gives readers multiple 

ways to perceive characters’ choices. Recounting the events from Constantia’s telling of 

them, Sophia illuminates the different ways in which Constantia and Mr. Dudley respond 

to penury and their friendship with Ormond. Having Sophia detail their reasoning and 

behavior, especially at the moments in which father and daughter disagree, Brown 

offers readers a stake in characters’ decision-making process. At the same time, 

though, he pens Sophia’s admiration and support of Constantia’s actions such that 

Constantia’s flexible economizing and steadfast moral center are valorized. In a similar 

manner, Rush gives readers the impetus to judge the actions of Mrs. Hammond, Lucy, 

and Emily. While the omniscient narrator presents characters’ private thoughts for 

reader consideration, Rush’s portrayal of highly charged arguments invites a serious 

consideration of her characters’ motives. For example, she shows Mrs. Hammond 

manipulating propriety in the public sphere and follows these scenes with conversations 

in which characters express their shock or dismay. In this manner, she guides her 

readers to find value in the behavior of Emily and Kelroy.          

In this chapter, I maintain that Brown and Rush opened avenues in Ormond and 

Kelroy for a conversation about economics, competition, and companionate love in 
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American literature at the turn of the nineteenth century. In it, I begin by reviewing the 

historical ways in which family relationships were strained by changes in eighteenth-

century courtship and marital practices as they overlapped with economic opportunities 

offered by the growth of a market economy and capitalism. Then, I discuss how Ormond 

and Kelroy illustrate the economic impact of seduction and avarice on potential 

marriages. Next, I explore qualities that Brown and Rush define as making young 

women worthy mates; these include the willingness to labor to support one’s family and, 

at times, an understanding of economics. Finally, I argue that the experiences of 

Constantia Dudley and Emily Hammond provide examples of the economic work to 

come from the protagonists in the coming-of-age novels of the nineteenth century. Like 

Constantia and Emily, these young women exhibit duty to family and a willingness to 

suffer for a worthy suitor, and, with these traits, they imply that their companionate love 

for a mate will help ensure both affective and material support. 

Contextualizing Seduction in Relation to Marriage Negotiations and Labor 

In Chapter 2, I briefly discuss how changes in the way pre-marital sex was 

punished in colonial and post-Revolution communities legally affected Anglo-American 

women’s marriages and, by association, their labor as it was defined by their husbands’ 

economic station. Here, I expand my historical exploration to include a number of legal 

and societal transformations marriage encountered and economic trends that affected 

men’s employment. In their studies of seduction in early American literature, Cathy 

Davidson and Julia Stern argue that authors’ use of this trope indicates widespread 

anxieties about political and social inequalities after the Revolutionary War. Building on 

their work, I detail the affective and economic anxieties that, as I assert throughout, 

seduction plots suggest but could not productively discuss.  
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A number of seduction plots allude to instability with defining what actions 

constituted marriages without citing these facts as causes for fallen women’s plights. In 

England, the growth of Protestantism caused struggles between Catholic monarchs, the 

Anglican Church, and Parliament that, in turn, threw legal and religious authority into 

disarray. After years of disorganization, Parliament established legal proscriptions for 

marital contracts with the Marriage Act of 1753. In early America, modifications to 

marital contracts came through settlers’ distance from ministers, a generational divide in 

courtship expectations, and changes in law. As Englishmen and women made 

transatlantic voyages to the New World, issues of marital legitimacy could become ever 

more complicated. Added to these concerns attending marrying, new economic 

opportunities often caused further anxieties, and I discuss seduction plots’ allusions to 

these issues in Chapters 2 and 3. New forms of labor or ways of laboring could 

separate families, and the financial support of a distant spouse might not always be 

guaranteed. Combining authorization of marriage with economic opportunities, then, the 

need that prospective brides and grooms would have had to be assured of one 

another’s intentions and their desire to be mutually supportive was crucial, especially in 

the face of myriad types of competition that engagements might face.  

As the modern era developed, a number of events coincided to destabilize 

traditional forms of labor and social relations. Sarah M. S. Pearsall indicates, “from 

roughly 1560 to 1640, there was a ‘crisis or order’, in which there was considerable 

economic dislocation, population increase, land shortages, inflation, increased poverty 

and vagrancy. Fewer people could afford to marry and set up households” (117). 

Affected to some degree by these realities, the general structure of marriage evolved. In 
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The Family, Sex and Marriage in England, 1500-1800, Lawrence Stone identifies three 

types of marriage, which he indicates succeeded one another chronologically. He notes 

that, in the movement from a community institution to a personal one, marriage went 

from creating “open lineage families” to “restricted patriarchal nuclear families” to 

“closed domesticated nuclear families” (7). As community and patriarchal investments in 

marriages waned, husbands and wives became more significant to one another as 

emotional and material supports. And this dependence came at the same time that 

capitalist opportunities were rewarding novel and independent economic action.   

Some of the hardships that English subjects encountered—especially 

overpopulation and a lack of resources—were alleviated by their migration to newly 

established colonies. Many Englishmen and women voluntarily sought better working 

prospects in the Southern colonies as well as greater religious freedom in the Northern 

ones. For a number of others, poverty compelled them to commit offences including 

theft and prostitution for which they might face a sentence mandating relocation. Sian 

Rees indicates that the removing of women thieves and prostitutes to the colony of 

Australia freed up space in jails and almost ensured that poorer convicts would not be 

able to return due to lack of funds. In the colonies, though, migration offered its own 

challenges to the institution of marriage. Alison Games notes that “migrant streams 

comprised in overwhelming numbers of young men who could not reproduce 

themselves could hardly be expected to reproduce their home cultures intact” (43). The 

material and labor needs of these waves of immigrant settlers made the function of the 

family as an economic unit more explicit.   
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In the midst of changes occasioned by privation and relocation, legal changes 

affected the constitution of English marriages as well. Lisa O’Connell says, “the 

regulation of marriage became a matter of ongoing debate in the eighteenth century 

from within the governmental structures set in place after the downfall of the Stuart 

monarchy” (31). As a result of struggles for supremacy between the Anglican Church, 

Catholic monarchs, and Parliament, state control eventually prevailed such that “the 

state supported the Anglican Church while other Protestant denominations were 

tolerated” (31). In effect, Parliament gained authorial control to define marriage at a 

point when religious upheavals were still ongoing. The Marriage Act of 1753 clarified the 

necessary components authorizing marriages. These requirements held that those 

parties wishing to marry must publish a banns three times announcing their intent, 

obtain a marriage license, and be married in an Anglican church in a ceremony 

officiated by a priest (O’Connell 68).  

Regardless of these rules, some couples chose to engage in clandestine 

marriages both because they were cheaper and more quickly obtained for the 

participants and because lesser Church officials could earn money performing them. 

Rebecca Probert indicates that the term “clandestine” referred to any marriage for which 

partners did not completely following the letter of the law and that legislation passed in 

1695 and 1695 levied fines on clergyman who flouted the regulations governing 

legitimate marriage ceremonies (175-176). R. B. Outhwaite contends that the number of 

clandestine marriages grew and details how the most numerous clandestine marriages 

seem to have been enacted at the Rules of the Fleet Street prison by prison chaplains 

(28). While these marriages did not account for the majority of marriages performed in 
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London during this time, they did wreak havoc when subjected to legal inquiry. Part of 

the problem lay in the clandestine nature of the marriage itself, but another problem lay 

in the suspect nature of those people willing to take vows in such questionable 

conditions.  

Just as Englishmen and women wishing to legitimate marriage needed to involve 

the state, resolving the fallout from a failed marriage required some reliance on the state 

as well. Since rules for divorce called for some support of a spouse, some husbands 

abandoned their wives instead. Because marriage so fully defined women’s social and 

economic existence, abandoned wives faced a tough time reordering their lives. A first 

option was to reconnect with biological relatives, but not all abandoned wives had 

families to whom they could appeal. A second option involved applying for support 

based on one’s residence, but this process could be difficult because of the legal 

requirements needed to ensure support, one of which was a husband’s settlement. 

Laurence Stone notes, “settlement records underscore how frequently women lacked 

knowledge of this crucial aspect of their own identity, either because they had been 

bereft of or abandoned by men who had never informed them of their rightful residence, 

or because their husbands simply had not known their own settlements” (22). In this 

situation, an abandoned wife might lose a second level of protection after having lost a 

husband’s financial support. 

In the colonies of North America, questions about the authority overseeing the 

institution of marriage were more protracted. Many colonial residents ignored the official 

rules of engagement. In Sexual Revolution in Early America, Richard Godbeer notes 

that, because of “the unavailability in many areas of officials licensed to marry, the lack 
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of investment on the part of many colonists in marital formalities, and widespread serial 

monogamy…there was no consensus among settlers as to what constituted a licit 

marriage and thus a legitimate sexual relationship” (8). In its place, settlers often relied 

on personal declarations of engagement witnessed by neighbors. Marilyn Yalom 

indicates that many people believed “it was enough to promise, in the words of the 

present, to take the other person as one’s ‘handfast’ or ‘wedded’ wife or husband” to 

authorize one’s marriage within a community (113). As with clandestine marriages, 

when people wished to submit these informal marriages to legal scrutiny, they could run 

into trouble proving legitimacy.   

Though important, arguments about what actions constituted the legitimacy of 

marriage could pale in comparison to settlers’ need to merely survive in the New World. 

Economic concerns among colonists and, later, Americans were widespread. Sean 

Wilentz indicates that disagreements among “yeomen, would-be yeomen, great 

proprietors, and government officials as well as combat with Indians led to a continual 

wrangling and sporadic violence, all of which worsened after the Revolution” (16). 

Wilentz observes that these tensions most often surrounded the availability and 

apportionment of land, the use of credit to finance farming ventures, and the need for 

debt relief. Moreover, at the turn of the nineteenth century, the family as an economic 

unit confronted some wide-ranging changes to its previous valuation of labor. While 

family farms were never entirely self-sufficient,1 as more families in the North moved 

from agriculture toward industry-dependent labor, labor changed conceptually from 

                                            
1 In Home and Work, Jeanne Boydston discusses the networks of production for home, barter, and sale of 
goods in early farming households, and Bruce Laurie describes “household production” in detail in 
Artisans into Workers, pps. 16-19. 
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duties that were performed in support of and around the home to labor that was 

performed for wages and in service to another. Additionally, building infrastructure for 

the new nation could move laborers farther from their homes. Bruce Laurie observes 

that, in the 1790s, workers constructed roads and turnpikes, which allowed for easier 

movement of raw materials and finished goods between the rural and urban areas. 

Finally, by 1800, Moses Brown and Samuel Slater built the first spinning mills in New 

England that were followed by the construction of textile mills (Laurie 29-30). Because 

of the expectations of the wage-labor economy and technical innovations, people’s 

interpersonal relationships with their families changed. Consistently, family members 

had to adapt their thinking and laboring to suit new economic systems and 

opportunities.  

Though marriage always involved some degree of risk, the definitional and 

economic uncertainties facing unions at the turn of the nineteenth century made it even 

riskier. Early American couples gained a degree of privacy through the lessening of 

parental and legal oversight, but they lost protections that these controls brought to 

previous marriages. In addition, changes in forms of labor, location of employment, and 

ways of thinking about money caused husbands and wives to adapt their expectations 

for one another’s marital duties. In many ways, companionate love became the capital 

that could help ensure a marriage’s success. In addition, it helped alleviate the legal 

inequities wives might feel with husbands due to the law of coverture. Achieving a 

husband’s respect and affective support, a wife gained a slender measure of equity that 

could mitigate her husband’s control of her property, contracts, and wages.  
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Some Thoughts on the Economics of and Agencies within Seduction(s) 

As they portray affective relationships, Charles Brockden Brown and Rebecca 

Rush productively reconsider the place of seduction in relation to courtship in late 

eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century America. In Ormond and Kelroy, they expand 

on the detrimental effects of seduction to marriage by portraying some additional 

competitive elements of the courtship process including the pressure on women of 

whom to wed (both from a possible fiancé and from one’s relatives) and the addresses 

of multiple suitors. In his treatment of seduction, Brown shows how straitened 

circumstances such as financial need or loss of a father forces readers to rethink 

women’s reasoning in yielding to sexual pressure. Additionally, he questions the 

traditional dictum that pre- or extra-marital sex is always a woman’s “fault” by portraying 

instances of attempted rape. In Rush’s narrative, she articulates the range of economic 

considerations involved in a marital contract and indicates how competition for financial 

gain correlates to the coercion involved in seduction. Each of these ways of rethinking 

seduction makes readers consider women’s agency much more fully than do seduction 

plots, and each poses important questions about how men and women might invest in 

marriages in the nineteenth century.    

Throughout Ormond, Brown incorporates elements of seduction in the portrayal 

of Ormond’s and Constantia’s relationship, but he adds layers of complexity to their 

interactions as well. Initially, Ormond helps Constantia when he sees that she is in 

need, and, in return, he asks her to befriend his mistress, Helena Cleves. Constantia 

consents to visit Helena but is appalled by Ormond’s use of her and vigorously resists 

his rationalization of his actions. From their separate perspectives, Ormond and 

Constantia seek different ends from their frequent visits with one another, and their 
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conversations are framed to achieve these ends. Quickly, Ormond sees his initial 

attraction to Constantia grow because, unlike time spent with Helena, speaking with 

Constantia serves “to rouse him from his lethargy, to furnish him with powerful 

excitements; and the time spend in her company seemed like a doubling of existence” 

(165). Conversely, Constantia finds herself interested in Ormond, but she never allows 

her feelings to overcome her principles. Consistently, she appeals to Ormond to relieve 

Helena’s distress. In a conversation representative of her stance, she argues, “you have 

been pleased to repose some degree of confidence in my judgment. Hear my full and 

deliberate opinion. Make Helena your wife” (170). Throughout the novel, Ormond’s and 

Helena’s relationship appears confusing and uncomfortable in that Brown shows both 

parties acknowledge their attraction, but they do not agree that their interactions count 

as courtship. Moreover, their contact with one another is built within and around one 

party’s economic support for and sexual use of a mistress. 

Just as Ormond and Constantia have trouble defining their relationship, readers 

may experience uncertainty as well. Because their association entails so much 

ambiguity, one could consider Ormond featuring either a failed courtship or a failed 

seduction plot. Sydney Krause indicates that the seduction in question is a rhetorical 

one and argues,  

[Ormond] stands personally condemned for what he does, but in our last 
glimpse of him alive his proposition of a sanely liberated attitude toward sex 
makes a good deal of sense in itself, even if it can offer no justification for 
force. Brown’s final irony is that it was Constantia who had won physical 
mastery, and Ormond, advancing the new doctrine of sex without guilt 
which exposed the weakness of her morality, who had won intellectual 
mastery. (583) 

While Krause poses an interesting reading, he hurries past this disconnect between 

thinking and doing harm. Certainly, Ormond’s seduction contains a rhetorical 
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component, but I do not believe he attains mastery over Constantia’s morality. In fact, 

quite the opposite occurs.  

After a number of discussions with Ormond, Constantia comes to agree that his 

approach to sexual relations is rational, but this belief fails to sway her from what she 

considers her duty both to her father and, after his death, to her principles. While 

intelligent and attractive, Ormond has shown himself to be uncaring (if only of Helena’s 

feelings), and, for this reason, Constantia will not invest herself in a sexual relationship 

with him. He achieves no mastery over her because his rational thinking cannot 

overpower her valuing of affective duty, and it is this adherence to duty—even when a 

more rational solution might suggest that she escape this duty—that ultimately affirms 

Constantia’s value. Her decision to resist Ormond is justified in her final meeting with 

him in which he corners her at her late father’s property. There, Ormond warns her  

my avowals of love were sincere; my passion was vehement and 
undisguised. It gave dignity and value to a gift in thy power, as a woman, to 
bestow. This has been denied. That gift has lost none of its value in my 
eyes. What thou refusedst to bestow it is in my power to extort. I came for 
that end. (267) 

In this confrontation, Ormond betrays his own weakness: unwilling to cede defeat in 

their disagreement about the rationality of pre- or extra-marital sexual relations, he 

transitions to physical force. Through this action, he negates both the rationality of his 

stance and the point of seduction—ostensibly, to persuade a resistant lover to accept a 

sexual relationship—as well. Since Constantia does not consent, his point is not won, 

and the value of all her appeals to duty is clear: duty to family and self provides 

protection, even when one might suffer in the course of protecting. 

Like Ormond’s earlier interactions with Constantia, his attempted rape of her 

carries economic connotations. Believing he has “bought” the right to sexual relations 
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with her, Ormond attempts to rape her. From helping her with money to returning her 

father’s fortune to killing her father to make her more vulnerable to his sexual advances, 

Ormond invests a good deal of time and money in Constantia. Scott Ellis indicates, 

“Brown directs the reader to understand the violence inherent in a market mentality, one 

in which Ormond justifies his actions—taking the girl as a compensatory ‘prize’ for his 

efforts— according to the logic of exchange” (14). From this perspective, Ellis affirms 

that Ormond and Constantia have different perceptions of the intentions for and 

consequences of their interactions. Clearly, Ormond equates Constantia with other 

women whom he has encountered, and his sexual interest in her informs all the actions 

he takes on the Dudleys’ behalf. In contrast, Constantia presumes no implied or explicit 

contract between them and assumes his attentions come from benevolent disinterest or 

academic curiosity. Competing with Constantia for conceptual control of the 

relationship, Ormond escalates to violence.   

Though Emily Hammond does not meet with a seducer in Kelroy, she does 

encounter the selfish motives of others that threaten what might have been a successful 

union with her fiancé, Kelroy. In Mr. Marney, a suitor who competes for her approbation, 

she experiences the vindictiveness of a thwarted self-styled lover. Like Ormond 

pursuing Constantia, Marney deftly navigates decorum and social channels to visit 

Emily. Whenever he finds the opportunity, he breaches propriety by confining her to his 

company and violating her physical space. Seeking to forward his suit, he interprets her 

disinterest and scorn as behavior intended to make him work harder for her regard. He 

protests “you take pleasure in tormenting me…but every change serves only to increase 

your beauty and my affection” (134). In this encounter, Marney clasps Emily’s hand as 
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he falls to his knees, and Kelroy encounters this scene with a mixture of confusion and 

anger.  

Certainly, being caught in Marney’s company does not carry the physical 

damage that sexual seduction entails, but it entails a psychic violation of Emily’s space 

and threatens the appearance of her fidelity. Understanding that the rules of decorum 

govern her interactions with him, Marney allows her little leeway in avoiding his 

attentions. Jeffrey H. Richards argues that Rush “depicts ambition and will combining to 

abuse feelings of love and contentment” such that “Kelroy locates society’s ills in a 

system that rewards social climbing at the expense of other human beings” (213). 

Indeed, Marney receives much greater approval from Mrs. Hammond, who shares his 

aims for riches and esteem and who involves him in her plot to thwart Emily’s 

engagement with Kelroy. As a result, Emily’s place on the marriage market is a medium 

through which Marney can exercise his desire for retribution and Mrs. Hammond can 

manage her avarice.  

When showing a preference for Kelroy, Emily encounters the materialism of her 

mother, who bids to control her daughter’s choice of a husband. Having failed in 

persuading Emily to marry for riches (a form of seduction to which her sister, Lucy, 

succumbs), Mrs. Hammond objects to their engagement and cites Kelroy’s diminished 

economic situation as her reasoning. Touting her resistance as a means of keeping 

Emily safe, she plans to wait for a suitor whose finances can more effectively fund her 

desire for luxury. Through Mrs. Hammond’s stance on marriage, Rush is able to say a 

great deal about the complex way that the multiple criteria of interested parties were 

managed in marriage market negotiations. Cathy Davidson notes, “Rush acutely 
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perceives the Gothic underside to this ‘circulation of women,’ and her early story of 

pride and prejudice reveals the tawdry underpinnings of the social edifice” (Revolution 

332). For Rush, the personal manipulations of Marney and Mrs. Hammond are well-

suited to the rules of decorum that governed upper-class society in the early nineteenth 

century. Protesting Kelroy’s questionable finances, Mrs. Hammond is well within her 

rights as a conscientious mother even though her reasons for doing so are dubious. 

Some various ways that men and women might bid for agency within the limits of 

their social sphere become clear when Mr. Walsingham (new husband to Lucy and a 

friend of Kelroy’s) and Mrs. Hammond discuss the possible engagement of Emily to 

Kelroy. Preparing to advocate on behalf of Kelroy, Walsingham considers the variables 

at play in the engagement. Rush shows that he understands the need for Mrs. 

Hammond to be hesitant in accepting Kelroy’s suit; she writes, “he could not censure as 

wholly unjust, the disapprobation of Mrs. Hammond, which in some respects was 

certainly excusable” (47). Rush’s handling of the argument that a young woman and her 

family should consider her suitor’s finances when marrying is important. Awaiting the 

settlement of an inheritance that was denied him, Kelroy is impoverished, but he also 

has a quality of character and a number of business prospects, which recommend him. 

Furthermore, a widow living during the early nineteenth century would be partially 

dependent on her children’s families for economic and emotional support. Subsumed 

under Mrs. Hammond’s overwhelming avarice, these truths about the necessary 

economic components of marriage remain. 

Countering Mrs. Hammond’s assertion that Kelroy’s finances preclude marriage, 

Walsingham expresses another type of concern for the Hammond family finances 
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entirely. He believes that Mrs. Hammond frustrates the attachment of Kelroy and Emily 

through a manipulation of Lucy’s and Emily’s inheritance. The narrator observes, “he 

believed both Lucy and Emily were entitled to a share of property that was withheld from 

them by the arbitrary disposition of their mother, [and] he saw no positive reason why 

she should manifest such strong repugnance towards a union, which with her consent, 

might be productive of the happiest consequences” (47). By illustrating Mrs. Hammond 

adapting to the limits on her ability to act, Rush shows her gaining control of the 

narrative surrounding Emily’s engagement. Depicting Mrs. Hammond appealing to 

convention in her objection to Kelroy’s finances while manipulating the family finances 

that might make such a match possible, Rush indicates how a mother might maneuver 

the situation to her own wishes.  

Promoting the match, Emily and Kelroy struggle with limited agency as well, and 

they cannot overcome Mrs. Hammond’s objections without some outside help. Here, 

Rush indicates how the argument about finances that Mrs. Hammond has manipulated 

can also serve to check her greed. Having provided Mrs. Hammond with $900 that she 

has yet to repay, Walsingham aids the young lovers through a bit of blackmailing. In 

conversation with Mrs. Hammond and Emily, he complains of usury, decrying “harpies, 

absurd, treacherous, and deceitful” who practice “continual depravity” (86). Then, he 

notes, “I hate dunning, and would almost as soon lose my money, as be compelled to 

ask for it” (86). Though furious that Walsingham would make such a pointed reference 

to her, even if this reference is veiled enough that Emily will not understand it, Mrs. 

Hammond realizes the limits to her resistance. Turning their conversation turns to the 

engagement of Emily and Kelroy, Rush shows her navigating the situation carefully. 
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Mrs. Hammond urges Walsingham that the couple should wait to marry until Kelroy is 

“in a more eligible situation” and argues,  

all that he could gain by my acquiescence would be insufficient to maintain 
them in the sphere of life to which they have been accustomed.—It must be 
risked before it can be enlarged; and may be lost, and my daughter 
precipitated through my weakness into the greatest misery; for I have lived 
long enough to be convinced that love and poverty are seldom companions 
long. (91) 

Ultimately, Rush portrays both parties achieving a measure of success; Walsingham’s 

oblique threat forces Mrs. Hammond to reverse her earlier refusal to the engagement of 

the lovers while the reservations she cites effectively delay their wedding. This 

compromise is important because it indicates the different ways Walsingham and Mrs. 

Hammond access power within this argument through their gender roles and wealth.    

The fact that this détente is accomplished largely through innuendo and elision is 

important to an understanding of the various players’ access to agency. Examining Mrs. 

Hammond’s propensity to frustrate any straightforward discussion of Emily’s marriage, 

Steven Hamelman argues that, in her company, “no one seems able to utter a 

meaningful or complete sentence. Mrs. Hammond’s presence all but causes aphasia in 

others” (98). This inability for other characters to make meaning stems from a second 

weapon in Mrs. Hammond’s arsenal: righteous anger. Appealing to Emily’s duty to a 

parent, Mrs. Hammond becomes so over-emotional during conversations about the 

engagement that the interested parties choose to avoid the subject. Showing her 

reliance on social mores and practical reasoning, then, Rush indicates how Mrs. 

Hammond may manipulate the expectations of polite society to silence voices of dissent 

and to delay Emily’s and Kelroy’s marriage.  
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The context within which Mrs. Hammond forwards this plan, though, makes it 

suspect, and readers see Walsingham and Kelroy experience proofs of her avarice. It 

comes as no surprise, then, when, in a conversation with Walsingham, Kelroy indicts 

her voraciousness. He observes that Mrs. Hammond defines a happy existence by 

one’s ability to “inhabit a spacious dwelling, and clothed in all the extravagance of 

fashionable attire, and furnished with the means of indulging in every modern folly, live 

only to create pity in the wise, and wonder, and envy in fools” (83). Here, Rush shows 

that, from Kelroy’s perspective, all of the useful results that duty to family and caution in 

marrying might achieve are moot. Instead, she indicates that, in Mrs. Hammond’s 

hands, these actions simply serve to feed her desire for luxury and allow her to ignore 

the worth of quality interactions and friends.  

Though Brown locates Constantia’s relationship with Ormond in economic 

interactions, this fact does not always resonate with readers as the characters socialize 

with one another. In an encounter with another would-be suitor, though, financial 

considerations take center stage. Having saved Constantia from a possible assault by 

some men in her neighborhood, Balfour, a trader from Scotland, is taken with her 

beauty. He declares himself her suitor and is described by the narrator as being 

“governed by the principles of mercantile integrity in all his dealings, and was affable 

and kind, without being generous, in his treatment of inferiors. He was a stranger to 

violent emotions of any kind, and his intellectual acquisitions were limited to his own 

profession” (101). Finding no love of art, literature, or intellectual inquiry in him, 

Constantia denies his offer of marriage. Brown uses this refusal of Balfour’s suit as an 

occasion to consider the Dudleys’ economic plight; at this point in the novel, Constantia 
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and her family are living at a subsistence level. Valuing intangible qualities as more 

important necessities than the material worth that an unsuitable husband would bring to 

marriage, Constantia asserts that marrying for convenience is “criminal.” In this 

situation, Brown lets her assertion form an important boundary that she will not cross 

even to allay her family’s distress.  

Where these affective interactions with suitors Ormond and Balfour have 

seductive overtones, Brown attributes some of the most dangerous encounters 

Constantia confronts to the lower-class neighborhood she inhabits. Having moved to 

progressively cheaper houses, Constantia enters a completely new socio-economic 

environment. She finds that, when walking in the area she is “no longer shocked by the 

clamours [sic] of debauchery, and exposed by her situation to the danger of being 

mistaken by the profligate of either sex for one of their own class” (61). On her way 

home one night, she is set upon by two men, and Brown is clear about their intentions. 

The narrator indicates that one of the men “that held her waist proceeded to pollute her 

cheeks with his kisses, and drew her into the porch” and that, as the men argue over 

her, one of them proclaims, “first come, first served” (100). In this interaction, Brown 

shows that the impoverished setting the Dudleys have come to inhabit breeds sexual 

violence, and he illustrates the difficulty Constantia has fending off her attackers 

unaided. Though the problematic sexual overtures that Constantia encounters differ in 

their degree of coercion and violence, Brown shows this instance of attempted rape and 

Ormond’s seduction-cum-attempted rape of Constantia springing from the same root—

her poverty.  
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Ultimately, Ormond and Kelroy make clear associations between sexual 

seduction and money, especially when young women encounter the marriage market, 

but Brown and Rush evince some difficulty making these associations explicit. 

Confronting the courtship process, one element that receives little treatment in the 

novels is a straightforward discussion of young women’s sexual attraction and 

vulnerability to their suitors. Another subject that Brown and Rush avoid is a frank 

consideration of the economic goals that young women might have for their marriages 

because of the chance that these goals could be base and self-serving. Though they 

openly discuss young women’s agency, they depict women acting only to protect 

themselves and their loved ones when threatened. 

Some Thoughts on the Worth of Women’s Economizing Efforts and Labor  

In relation to the novels featuring seduction plots that I discussed in previous 

chapters, Ormond and Kelroy spend much more time detailing women’s conception of 

the funds and labor necessary to sustain a family. As a result, Brown and Rush 

articulate some avenues through which young women might be valued as potential 

wives. Throughout Ormond, Brown portrays Constantia fighting to support her family in 

the wake of her father’s business loss. The narrative follows her as she carefully 

calibrates the Dudleys’ expenditures on necessities to their thin financial means, and 

Brown shows her considering a range of employment options that would fit with their 

previous social position. While economizing and laboring mark Constantia as a worthy 

daughter and potential wife, in Kelroy, the ability of a woman to think in economic terms 

turns ugly. In this novel, Rush depicts Mrs. Hammond seeking to secure lucrative 

marriages for her daughters regardless of their feelings for wealthy potential mates. 

Consistently, her desire for wealth overwhelms any genuinely supportive connections 
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she might make with friends and family, and it ruins the engagement of her daughter, 

Emily, to the poet, Kelroy. For her self-serving machinations, Mrs. Hammond earns the 

description “one of the most vicious characters in American literature” (92) from Steve 

Hamelman, and her example illustrates key problems that could arise should a woman 

invest too much in financial thinking when engaging the marriage market. I am 

interested in the differences in the intent with which Constantia and Mrs. Hammond 

exercise their economic thinking because their depictions betray cultural anxieties about 

women’s rational capabilities, especially in relation to self-interest. Additionally, the 

interconnectedness of an individual family’s economic situation with that of the society 

as a whole often suffuses the novels, both of which are set in the relatively large city 

Philadelphia at the turn of the nineteenth century.  

At different points in Ormond, Brown shows Constantia obtaining resources for 

her family, and the degree of poverty that they are suffering reveals how integral her 

efforts are to their survival. He characterizes the Dudleys’ needs in extreme terms; the 

narrator observes of their plight, “poverty hovered at their threshold, and, in a state 

precarious as theirs, trials could not be long excluded” (59). As the Dudleys face the 

onset of winter, Constantia considers how to manage their changing needs given their 

slender finances. The narrator records her line of reasoning, observing that Constantia 

knows that “shelter at this inclement season was not enough. Without fire, they must 

perish with the cold; and fuel could be procured only for money, of which the last shilling 

was expended. Food was no less indispensable; and, their credit being gone, not a loaf 

could be extorted from the avarice of the bakers in the neighbourhood” (107). Here, 

Brown shows that Constantia must understand and apportion money and credit 
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effectively when acquiring specific resources. Indeed, Constantia has already 

apportioned some of their funds for food. Calculating the cheapest plan to feed the 

family of three, the narrator observes that  

Indian meal was procurable at ninety cents per bushel. By recollecting 
former experiments, she knew that this quantity, with no accompaniment 
but salt, would supply wholesome and plentiful food for four months to one 
person. The inference was palpable. Three persons were now to be 
supplied with food, and this supply could be furnished, during four months, 
at the trivial expense of three dollars. (81) 

These calculations show Constantia’s resourcefulness and ability to manage a 

household, and her ability to perform these duties is especially important after the loss 

of Mrs. Dudley. 

In addition to showing Constantia procuring the cheapest and most basic food 

and fuel for her family, Brown makes clear her role in securing shelter for them, and she 

economizes by moving the family to increasingly cheaper residences. Fortunately for 

her, she is able to augment the money she gives her landlord with other items whose 

value may be translated into monetary terms. When they cannot pay rent at one house, 

their landlord, M’Crea grudgingly allows them to occupy a different, less desirable 

house. Even so, he makes difficult demands: “first, that they should leave his house 

within a week; and secondly, that they should put into his hands some trinket or 

movable, equal in value to the sum demanded, which should be kept by him as a 

pledge” (95). Acquiescing to his dictates, Constantia gives him a much-loved miniature 

portrait that may be resold so that its worth may be translated into monetary terms.  

Like Constantia, Kelroy’s Mrs. Hammond becomes an economist, but Rush 

shows her economizing aim at expanding her limited financial resources. At a few 

different points in the novel, Rush gives specific accounts of the widow’s finances, and 
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she details Mrs. Hammond’s plan to find wealthy men for her daughters to marry. 

Preparing to lure wealthy suitors, she apportions part of the family finances to keep up 

the appearance of wealth, and Rush makes clear the degree to which this plan forms a 

targeted investment in marriage market relations. Mrs. Hammond is able to save some 

money by living in the country as her girls mature, but, when they move back to 

Philadelphia to introduce Lucy and Emily into society, she spends a good deal of money 

on luxuries. Rush lists these expenditures as including “a new equipage, various 

modern articles of furniture and ornament…her country place, and the expensive 

education of her children” (98). Additionally, Mrs. Hammond pays for “dress, public 

amusements, frequent, and extravagant entertainments” and gambling bets (98). 

Though she pays for a number of these luxuries with her savings, like the Dudleys, she 

must use credit to obtain other items. As a result, the success of this approach requires 

a limited execution time and close attention to expenditures. 

Eventually, Rush indicates the degree to which Mrs. Hammond’s plan hinges on 

appearances as the demands of her creditors threaten to expose her imposture. In 

these instances, Rush shows the disparity between the actual monetary value the 

Hammonds can claim and the facade Mrs. Hammond places on their worth. When 

dealing with her grocer, Mrs. Hammond uses her appearance of wealth to obtain credit, 

but Kelroy discovers her secret manipulation of her creditors. The grocer divulges to him 

“she has lived in this toun [sic] five months, and I have supplied her with every thing [sic] 

in my line the whole o’ that time, and it is not a little that has served her, but I have not 

yet been so lucky as to see the colour [sic] of her money” (80). In an encounter with 

another creditor, Mrs. Hammond is confronted by her milliner whom she has 
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successfully delayed paying a number of times. When the milliner visits the Hammonds 

to demand payment, Emily finds her mother and the laborer “in the midst of a violent 

altercation, Mrs. Hammond vehemently asserting her right to be unmolested in her own 

house, and threatening to call her servants to her assistance; and the milliner raving” 

(119). In this scene, Rush allows readers to access multiple points of view. From 

Emily’s perspective, they see only fragments of Mrs. Hammond’s financial dealings; 

through Kelroy’s and the creditors’ perspectives, they notice how both parties to the 

lending process can use personal negotiations held in public settings to their own ends.  

Pursuing her plan to gain wealthy sons-in-law, Mrs. Hammond must manage her 

relations with tradespeople and use credit carefully, but this task is not always easy. 

Cathy Davidson indicates of Mrs. Hammond that “merchants and realtors regularly take 

advantage of her inexperience in financial matters. More to the point, she is fully aware 

of her own inability, as a woman, to earn her way in the world” (330). Regardless of her 

experience in financial matters, though, Mrs. Hammond is well aware of how to use her 

social station to evade her creditors. In these encounters, Rush shows the interrelation 

between social capital and money; Mrs. Hammond can protest what she labels “ill 

usage” at the hands of tradespeople while the reality of her financial indebtedness to 

these social inferiors remains. In fact, when the grocer and milliner both threaten to sue 

for their expenses, Rush makes it clear that, should they make good on their words, 

their suits would do the double damage of draining the family funds and sullying the 

Hammond name. 

Since her father is unable to work, Constantia mixes her economizing with labor 

appropriate to her class, and Brown shows her considering a number of different duties 
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willingly. Typically, Constantia’s labor involves sewing for clients, but she has no 

assurance of receiving new projects after finishing others. The narrator observes of her 

clients, “[their] caprice was swayable by every breath, and paid a merely subordinate 

regard, in the choice of work-women, to the circumstances of skill, cheapness, and 

diligence. In consequence of this, [Constantia’s] usual sources of subsistence began to 

fail” (106-7). Encountering competition with other sewers and a limited supply of 

projects, Constantia must think about alternate employment. At one point, she considers 

teaching, and the narrator notes that “circumstances led her to reflect whether 

subsistence might not be obtained by occupations purely intellectual. Instruction was 

needed by the young of both sexes. Females frequently performed the office of 

teachers. Was there not branch of her present knowledge which she might claim wages 

for imparting to others?” (62). It is important to remember that both of these forms of 

employment enable Constantia to sustain the social status that the Dudleys had before 

losing their business. Where sewing enables her to labor from the home unobserved, 

teaching would take advantage of the substantial education she was given as a girl.   

Out of the few money-earning jobs that women could hold, a worst-case form of 

employment—laboring as a servant—occurs to Constantia, and she pursues this option 

when her other plans fail. Brown frames this choice in despairing terms. The narrator 

observes, “there was but one avenue through which she could hope to escape from the 

pressure of absolute want. This she regarded with an aversion that nothing but extreme 

necessity, and the failure of every other expedient, would be able to subdue. This was 

the hiring of herself as a servant” (106). When Constantia comes to court to explain her 

use of a counterfeit bill, she meets an old family friend, Mr. Melbourne, to whom she 
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applies for just this type of work. Constantia asks him “to receive her into his family in 

the quality of servant, or use his interest with some of his friends to procure a provision 

of this kind” (123). In this instance, Brown shows the social and economic components 

of the Dudleys’ existence coming into conflict with one another, and he depicts 

Melbourne recoiling at the thought of hiring an ostensible member of his own class as a 

servant. Instead, Melbourne offers to have his wife and her friends provide Constantia 

with “plenty of materials” so that she may “earn [her] subsistence by [her] own industry” 

(123). Here, Brown uses the counterfeit note to bring Constantia back into contact with 

forgotten acquaintances, and, though he shows that she is ashamed to seek 

employment among her former equals, he illustrates how she to uses the remembrance 

of past associations and an explanation of the unfortunate circumstances of the present 

to procure additional duties.  

It is interesting to note that, as Brown portrays Constantia considering possible 

employment options, he does not have her consider prostitution at all. Her oversight of 

this form of employment illustrates the limits of her economic thinking and possibly 

forms a boundary of decorum that Brown is unwilling to pass. Though he characterizes 

her poverty as extreme, Brown shows Constantia resisting a marriage of convenience 

and dreading servitude. Following her line of thinking and her interactions with Helena 

Cleves, readers may naturally assume that Constantia would not even think of selling 

her body for money, even when faced with death by yellow fever. Brown shows her 

limits on feasible labor contrasting with Ormond’s particular view of economics; Ormond 

believes that “the use of money was a science, like every other branch of benevolence, 

not reducible to any fixed principles. No man, in the disbursement of money, could say 
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whether he was conferring a benefit or injury” (144). Portraying Constantia’s moral 

limits, Brown indicates that the effects of one’s distribution of money are less important 

than one’s intentions, and he shows Constantia’s approach to earning and spending 

money to be sound.  

Studying Kelroy, scholars indicate that Rush offers Mrs. Hammond limited 

options when managing her family’s finances but that her husband’s profession leaves 

her with a useful opportunity. Jeffrey H. Richards observes that, “given the ferocity and 

the complex machinations [Mrs. Hammond] pursues to ready the girls for marriage, one 

wonders if she would have been happier applying her energies to entrepreneurial 

endeavors. Certainly a number of merchant-class widows in Philadelphia did, in fact, 

maintain businesses after the deaths of their husbands” (206). As is evidenced by her 

influence into Lucy’s marriage, Mrs. Hammond possesses great persuasive powers, 

and she has the shrewdness to make financial plans and bring them to fruition. 

Nevertheless, Rush implies that her ability to strategize is not matched by any desire to 

labor. Indeed, in addition to her avarice, the fact that Mrs. Hammond is unwilling to take 

on employment to support her family further devalues her personal worth.   

Relying solely on her marital plans for her daughters to sustain her in perpetuity, 

Mrs. Hammond runs into problems with her material desires. Rush observes that “she 

had forgot the restrictions by which she meant to be regulated, and yielding to the 

suggestions of that intemperate pride which blinds its votaries to all beyond the vain 

splendor of the moment” (98). In this instance, Mrs. Hammond finds herself in a bind 

partially because she does not articulate any minimum terms for what she considers 

“luxury.” To course correct, she resolves to stop paying her debts and “by large credit, 
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and a little private economy, make [her money] last to the end of her game” (98), but 

this strategy gains little traction. This failure stems from her thoroughgoing desire for 

more that defines her proposal in the first place. Karen Weyler notes, “this issue of 

economic virtue was a crucial one for people of the early Republic, since the economic 

seduction practiced by speculators was a matter for grave public concern; once freed 

from the restraints imposed by the colonial government, speculators bankrupted 

countless families and communities” (“Speculating” 231). Placing her daughters on the 

marriage market, Mrs. Hammond magnifies their value—in effect, by implying that their 

financial worth is greater than it actually is—in hopes of getting the greatest financial 

returns on her investment possible. In so doing, her manipulations of her daughters’ 

economic value on the marriage market join a trend of fraud in market exchanges and 

capital investments in the world at large.   

Though Rush does not show Emily establishing the same familiarity with her 

family’s financial assets as does Constantia, she does depict her thinking in economic 

terms as she plans to marry Kelroy. In one of her clashes with her mother about the 

engagement, Emily acknowledges the risks that his financial situation presents. She 

counters her mother’s observation of his financial drawbacks with an argument that 

reassesses the consequences involved. She says she “had heard from Walsingham 

that there was every probability of [Kelroy’s] gaining the suit he was engaged in; but 

should he even fail there, his talents and industry would enable him to make his way in 

the world without much difficulty” (57). From this response, Rush illustrates that Emily’s 

ability to gauge risk and predict success relies both on the authority of a trusted and 

well-respected friend as well as the worth of empirical evidence.  
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As portions of Ormond and Kelroy attest, then, economic planning and 

remunerative employment were essential to a family’s present and future health, but 

they could be used for different purposes. Brown and Rush show “economizers” 

Constantia Dudley and Mrs. Hammond demonstrating their ability to perceive and meet 

their family’s material needs. Brown portrays Constantia proving her worth to her family 

and to the marriage market by mixing an attention to duty with the willingness to labor in 

the support of her loved ones. Her single state at novel’s end does not signal her failure 

to translate this duty to a marital home; instead, it shows how her ability to evaluate her 

options rationality protects her from a suitor who would do her harm. In contrast, Rush 

depicts Mrs. Hammond effectively understanding the inherent limitations of a widow’s 

existence but creating a plan for her daughters’ marriages that is entirely self-serving. 

Instead of merely hedging against disaster with her advice to her daughters to be 

mindful of their suitors’ finances as one criterion for marital matches, she pushes them 

to value monetary wealth alone. The result of her efforts—realized in Lucy’s behavior 

towards her husband and Emily’s broken heart—elides the guarantee of families’ and 

friends’ collective support of one another in times of need. In the end, Mrs. Hammond 

overlooks the security of duty and affection that Constantia is able to access. 

From Familial Duty to Companionate Love: Tangible Effects from Emotional 
Affect 

Penning young women’s difficult interactions with possible suitors, Brown and 

Rush portray Constantia Dudley and Emily Hammond navigating familial duty as they 

create a sense of their own best criteria for marriage. In both cases, the young women 

determine to marry for companionate love while acknowledging the finances that a 

family will require. And each young woman must manage her wishes in the face of 
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some resistance from a parent. In Ormond, Brown shows Mr. Dudley expressing his 

wish that Constantia marry but also understanding her reasoning when she decides not 

to. In Kelroy, Rush depicts Mrs. Hammond actively resisting Kelroy’s suit and secretly 

working to break his engagement with her daughter. It is likely that neither Brown nor 

Rush knew how important their work illustrating a young woman’s process of reasoning 

and feeling and considering the material and emotional needs of a partner would have 

on literature. Even so, these evaluative endeavors became hallmarks of the coming-of-

age novel of the nineteenth century.  

Through her struggles to provide for her family, Constantia proves that she 

understands and will fulfill her duty to her family. Even so, she is not willing to take 

every possible action that might alleviate their suffering. In the process of fending off the 

advances of Balfour, Constantia discusses his proposal of marriage with her father. At 

this point in the novel, the Dudleys’ finances are stretched so thin that this marriage 

offers practical benefits to both Constantia and her dependents. Clarifying her stance on 

entering into a marriage of necessity, she notes that “to abdicate the use of her own 

understanding was scarcely justifiable in any case; but to vow an affection that was not 

felt and could not be compelled, and to promise obedience to one whose judgement 

[sic] was glaringly defective, were acts atrociously criminal” (104). Though Mr. Dudley 

disagrees, he reluctantly accepts his daughter’s wishes. The narrator indicates that his 

morality “was of a much more flexible kind” (104). Fearing for the future, he knows that 

“he could not endure to exist on the fruits of his daughter’s labour [sic],” and believes “to 

refuse Balfour’s offers was an evil, but an evil inexpressibly exceeded by that of 

accepting them contrary to her own sense of propriety” (105). Illuminating Mr. Dudley’s 
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perspective, Brown shows how society depends on the promise of a son-in-law to 

provide physically and economically protective familial frameworks, but he alludes to the 

costs of this reliance—compromised love—as well.  

For readers living at the turn of the nineteenth century, weighing one’s moral 

beliefs against one’s physical needs would have been difficult. In this respect, Brown 

uses Constantia’s experiences to articulate possible ways for readers to consider 

marriage, finances, and propriety in straitened circumstances. The narrator indicates 

that Constantia believes that “poverty fettered her exertions and circumscribed her 

pleasures. Poverty, therefore, was an evil, and the reverse of poverty to be desired. But 

riches were not barren of constraint, and its advantages might be purchased at too dear 

a rate” (103). Brown contrasts Constantia’s approach to affective and physical 

relationships with that of Helena Cleves, who does not possess the same resolve in the 

face of setbacks. Like Constantia, Helena faces hardship; the text notes, “her father 

died suddenly and left her without provision” (134). Though a family member takes her 

in, Helena does not adjust to her diminished finances with the same grace that 

Constantia possesses. Brown writes, “she could not bear the diminution of her 

customary indulgences, and to these privations were added the inquietudes of a 

passion which now began to look with an aspect of hopelessness” (134). In this case, 

Helena accepts the straightforward arrangement of prostitution that Ormond offers so 

that she may access the luxury to which she had been accustomed. But Brown does not 

define this act as an instance of seduction. He notes, “[Helena] could not complain that 

her lover had deceived her. She had voluntarily and deliberately accepted the 

conditions prescribed” (137). Through this reasoning, Brown shows Constantia 
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suppressing any desire to escape poverty through moral compromise, an action that 

might appear less calculating than Helena Cleves’ decision to engage in “genteel” 

prostitution so that she may continue to live in luxury. Showing Constantia weighing her 

material needs with her ability to labor, Brown confers value onto the legitimate 

employment that she can secure herself.  

Though generated within a more comfortable economic framework, Emily 

Hammond’s approach to marriage bears marked similarities to Constantia’s. Observing 

the engagement of her sister to Walsingham, a man she highly esteems, Emily reflects 

on Lucy’s approach to the marriage market. She characterizes Lucy as “cold, and 

heartless” in following her mother’s dictate to secure a wealthy husband. Furthermore, 

Rush shows that she sees this plan causing regrettable damage for both parties to the 

marriage such that Lucy finds herself  

in possession of the undivided affections of an amiable man, whose worth 
she was incapable of appreciating, and mistress of immense wealth which 
she would never employ to any better purpose than the attainment of luxury 
or fashion; and whilst Walsingham was thus cheated into a union with one 
whose deficiencies she feared would be too early displayed to him. (43)  

In this situation, then, Rush portrays Emily defining the worth of character and money in 

similar terms. She locates Walsignham’s real worth not in his wealth but in his caring 

and concern for others; likewise, she envisions his fortune being used for ends more 

laudable than the pursuit of luxury. In both judgments, Emily considers finances as the 

secondary worth to partners’ affection for their mates and their concern for others.  

Not surprisingly, then, Emily applies this thinking about value to her experience 

on the marriage market. Acknowledging Kelroy’s qualities of mind and character, she is 

less concerned with his present financial woes. After Mrs. Hammond and Emily return to 

the country (ostensibly, until Kelroy can earn his fortune and return to marry), Mrs. 
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Hammond blasts Emily’s preference for solitude. She says, “I suppose it will be matter 

of exultation to you, rather than grief, if Kelroy returns as poor as he went—for then you 

will have to make up in love what you want in better things” (116). Though Rush shows 

Mrs. Hammond making this statement in a moment of anger, its implications are 

important because Emily’s ability to weather setbacks appears sound. Where 

Constantia suffers materially in support of her family, Emily does so as a matter of 

principle. Indeed, Kelroy’s success in trade is by no means assured, and trade, itself, 

was still a questionable undertaking at this time.2 Since Kelroy’s employment involves a 

degree of speculation, Emily’s investment in him is considered a bit of risk-taking, but 

Rush rates it above Mrs. Hammond’s investment in card games and the lottery.  

Both Brown and Rush show their protagonists considering the criteria that make 

cohabitation with family members successful and extending this reasoning to their 

possible courtships. Constantia and Emily are open to companionate love and make 

prudent decisions about their stakes in the family finances. These commitments are 

important because they give readers a template whereby marital partners might share 

the responsibilities to love, respect, and labor for their partners. While Brown and Rush 

valorize this thinking, they also show that marrying is not a necessary step to secure 

their protagonists’ worth. Portraying Constantia’s love and care of her father and their 

servant, Brown values her moral strength, commitment to her dependents, and her 

readiness to labor and suffer on behalf of loved ones. Illustrating Emily’s behavior in 

becoming engaged to Kelroy, Rush shows that she is admirable because she values 

                                            
2 Karen Weyler says that novelists “had to find a means of separating trade from its sometimes attendant 
or at least associated economic practices, because many Americans still associated trade with some 
degree of chance” (210). 
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companionate love and is patient and loyal during financial setbacks and physical 

distance. All of these traits were important to families facing the realities of the market 

economy and the demands of capitalism in the early nineteenth century. In many ways 

and at different times, they looked to one another to survive.  

Suggesting New Directions for Women’s Narratives, Economizing, and Labor 

In their own ways, Brown and Rush show the degree to which love, money, and 

sex are always caught up with one another whether seduction is implicated or whether 

they mix as an expected effect of the courtship process. Building on the seduction plots 

of the late eighteenth century, Ormond and Kelroy start a new thread of the seduction 

conversation, but the directions these conversations take are largely ignored by authors 

writing at the turn of the nineteenth century.  

For his part, Brown pushes the limits of the seduction plot to its logical 

conclusions. He portrays Ormond framing his sexual relations with Helena and 

Constantia in starkly economic terms and indicates that this manipulative character is 

willing to resort to rape to achieve his desires. Brown also provides an interesting 

approach to women’s affective and economic value. Had he presented Ormond using a 

didactic tone, the example of its protagonist, Constantia Dudley, would perfectly 

address the failings of fallen women in seduction plots. Beset on all sides by financial 

problems, Constantia meets the material needs of her father and their family ward, 

Lucy, while resisting a marriage of convenience and Ormond’s intellectual (and likely 

physical) seduction. Rendering historically-specific elements of late eighteenth-century 

existence such as yellow fever and fraud dramatic and introducing the mysterious figure 

of Ormond, Brown dramatizes Constantia’s economizing and employment when it might 

have otherwise seemed pedestrian.  
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In her novel, Rush explores the deleterious effects of financial desire on the 

marriage market, and she delineates the different kinds of worth that parents and their 

eligible children perceive in potential suitors. In its attention to courtship, Kelroy brings 

to mind the novels Jane Austen would come to write, but for one glaring exception. In 

each of Austen’s novels, the young woman approaching marital age is generally a fully-

formed character who must battle against the manipulative behavior of others. In Kelroy, 

the most fully-fledged character is not its ostensible heroine, Emily Hammond, but her 

rapacious mother. Both Emily and Mrs. Hammond take risks in their approaches to 

Emily’s marriage, as they must rely on others, but Mrs. Hammond’s self-serving 

machinations reveal some very real concerns about women’s economic thinking in the 

nineteenth century.      

Within both novels, the authors’ attention to consent in possible marital 

negotiations is important because it shows the limits of women’s agency in economic 

and affective interactions. In a seduction subplot, Brown shows Helena Cleves 

consenting to Ormond’s proposed sexual contract because of her desire to continue her 

luxurious way of living after her father’s death. Though this consent can easily be 

dismissed as a moral failing, readers see Constantia in a much more precarious 

position than Helena because of her diminished finances, and they can infer that, of the 

two women, Constantia would have more to gain through a liaison with Ormond. This is 

important because Brown shows Constantia relying on her own labors and 

management of resources to alleviate her family’s suffering. Likewise, readers are liable 

to catch Rush’s references to the precariousness of widowhood, but, as they see Mrs. 

Hammond spending her daughters’ inheritance without their consent and plotting to 
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undercut Emily’s wishes, they will probably condemn her manipulation of 

circumstances.  

Given the ways that Brown and Rush portray the desire for money and the desire 

for sex overwhelming courtship, they come to similar solutions. For both authors, the 

prospect of achieving companionate love offers women hope for a degree of equality 

and respect within the marriages that were economically necessary and socially 

expected for the plurality of women during the early nineteenth century. Showing 

Constantia become closer to Ormond, Brown notes that they share similar intellectual 

capabilities and evince an attraction to one another, but he pens Constantia refusing to 

let her love for him lead to sexual relations expressly because Ormond refuses to value 

her with the affective and economic protection of marriage. Instead, absent the authority 

of a father or husband, Constantia returns to the attributes that have served her well in 

the past to support her: loyalty, duty to family, and affection. Finding these in her friend, 

Sophia, she joins her and her husband in Europe, and Brown indicates that Constantia’s 

superior economizing and moral fortitude, not whether or not she marries, makes her 

praiseworthy.  Worthy, too is Emily Hammond, who decides wait for Kelroy to earn his 

fortune in India instead of searching for alternate prospective husbands. Valuing a 

young woman’s willingness to create companionate love with a partner who suits her, 

Rush shows that, when considering husbands to marry, young women are well-served 

by adapting rational thinking and personal emotions to the circumstances occasioned by 

financial needs. 
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CHAPTER 5 
New Fictional Women: Rethinking Women’s Labor and Sexual Virtue in The Factory Girl 

and The Female Marine 

As I argue in Chapter 1, novels featuring seduction plots did a number of things 

from addressing how financial and sexual vulnerability are related to suggesting how 

young women should value companionate love relative to their supply of suitors. In the 

early nineteenth century, authors began to drop seduction from its main plot status as 

they started expressing new stories about women characters in their novels. In works of 

fiction representative of this trend, The Factory Girl (1814) and the collected writings 

comprising The Female Marine (1815-1818), authors offer examples of young women 

finding new employment to provide comforts for family members or productively 

recovering from seduction and prostitution by pursuing paid labor opportunities. In The 

Factory Girl, Sarah Savage shows protagonist Mary Burnham laboring at a textile 

factory to earn money to ease her grandmother’s old age and leaving it to care for a sick 

friend, Mrs. Danforth. In The Female Marine, its unknown authors portrays protagonist 

Lucy Brewer moving through a number of different jobs. To escape the scandal of 

seduction, she aims to find employment as a chambermaid in Boston but is tricked into 

prostitution instead. Donning men’s clothes, she leaves prostitution behind and fights as 

a marine in the War of 1812 after which she earns money by writing her memoirs.  

In both novels, the authors depict protagonists employed in paid and unpaid 

labor positions, and they illustrate very different ways these women’s conceive labor. 

Concerned primarily with family members and friends, Mary adapts her employment to 

the needs of others. Savage presents her as a model worker such that her devotion to 

factory labor mirrors her religious beliefs and is fervent in its intensity. In contrast, Lucy 

labors mainly for herself. Leaving her family in rural Massachusetts, she is pressured 
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into prostitution, but The Female Marine’s author shows her evading her sexual shame 

in a truly creative manner. Clothed as a man, Lucy performs her martial duties 

admirably, and she uses this achievement to authorize her writing of her memoirs. In 

addition, her curiosity leads her to spend her earnings travelling after her service.  

As the novels develop, the authors must consider the relation between 

remunerative labor and the decorum that was coming to characterize a middle-class 

existence. In so doing, Savage and The Female Marine’s author suggest ways society 

might value the labor of middling-class women at the moment when the division of tasks 

by gender and the creation of workplaces separate from the home were starting to 

coalesce. Writing soon after the War of 1812, they used a few different frameworks to 

value women’s labor including appeals to religion, patriotism, and sensationalism. Given 

the historical socio-economic context in which these narratives were written, an 

examination of them reveals possibilities authors envisioned for women to act in 

leadership roles within mixed gender workplaces as well as some alternate narratives 

for women’s recovery from—and labor after—seduction.  

To be sure the authors of these novels make a break with some traditions of the 

literary past, most notably, the seduction plot. The narratives that they create, though, 

comprise roads generally untaken by the authors who would write and publish after 

them. Perhaps as a result, few present-day scholars have read or studied The Factory 

Girl and The Female Marine. Indeed, while an edition collecting the volumes comprising 

The Female Marine was republished in 1997, The Factory Girl is currently available only 

in archives.  
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An anomaly for its time, The Factory Girl does not exhibit the gothic or 

sensational elements common to novels of the late eighteenth or early nineteenth 

centuries nor does it develop following the formula for the coming-of-age novel. Older 

than the girl protagonists of the coming-of-age novel, Mary Burnham suffers little in the 

course of the narrative, has an emotionally supportive home life, and is not especially 

poor or friendless (Baym 27-35). In addition, Amal Amireh indicates that the novel is 

distanced from a sub-genre of woman’s fiction—the factory novel—that was set in large-

scale Lowell-type factories, which are run mostly by women (27-37). Because it fits 

oddly with other fiction of that time, scholars may find studying it difficult. Thomas Lovell 

argues that the novel remains un-recovered in literary studies both because it is didactic 

and because it “challenges the dominant conceptual framework of separate spheres” 

(5).  

Like The Factory Girl, the three pamphlets of The Female Marine form a curious 

narrative in a sensational style that will receive more development in the dime novels of 

the 1840s. These writings illustrate protagonist Lucy Brewer’s progress through different 

workplaces. Moving from prostitute to cross-dressing marine to author, Lucy shows how 

certain types of labor are inter-dependent, and she illustrates the benefits of laboring 

and existing as a man. This collection of three novels drew its inspiration from the 

public’s interest in the War of 1812 and in well-known cross-dressing soldiers including 

Deborah Sampson Gannett. Daniel Cohen indicates that, though the identity of its 

author is not verified, the writings were likely authored by a hack writer in the employ of 

printer Nathaniel Coverly, Jr. (3-4). Marketed to an uneducated readership, the volumes 

making up The Female Marine overturn a number of long held conventions of the 
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seduction plot: having been seduced, Lucy Brewer not only survives, she thrives. Where 

the seduction story operated as a main plot in many early American novels, in these 

writings, it provides a brief jumping off point for the main action of the narrative. 

Moreover, though Lucy goes on to become a prostitute, neither this labor nor her earlier 

seduction marks her as irrevocably fallen. In many ways, her resurrection comes 

through her labor as a man and through her ostensible control of her own life’s story as 

the author of The Female Marine. She ends the narrative happily married to Charles 

West, a wealthy brother of a woman she meets during her travels.  

As the authors develop the settings of the novels, they locate workplaces for 

women in different regions—rural Massachusetts and the city of Boston—while making 

important observations of how industry relations work and how trades and industries are 

interdependent. Ronald Schultz notes, “capitalism and the employer-employee 

relationship that is its defining characteristic structured inequality relatively little in the 

agrarian North; the new nation experienced its most profound change in class structure 

in rural mill towns and urban production centers” (214). Savage sets her novel in a 

relatively rural locale along a river that powers the mills. During the course of the 

narrative, Mary moves between her home with her grandmother and the factory close 

by. Alternately, the author of The Female Marine shows Lucy living in Boston, an 

important shipping port during the early nineteenth century, and traversing a wider area 

in her labors as she sails to sea, returns to rural Massachusetts, and decides to travel to 

the Southern states. Seeing women navigate these different workplaces, readers get a 

sense of how ideas of women who labored might perceive physical power and safety as 

they encountered opportunities for paid employment.   
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During the time that Savage was writing, the effects that the still-infant American 

factory system would have on workers and workplace relations were not yet realized, 

and the structure of power relationships between owners, managers, and operatives 

was still in flux. Jonathan Prude observes, “what early textile employers and employees 

taught themselves was how to respond to one another. They deciphered—or, more 

accurately, they created—the rules of the game for being industrial employers and 

employees” (92). Through her fictionalized interactions of factory owners and workers, 

Savage underscores characters’ desire to preserve familiar social relationships within 

newer working relationships. To fit the factory into the structures of their previous lives, 

Mary and the supporting characters implicitly pose the question “what is ‘order’?” at 

various points in the text. Therefore, as early workers in spinning mills were figuring out 

how to understand their identities within new workplace, Savage was contributing to this 

conversation.  

In The Female Marine, the author shows how people working in different 

industries rely on one another’s labor in harbor towns. In the Boston of the novel, like in 

many trade-dependent cities, prostitution exists beside men’s jobs shipping, loading, 

and sailing ships as well as their work engaging in trades and sales. In this context, the 

physical requirements for men’s labor and close quarters in which they labor provide 

some logical divisions between men’s and women’s jobs. But the author pens an 

excoriation of prostitution as well; though alluding to the sexual mistreatment of women 

inherent in the seduction plot of the late eighteenth century, the author emphasizes 

prostitution’s manipulation and robbing of men. This decrying, in turn, casts doubts on 

multiple money-making systems.    
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At economic systems and labor relationships were changing, Savage uses 

religious rhetoric as the framework that may preserve ties between home and the 

workplace, which is gradually being separated from it. She pens her characters 

forwarding Christian principles as possible unifying elements between the needs of 

business owners with those of their workers. But, as the narrative progresses, the 

cracks in this definition of order become visible, and she shows the exercise of Christian 

principles finding its limits. Though Amireh argues that “some drawbacks of the factory 

system are mentioned but only to be explained away” (26), I read these elisions as 

ways for readers to interrogate the text’s prescriptions for the appropriate behavior of 

operatives and the context for their value. Though Mary is willing in spirit to perform all 

the home and paid labor duties asked of her, the flesh is weak. 

In contrast to The Factory Girl, in The Female Marine, the author uses multiple 

appeals to authorize Lucy’s different labors. Explaining Lucy’s jump from prostitution to 

service to her country on her need to escape vice, the text does not question her 

willingness to compete with men for wages. Her labor in the service is praised as 

patriotic, and the writing of her memoirs garners approval for its moral good. Regardless 

of whether she is commended in moral, patriotic, or instructive terms, Lucy is admired 

for her labors.  

Finally, The Factory Girl and The Female Marine reorient seduction to paid labor 

and systems of labor. In The Factory Girl, Savage presents men who are dangerous to 

women also being dangerous to their employers’ bottom lines. As a possible corrective 

to multiple desires, Savage depicts Mary’s selfless devotion to her work. In The Female 

Marine, the author shows that the prostitution that is assumed to follow a seduced 
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women’s fall is more problematic than seduction itself. Unlike the intimate and singular 

nature of seduction, prostitution is a system that corrupts both the prostitutes and their 

customers. Escaping this labor, Lucy becomes virtuous through her labors and is able 

to do good by spending her money. Furthermore, when she circulates without fear of 

molestation, Lucy can protect her fellow women. 

In this chapter, I first put the labor of women characters in The Factory Girl and 

The Female Marine in context, indicating some substantial changes in types of jobs 

available to women and men as well as shifts in the locations of their workplaces. Then, 

I discuss how Savage and the author of The Female Marine position sex and seduction 

in relation to paid labor. Next, I talk about how the novels offer readers possible ways to 

value women’s work, especially in relation to expectations for middling- class women’s 

behavior. Finally, I discuss how the authors describe the suffering asked of workers and 

the charity expected from them in paid labor relations.  

Through this study, I argue that these authors further unravel the seduction plot 

by focusing on women’s agency, especially as they show their protagonists taking on 

paid labor and creatively recovering from seduction. Moreover, I maintain that Savage 

and The Female Marine’s author create possible frameworks through which women’s 

labor may be valued. Though they succeed in offering some possible systems to value 

women’s labor, they do not ultimately gain control of the discourse. Given the gender 

divisions that these reordered jobs and new institutions would create (or return to), their 

models for women’s worth in new workplaces did not prove tenable. Regardless, these 

authors give insight into the adaptability of women’s labor and flexibility of middle-class 

behavior.  
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Protagonists’ Factory Labor, Prostitution, Fighting, and Writing in Context  

Written in 1814, Sarah Savage’s The Factory Girl is commonly accepted as the 

first American novel in which factory work figures (Ranta 41, Lovell 1). Ironically, this 

novel was published the same year that Frances Cabot Lowell opened his Waltham, 

Massachusetts textile factory, the first American plant to house both powered spinning 

and weaving machinery on one site (Yaffa 107). Moved in 1821 (Yaffa 108), the large 

scale and well-known Lowell holdings would quickly come to define the factory system 

in America. All but lost to literary history, though, The Factory Girl centers on a mill of a 

different sort. Where Slater’s mills employed young women as operatives and housed 

them on-site in dorms, Savage’s story is set in a small-scale local spinning factory 

modeled after those common to New England towns in the early 1800s and run by 

families and unattached individuals. In contrast, the author of The Female Marine 

locates the novel primarily in Boston though the action moves to the sea, and the 

protagonist also visits the Southern states. During the 1810s, Boston was growing and 

included a number of interdependent jobs including prostitution.  

Throughout the 1700s in America, organizations including the Society for 

Encouraging Industry and Employing the Poor (Massachusetts), the Pennsylvania 

Society for the Encouragement of Manufactures and the Useful Arts, and the New York 

Society for the Encouragement of American Manufactures provided space and spindles 

for impoverished women and children to earn their keep thorough spinning work 

(Sumner 40-41). Consistently, these efforts were supported by the argument that the 

use of these resources would make the indigent useful or worthy; for example, Helen L. 

Sumner quotes the promise of one firm “to give employment to a great number of 

persons, especially females who now eat the bread of idleness, whereby they may gain 
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an honest livelihood” (43). By supplying the poor with industrial tools and putting them to 

work, philanthropic organizers rewarded the repetitive work of needy people with wages 

drawn from the sale of their commodities. Many politicians and entrepreneurs were 

quite invested in encouraging domestic manufactures and establishing cotton as a 

commodity. Both Tench Coxe and Alexander Hamilton wrote in support of American 

industry, and George Washington was an early grower of and investor in the fledgling 

cotton industry (Yaffa 72, 75-6). Even so, these political supporters of manufacture 

typically emphasized the benefits that the nation as a whole might reap rather than 

questioning what effects industry might have individuals or on disrupting existing 

patterns of agricultural and mercantile work. 

Regardless, the lives of countless women were directly affected by changes to 

the means of producing or importing cloth. In colonial America, families initially relied on 

mothers’ and daughters’ home-spinning of flax (which was woven into linen) or wool for 

the fabric that was sewn into clothing for the family (Yaffa 72). As imported English cloth 

became more readily available, though, textile production changed. Nancy Cott notes 

that some women—especially well-off and middling women living in urban centers—

were able to quit home-spinning all together, though hand-sewing the family’s clothes 

remained an important domestic duty (41-44). Even so, inclement weather at sea, 

skirmishes with Native Americans, and political problems between nations could easily 

disrupt a family’s typical system of clothing construction. During the American 

Revolution, colonial patriots boycotted British imports including inexpensive fabric, and 

women spun yarn both as a sign of political fidelity and out of personal necessity.  
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Though English industrialists attempted to protect their manufacturing secrets, 

they could not do so for long—in 1789, factory superintendent Samuel Slater traveled to 

America (Tucker 47). Before long, Slater joined the firm of Almy and Brown, using his 

expertise to build the Pawtucket, Rhode Island mill, which opened in 1790 (Yaffa 77). 

During the years that followed, these entrepreneurs expanded their holdings and new 

investors entered the business so that spinning mills sprung up throughout New 

England in relation to water sources that could power them. Organizationally, these 

mills relied on carding machines, roving machines, and water frames, as well as 

workers who could monitor the machinery as it transformed raw cotton fibers into yarn 

(Tucker 51). Gary Kulik indicates that “a typical cotton manufacturing village employed 

some 100 workers and had at its center one or possibly two cotton mills with a total 

capacity of about 1,000 spindles” (xxvii). Because the size of these operations was 

modest, mills frequently operated in conjunction with other forms of local employment. 

For example, Kulik notes, “In general, the distance between farm and factory was not 

great, and there is some evidence that both workers and managers moved back and 

forth between the two forms of livelihood” (xxvii). 

As he constructed his mills, Slater was forced to consider how to create an 

American workforce. At first, he employed children exclusively, and his use of child 

labor for factory work was in keeping with a tradition of placing sons and daughters in 

farm work, domestic service, or apprenticeships. While this labor relieved the economic 

burden of multiple children, it also helped prepare youngsters for similar vocational 

duties that they would take on later in life. Eventually, Slater moved to a system in which 

families were housed near the mill so that wives and children, or all family members, 
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could work the machinery. This structural arrangement replicated many of the 

community elements that new workers had been familiar with in their previous working 

lives. Tucker observes that Slater employed family labor almost exclusively during the 

first generation of factory operations, and he designed industrial communities that 

preserved such links with New England’s colonial past as the open-field village pattern, 

single-family dwellings, the church, and the town meeting (125). Because his system of 

factory work was so new and because he drew on the labor of whole families, Slater 

had to be particularly attuned to meeting his workers’ material and religious needs. 

As an early form of paid labor, the factory work of spinning cotton into yarn had 

ramifications for women’s work spinning in the home. Cott argues, “Whether a woman 

lived toward the beginning or toward the end of this half-century [1800-1850] may have 

informed the character of her work as much as, or more than, her geographical location, 

wealth, or marital status, which were other significant factors” (26). Contingent upon 

these variables, a woman might home-spin throughout her life; might spend a number of 

years as a factory operative before marrying; or might work as a weaver or sewer of 

ready-made clothes in the “putting out” system. Though local mills and large-scale 

operations like Lowell’s changed the nature of women’s work, as Bruce Laurie notes in 

Artisans into Workers: Labor in Nineteenth-Century America “into the 1840s, nimble 

hands in Northern and Southern homes yielded more yarn and cloth than textile 

factories” (17). Additionally, sewing clothing for the family still remained a largely home-

based activity for most mothers and daughters. 

Relation of (Sexual) Seduction to Paid Labor 

In the novels featuring seduction plots discussed earlier, authors tied women’s 

sexual vulnerability to economic factors they encountered such as indigence and suitors 
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available on the marriage market. In The Factory Girl and The Female Marine, the 

authors hedge against their characters’ possible desire for money and this desire 

manifesting itself as part of a self-serving or destructive disruption to orderly labor in the 

workplace. In The Factory Girl, Savage indicates that Mary labors to make her 

grandmother’s life easier, not because of her desire for money. Evincing a religious 

devotion to her factory duties, she is considered an exemplary worker whose example 

casts doubt on others who cannot or will not guide their passions to productive 

channels. In The Female Marine, the author discusses prostitution as a system of labor 

with corruption at its root. Lucy associates the debauchery of drink, sex, and gambling 

with her madam’s voracious desire for money.  

In The Factory Girl, Savage associates a desire for earnings with a problematic 

character. She shows Mary’s fellow factory worker, William Raymond, inspired by 

Mary’s Christian example of devoted labor. Eventually, though, the narrator records her 

concern that his faith is not self-directed (46-7). As it turns out, William compromises 

their possible attachment by succumbing to impatience and indulgence. He neglects 

Mary during her extended illness; then, he courts another operative, Lucy Newcome, 

whose inconstancy matches his. Finally, he quits his job after winning the lottery. 

Amireh notes, “through William and Lucy, two factory workers, Savage then expresses 

her fear and mistrust of two emergent economic modes, manufacture and speculation” 

(27). In William’s and Lucy’s relationship, Savage ties their impulsive financial and 

amorous desire to show how misplaced investments may hurt Mary and the factory 

alike.  
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Though Savage does not explicitly discuss potential problems with mixed gender 

laborers in the factory, she does depict some uneasiness on the part of certain 

characters. Mary’s grandmother, Mrs. Burnham, distrusts the foreman, Mr. Crawford, 

because he does not attend church regularly. She says, “I always mind, that those who 

love religion, and who wish to be upright and honest in all their dealings, like to go 

where they may join with others in praising their creator, and where they may learn their 

duty to him, and to their fellow creatures” (8). Because Mr. Crawford has power within 

his elevated situation, the grandmother fears are founded on her belief that his lapse in 

duty to the church might extend to a lapse of duty to his work and, by association, the 

women working under him.   

In The Female Marine, the author constructs seduction within prostitution as an 

inversion of the typical process. In this “market,” prostitutes draw in customers with the 

promise of sexual favors and rob them afterward. She observes, “these arch hags value 

nothing but money, and value not how they obtain it” (69). In the second book, Lucy 

describes the robbery of one of the brothel’s regular customers: “the contents of the 

pocket book examined, which was found to contain 112 dollars in bank notes! One half 

of which, together with the watch ‘ma’am’ claimed as her portion; the residue was 

divided among her ‘apprentices!’” (97). She describes prostitutes as the “false fair,” and 

notes that “their object is to disguise themselves as much as possible from what they 

really are!” (69). In these descriptions, then, she does not consider what needs this 

labor might meet for its practitioners. In her view, there is no “good,” or “honest,” 

prostitute.  
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Indeed, for Lucy, her “seduction” into prostitution is more pronounced than the 

initial seduction that causes her to flee her family. Early in the story, she admits, “I was 

conscious of having forfeited the only gem that would render me respectable in the eyes 

of the world” and indicates that her seducer promises marriage only to withdraw this 

offer (62). This incident causes her to leave her family in search of a job with which she 

may support herself. In Boston, she meets with kindness in a grocer’s wife who give her 

supper, a bed for the night, and breakfast “and not a cent extracted therefor” (63). 

Though the woman also warns her of panderers, Lucy is lulled by similar kindness in the 

madam of a brothel who gives her shelter and food during her pregnancy. Once she 

decides to leave the house, Lucy realizes her situation and decries the brothel’s madam 

for deceiving her. The author writes,  

No sooner had I made my intentions known, than a thousand objections 
were started, and a thousand obstacles thrown in the way; the principal of 
which was, that my sickness had incurred a debt which out to be 
discharged before I quit the house, which, should I presume to do so, a suit 
would ensue, and I should thereby expose myself, not only to my friends, 
but to the world. (67)  

Where her seducer has taken her chastity and compromised her marriage prospects, 

the madam’s insistence that Lucy pay this debt exposes her to corruption more 

systematic and dangerous than typical seduction.  

For both authors, seduction works in both sexual and economic ways, as it did in 

the seduction plots discussed earlier. The key difference for The Factory Girl and The 

Female Marine is the location of these seductions within workplaces and enterprises 

separate from the home and the portrayal of seduction in labor relations. This change 

demonstrates that it is not the female body per se that threatens to disrupt new 

economic systems or working relationships. Instead, it is unchecked desire and self-
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interest that threaten such endeavors. In these novels, authors place less focus in 

individual encounters divorced from the larger world and more attention to 

interconnected socioeconomic forces that can be damaging to the people who come 

into contact with them.  

Describing Workplaces and Testing Evaluative Frameworks for Women’s Labor 

As Savage and The Female Marine’s author describe possible forms of labor for 

women, they create different evaluative criteria for a woman’s success in fulfilling the 

duties she assumes. Savage describes Mary Burnham’s labor in religious terms such 

that her duties in the workplace grow out of the duties she carries out faithfully and 

assiduously in the home. But Savage adds an element of evangelicism as well so that, 

through her merit, Mary appears capable of moving others to achieve. While Mary’s 

example and witness to fellow workers is self-motivated, it casts doubt on the efficacy of 

promoting men to positions of authority and offers an alternative possibility for factory 

management. In contrast, The Female Marine’s author shows Lucy taking pride in her 

achievements, and this author adapts the evaluative framework used to praise Lucy to 

the employment she held at the time. As a marine, Lucy justifies her labor as a patriotic 

duty. As a writer, she cites a moral duty to her readers. While Savage applies one 

familiar evaluative structure to her protagonist’s achievements, The Female Marine’s 

author experiments with many of them.  

Throughout The Factory Girl, Savage rarely talks about the factory itself—its 

machinery, hours of operation, the finances of its owners, etc. Instead, she concentrates 

on the human element, including relations between workers, owners, and family 

members. Penning a crucial discussion between Mrs. Burnham, Mary, a factory owner, 

and a local preacher, Savage outlines the character’s understanding of order as the 
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recognition of the world as God’s perfect creation, the adherence to God’s plan for one’s 

life, and the necessity for one to work assiduously in one’s vocation. Thus, she has little 

social or intellectual connection to the work she performs. 

Adhering to the religious framework offered, Mary adapts her Christian piety to 

the regimented work habits of the factory, and she becomes a model for discipline 

beside her inconstant, frivolous, and careless fellow workers. For her labor, Mary 

monitors multiple spindles, and the narrator indicates that her work requires little effort. 

Though focused on the temporal, Savage’s narrative occasionally lapses into the 

physical. Hot, tiresome, and boring, factory work is unquestioned in its value. Mary, and 

later Nancy, can find no better solution to manage their work than to meditate on the 

Bible. Mary works patiently and devotedly, eschewing the social intercourse practiced 

by her fellow operatives. But these operatives uncover the malleability in this definition 

of order as they pursue their own enjoyment. Responding to Mary’s work habits, they 

declare her a “stupid thing” or “wooden image” (11-12). Through these different 

approaches to labor, Savage shows the difficulty factory owners might have had getting 

workers to undertake their industrial labor without the requisite social interactions that 

they expected to bring from their previous duties. 

In contrast, the author of The Female Marine spends little time pondering the 

criteria which make up a valuable worker, partly because Lucy labors in a number of 

positions and partly because the positions are so dissimilar. Addressing her readers, 

Lucy contextualizes her success as a laborer within expectations they might have for 

her separate forms of employment. She authorizes her decision to find labor as a man 

as a lesser evil than continuing to work as a prostitute, and she delights in her 
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accomplishments working. Deciding to take work as a sailor, she finds that she 

“succeeded in doing by an artful stratagem, and entered as a marine, received my 

advance and clothing, and the next day was taken on board” (72). She also evinces an 

investment in her performance in battle; she notes, “I felt an extreme desire to render 

myself conspicuous, and to perform that which woman never before achieved” (72-3). In 

another battle she recalls, “in this engagement I did not attempt to signalize myself less 

than in the former. From the ship’s top I discharged my piece nineteen times, which, as I 

had now learnt to take pretty exact aim, must, I think, have done some execution” (74). 

Exiting service, she declares, “for nearly three years had I passed for and performed the 

duty of a marine on board a frigate…during which time I have been in three severe 

engagements, and never absented myself from my post in time of danger” (75). As she 

switches previous forms of employment for future ones, she says, “I now felt determined 

to quit the complicated scenes of busy life for rural retirement, and to exchange the 

musket for the distaff and spinning wheel” (85). 

Likewise, Mary and Lucy discuss the ways they value and use wages in the 

context of their and their families’ needs. Within The Factory Girl, Savage explores the 

difficult issues involved in choosing factory work by depicting a number of characters 

who consider working in the mill. In each case, one’s need to work and motivation for 

working is questioned. Mary Burnham starts working after the death of her father, but 

Savage is unclear about whether or not the Burnham family requires her work to 

survive. Though her grandmother, Mrs. Burnham, laments, “I shall be thinking all the 

time, what your poor father would say, were he alive, to have you get your bread in such 

a manner” (3-4), later, Savage notes that Mary works to provide unspecified “little 
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luxuries” for her grandmother (9). This ambivalence about family need actually justifies 

Mary’s decision to work in a few different ways. Because she is willing earn money for 

her grandmother’s comfort, her choice comprises a gift of sorts. Even so, the family is 

close enough to poverty to assure that her place in the factory is valid.  

Mary’s decision to engage in paid labor is only one of many instances in which 

Savage focuses on child labor and family need. During a visit to the Burnham house, 

one of the factory owners, Dr. Mandeville, bemoans the parents who, “tempted” by 

wages, “deprive their offspring of the advantages of education; and, for an immediate 

supply of pressing wants, [rob] them of their just rights—for the benefit of those publick 

[sic] schools, which were founded peculiarly for the advantage of the poor” (37). Here 

again, Savage is vague about what an “immediate supply of pressing wants” might 

entail. Likewise, she fails to articulate how these wants might otherwise be relieved. 

Later in the novel, Mary and her Aunt Holden must consider putting the Holden children 

out to work. Saddled with the additional burden of these dependents on household 

finances, Aunt Holden contends that they should be sent to the mill. Decrying the 

“disreputable crowd” of factory workers, though, Mary argues that they would be better 

employed in service to local families (94-5). Here, their confusion over which situation 

might best serve the children highlights the instability readers may have felt about new 

working relationships and their implications for children’s adulthood success. 

In The Female Marine, the author justifies Lucy’s labor and earnings in a few 

different ways. He shows her becoming a marine to escape prostitution and has her 

authorize her earnings from this endeavor by referencing her performance of duties. 

The monies she earns writing are validated by the moral good that her memoirs may 
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have on readers. Therefore, the “wages and prizes” that Lucy earns are all logically 

connected to the event that occasioned her entry into men’s labor—seduction and 

prostitution.  

As the author describes her deciding how to spend her earnings, he is more 

ambivalent. Brewer observes, “I had yet left a principal part of my prize money and 

wages, in addition to which the sale of the first edition of my adventures had added 

something to my funds; I therefore calculated while I remained in the city not to deprive 

myself of any reasonable enjoyment, as it was probably the last excursion of the kind I 

should ever make” (88). While her decision to tour the Southern states using this money 

provides an interesting plot point for her narrative, it is not a necessary expense.  

Showing their women protagonists working beside men, Savage and the author 

of The Female Marine position them as possible regulating presence in the workplace. 

Sacrificing her free time for her grandmother’s comfort, Mary considers her labor in 

religious terms. In Lovell’s reading, he maintains that Mary sees her “work” not in the 

physical labor she performs but in the spiritual influence she has on her fellow workers. 

He indicates that her work habits “[reflect] the connection between etiquette and 

economics” and that “the next step of the novel is to show that the factory can even 

provide a forum for inculcating and fostering these virtues in other people” (11). As she 

shows Mary’s hard work offering greater benefits to the company than any of the other 

operatives, Savage indicates a possible way for women to be valued in capitalist 

enterprise. In a similar manner, though Lucy’s work among men is more fantastic, the 

author makes associations between her work aboard ship and her regulation of society 

in standing up for Miss West.  
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The Place of Suffering and Charity in the Life of a Laborer 

As the authors of The Factory Girl and The Female Marine build their narratives, 

they articulate a vision of a worker’s appropriate behavior that depends, in part, on 

voluntary suffering. Mary works long hours on machinery without complaining, and Lucy 

compares her work aboard ship with that of the other (men) sailors. At points, their 

voluntary suffering is balanced by charity, either in the form of workers giving of their 

wages to the less fortunate or in business owners’ references to their place in the work 

relationship. The two elements of suffering and charity are important because they are a 

means of tempering laborers’ desire for money by showing their willingness to work and 

to share their earnings.  

Penning an important conversation with visitors to the Burnham house, Savages 

gives a way of thinking about how operatives view their relationships to owners and 

their spiritual selves. Initially, the visit of Dr. Mandeville (one of the factory owners) and 

Mr. Seymore (the new preacher) seems like a purely social call, but the ensuing 

discussion relates directly to the factory. This fictional conversation between those in 

differing positions of power has some of historical precedent. Tucker notes that Samuel 

Slater “experimented with a variety of ownership, management, and labor schemes, 

some of them borrowed from his British past, other suggested by his partners, William 

Almy and Smith (and, later, Obadiah) Brown, or by the householders in his work force” 

(15). In this conversation, Savage represents the different interests of those connected 

to the factory. Mary stands for one face of “the worker” as she labors on her family’s 

behalf. Though she is an asset to the factory owner, she also symbolizes the future 

families who will bring both a need for clothing and may provide new workers for the 

spinning mill. Mrs. Burnham embodies both dependent family and a previous generation 
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of textile manufacture. As a practicing doctor, Dr. Mandeville represents both attention 

to physical health and access to paid labor. And, finally, the preacher, Mr. Seymore, 

signifies consideration for spiritual health.  

Throughout this scene, the characters discuss religious instruction and their 

desire for others to comport themselves following Christian principles. Consistently, their 

focus on factory concerns touches on the fitness of God’s plan and His ordering of 

nature, and they use religious rhetoric to describe appropriate social and economic 

behavior. Far from being a completely equitable exchange, though, this conversation 

synthesizes the power relationships among those involved in the factory and the wider 

community. And, as the didactic core of the text, this scene establishes the standards 

by which all characters’ actions are judged.  

As they converse, the characters question the motivations of others and the 

propriety of their actions. Dr. Mandeville voices his worries about needy parents who 

place their children in factory work without consideration for their education. In his 

interpretation of their “choice,” parents are to blame for child labor because they are 

supposedly too weak-willed to resist money while simultaneously being unable to 

provide for their families themselves. As Amireh notes, “the novel ignores the fact that at 

the time manufacturers themselves actively recruited children for their factories and 

were praised by prominent advocates of manufacture for employing those who 

otherwise would be idle” (26). Indeed, Mandeville orients himself in this story not as a 

factory owner, but as a father; as a result, his frustration ostensibly flows not from his 

investments in industry but from a presumably shared sense of correct parenting 

behavior. Locating the ills of child labor in parents’ moral failings, Dr. Mandeville 
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obscures the advantage he reaps in employing children. And, by controlling the story of 

child labor, he extends his power from the economic realm to the narrative one. More 

importantly, this assignment of blame underscores Dr. Mandeville’s belief system: he 

advocates the exercise of personal discipline.   

Likewise, Mr. Seymore, the preacher, encourages readings of scripture that 

emphasize how Christian principles can naturally be seen to influence one’s labor in the 

factory. He recounts an incident in which a young girl reads the story of Job: “when she 

arrived at the highest point of his suffering, [she] clasped her little hands and exclaimed, 

(while her whole countenance was expressive of fearful apprehension,) ‘Oh! I am afraid 

now he will curse God’” (30). Here, the girl fears that Job is not willing to suffer enough 

to fulfill God’s plan for his life. And Seymore recounts the young girl’s experience to 

show that even the youngest of believers can be persuaded to suffer. Using Job as a 

template, then, a worthy worker is one who will be willing to take on a good deal of 

suffering to earn wages necessary to sustain life and for the promise of a job (Job) well 

done. 

In Dr. Mandeville’s and Mr. Seymore’s readings of scripture, the emphasis on 

moral lessons helps establish their rhetorical power, especially in relation to the 

suffering caught up in child labor. They “create” parable by presenting their judgments 

of others’ behavior as instructive stories, in this case, that a reader should respond 

appropriately to Job’s failing. In this instance, Seymore’s moralizing gesture is in 

keeping with the activity of tract societies of the time that published simple stories in 

which the piety of worthy characters was rewarded and the sins of the wicked were 

punished.   
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In The Female Marine, suffering takes on a completely different cast; the author 

shows that, for Lucy, it is no necessary part of her employment duties. Instead, it is 

associated with corrupt enterprise itself, which, for this particular narrative, entails 

prostitution. Portraying Lucy’s disgust with prostitution, the author is careful to direct it 

outward. Though Lucy describes “[her] sinful career” (68), the faults belong to others in 

the same profession. As an introduction, she distinguishes “first class of ladies…” (68). 

In this extended description, she describes lewdness, wickedness, and dissipation, a 

system within which “amorous youth” are robbed by “arch hags” (68-9). Describing the 

sufferings of these prostitutes, the author sidesteps actual descriptions of sex work and, 

instead, shows it as a certain effect of the labor itself. Lucy recalls, “there are but few of 

these girls, however young, but can boast of having been half a dozen times under the 

hands of a doctor, as many times in prison, and probably three or four times an 

inhabitant of the almshouse” (70). In this treatment of suffering, the author envisions it 

coming directly from a system that is physically and economically damaging at its core. 

Indeed, in none of the other employment Lucy takes on does she describe or value 

suffering.   

Dr. Mandeville proposes a solution to the problem of unlettered children 

working—he offers to fund a Sunday school where child laborers will receive instruction 

necessary to make them hardworking and successful adults. He supports inculcating 

“the hope of rising into eminence,” arguing that “next to religion it is the best security for 

honest industry and laudable exertion” (37-8). He rewards Mary’s exemplary factory 

labor by putting her in charge of this Sunday school. Far from being an alternative to 

child labor, though, his solution adds to the children’s responsibility. They are still 
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expected to work six days a week but will give up their Sunday for education as well. As 

a result, the Sunday school extends discipline, a fact that is reflected in the narrator’s 

initial observation that, “a general directing army or emperor giving laws wasn’t more 

happy” than Mary giving “her simple regulations and humble instructions” to her 

students (52). Though Savage quickly qualifies her metaphors, it is clear that Mary 

progresses instruction aimed to make children obedient, disciplined, and industrious.   

In The Factory Girl, suffering is read through a lens of necessity, and it holds an 

interesting place for current and potential factory workers. Though Savage rarely 

describes the actual work that operatives undertake, early in the novel, the narrator 

notes, “[Mary’s] employment, which was reeling cotton, was neither difficult nor 

laborious, and Mary thought if she had not been a stranger, she should have felt quite 

happy” (11). Within this observation, the narrator defines “hardship” as the strangeness 

of Mary’s situation in an unfamiliar workplace such that suffering comes in the 

separation from her grandmother. Even as the physical difficulty of Mary’s work is 

denied, though, the narrator marks its reality through her mental displacements. While 

Mary works at the factory, she thinks only with fondness of her grandmother, and it is 

not until she is reunited with Mrs. Burnham at night that she “remember[s] there was 

any labor, or were any privations, attending her new situation” (10). Because Mary 

willingly recalls these privations within the safety of the home, they become a valuable 

measure of her piety and fortitude. But Savage goes further to show that suffering as a 

result of one’s labor can be commendable. As Mary works, her patience and strength 

act as a form of religious witness: Nancy Raymond indicates that she is “never gloomy 

and ill-tempered” and that “when her spools [are] tangled, she [does not] get angry with 
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them” (12). In this reading of work, Nancy sees the spools not only as industrial tools of 

production but that which tests Mary’s spiritual and physical resolve. 

In contrast to Mary, William Raymond and many of the other factory workers are 

characterized as poor workers with weak character. Often, Savage shows these 

operatives being careless, catty, and self-involved, and this association of character 

with work ethic helps the narrator ignore the effects of the factory on workers. Amireh 

argues that the narrator blames workers for their fatigue: “for instance, the workers look 

haggard, not because they work fourteen hours a day, but rather because they go to 

late-night dances and generally lead an undisciplined life” (26). Here, the organized and 

systematic nature of the factory contrasts with the disorganized and imperfect workforce 

that staffs it. As a result, it is clear that Mary is not only valued for her piety but for the 

regularity with which she performs paid labor that arises out of that piety.  

In many ways, charity is intertwined with suffering. Mary begins working in the 

factory not out of extreme need, but to make her grandmother more comfortable. 

Additionally, she gives to other when she can, and one of the recipients of her charity is 

Cato. Mary argues that the dance is a waste of money, recalling to William, “Yesterday 

when poor old Cato came to the door, and asked for something—only a few pence to 

buy him a supper, you told him you had nothing for beggars” (17). She counsels William 

that his care of Cato will bring greater joy than he would experience at the dance, 

showing that she values Cato’s comfort over her own frivolity. Exasperated, William 

asks, “But would you never…have us take any pleasure?” (17). In effect, William’s 

question about pleasure forms the counterpoint to the rumination “how much suffering is 
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enough?” Where Mary earns her money for others’ use, he seems to work to fund his 

enjoyment. 

In The Female Marine, the author discusses the worth of charity as well. Lucy 

Brewer valorizes the charity given her by the grocer’s wife early in the novel. This 

incidence of aid contrasts with false assistance of a brothel owner. In the second 

narrative, the author shows Lucy, disguised as an officer, interrogating the madam 

about this situation. When asked about Lucy Brewer, the prostitute, the Beldam replies 

that “I took her in, and out of pure charity, consented to board her until she should 

sufficiently recover” (92). She then upends the meaning of charity, arguing “but how 

disposed was this ungrateful jilt to repay me for my kindness! After residing nearly five 

months with me, for which I had not received a single cent” (92). Instead of defining 

charity as assistance given selflessly and without thought of remuneration, the Beldam 

considers charity a form of reciprocal support.  

After Lucy escapes the brothel, she finds occasion to comment further on charity. 

When she mentions to Mr. West that she has decided to visit the city to see “curiosities” 

and “innocent amusements,” he takes her to the Alms-House. She recalls, “here were 

supported at public expense a large number of miserable dependents; some of whom 

probably by unavoidable misfortune, and a great proportion by their extravagance and 

intemperance, had reduced themselves to a state of penury and want” (90). She sees 

an old acquaintance, Scotch Maria, who she describes as miserable, and she declares 

that “such inevitably will be the fate of those who now by vile prostitution gain their 

bread, unless preserved by a seasonable reformation” (90). In this scene, the author 

depicts Lucy equivocating about charity. While Lucy acknowledges the “misfortune” of 
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some residents, she decries the “extravagance” of others and seems to include Scotch 

Maria in this company. As a result, she seems to imply that her unconventional escape 

from prostitution is more laudable than others’ resistance on public assistance. 

Equally important, though, is Mr. West’s perception of an Alms-house visit as a 

curiosity or innocent amusement. From this standpoint, charity gives way to spectacle, 

and, instead of considering the myriad situations that could have occasioned the 

suffering of the inhabitants, Lucy passes judgment on them. The author’s decision to 

have Lucy ignore those who are hurting illustrates how one may divorce one’s self from 

previous pains. In this situation, then, Lucy does not offer charity to the less fortunate 

nor does she advocate for any system that may protect prostitutes or others who 

experience personal or economic misfortunes.      

In these novels, suffering is valued in a few different ways. While Savage initially 

shows suffering as a valuable test of one’s spirit, eventually, this conception of physical 

labor breaks down. Starting with her factory duties, Mary adds the work of teaching a 

Sunday school, and she also volunteers to nurse her friend, Mrs. Danforth, thorough a 

fatal sickness. Though the narrator attributes Mary’s collapse to her most recent work 

as nursemaid, the reader may easily recall the consistent demands put on her time and 

energy. As she recovers, Mary misses work for four months. While ostensibly 

commendable, Mary’s attempt to fulfill the multiple needs of family, work, and 

community is literally incapacitating; her example begs the question of how much 

work—or, more appropriately, how much suffering—is enough. In The Female Marine, 

suffering is a direct result of fraud and avarice; in the context of prostitution as a form of 

remunerative labor, this point is important. Given Lucy’s characterization of this labor, 
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there is no “good” or exemplary prostitute because the work, itself, is corrupt. But this 

labor is also intimately tied to the expectations for young women’s virtue such that, 

because of their shame, they may be consumed within this system. While decrying 

prostitution, then, the author is also faulting one avenue of thinking that puts 

economically vulnerable women in prostitution’s path.  

Tentative Pronouncements 

In The Factory Girl and The Female Marine, the authors provide some intriguing 

ideas about ways to value women in the workplace. Depicting Mary’s singular though 

exemplary behavior in the factory, Savage uncovers the power dynamics that are at 

work in the ruling definition of order. Central to Savage’s discussion of order is merit, 

and she shows the problems inherent in using patriarchy as the means for determining 

factory management and conceptually ordering nineteenth-century families. In a similar 

manner, the author of The Female Marine shows Lucy Brewer escaping seduction and 

then prostitution by challenging societal assumptions of women’s abilities to labor and 

violating restrictions of gendered forms of employment. In the process, she proves her 

personal worth and implicitly indicates the possibilities for mixed gender workplaces.  

Each of these novels accomplishes its visionary work from different vantage 

points. Savage’s project is simultaneously progressive and conservative; though she 

values Mary’s potential, Savage’s religious rhetoric never explicitly articulates and 

advocates the rights of laborers. She indicates that “religion is an operative principle,” 

and Mary’s superlative example as an operative in her mixed-gender workplace offers a 

possible place for women to be valued in capitalist enterprise. Indeed, her labor offers 

greater benefits to the company than does that of her [boss] who seduces another 

employee and runs off with her. Regardless, this “next step” that Mary might take to 
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become a manager never seems possible, and, once Mary leaves the factory, her 

example does not appear to have any lasting influence.  

More wildly invested in its protagonist’s perilous journey through different forms 

of seduction, the author of The Female Marine depicts Lucy seeking labor out of 

necessity, then curiosity, and finally sense of adventure. More liberal in its approach to 

women’s possibilities as laborers, The Female Marine implies that adequate work is just 

a wardrobe and persona change away. When Lucy resumes her cross-dressing to 

travel south, she does so to pursue her own interests, not out of necessity. Moreover, 

Lucy’s ability to adapt her labor contrasts to the stasis of those who, like Scotch Maria in 

the alms-house, must rely on others for support. Likewise, when she decides to return 

home and recommences her daughter’s duties in the home, she does so voluntarily. As 

a result, the author provides a more comprehensive way of rethinking women’s abilities 

and values their wishes as primary motivators before their actual needs.   

As both novels attest, though, opportunities for women to attain paid employment 

do not necessarily guarantee their enjoyment of their labors. As Mary moves between 

home and factory, her piety enables her to protect her family investments. While Lovell 

emphasizes the “salutary view of wage labor,” arguing that Mary’s “participation in 

productive activity [is] an expression of an almost innate human drive” and “the basis for 

the constitution of self” (1), I believe that Mary’s experience as a factory worker 

uncovers problems with paid labor in general and the factory system in particular. 

Though working out of duty to her family, Mary finds no real satisfaction in factory work, 

and, once she finds her calling by becoming a teacher, her talents are undervalued in a 

job that pays her little. Similarly, though the author of The Female Marine portrays Lucy 
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enjoying her labors as a marine, the protective measure afforded by her change of 

clothing is a thin one. Already wronged by one seducer and working as a prostitute for 

any number of male laborers, Lucy does not conceive the dangers she might run should 

her disguise be uncovered. Nor does she consider how her competition with men 

affects the job market.  

In the end, The Factory Girl and The Female Marine articulate some possibilities 

for their readers to think about when imagining women working outside of the home. 

Though their narratives do not influence formula fiction or offer writing advocating 

workers’ rights, the authors show a fascinating range of ideas being forwarded following 

the War of 1812. In addition, they provide possible frameworks through which women’s 

labor might be valued. For these reasons, and many more, The Factory Girl and The 

Female Marine deserve further study.   
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CONCLUSION 

Ultimately, my dissertation contributes to past and continuing scholarship 

concerning the novel’s relation to economic systems in a few different ways. In Rise of 

the Novel, Ian Watt argues that the novel came about during a modern age of capital 

investment, and I extend his work to observe ways that various American authors 

embedded information about economizing decisions women might make and 

opportunities to labor they might find into novels featuring seduction plots. In addition, in 

Desire and Domestic Fiction: a Political History of the Novel, Nancy Armstrong indicates 

how the novel influenced ideas about women’s agency, and I show the seduction plot 

reflecting the difficulty women might have maintaining their homes and families, and, by 

association, their supportive economic bases. Finally, I offer a gendered reading of 

adaptive labor to Joseph Fichtelberg’s work and a fuller consideration of women’s labor 

to Karen Weyler’s.  

As I have shown in this project, the seduction plot of the early Republic was 

uniquely framed to envision negotiations between a woman’s behavior and her 

economizing actions and labor, between a protagonist’s present realities and her visions 

for the future. To be sure, not all authors provided explicit details of their protagonists’ 

finances or paid labor alternatives, but, as fallen women lamented their seeming fates, 

questions about other options they might take crop up in the margins. The seduction 

plot that William Hill Brown, Susanna Rowson, and Hannah Webster Foster employed, 

though, had limits. To achieve the moral lessons offered in the prefaces to their novels, 

authors had to portray their seduced protagonists dying or going mad. This narrative 

resolution helped balance the potentially salacious subject matter with an authorial 

mandate to guide readers (while earning money in the process). More importantly, the 
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seduction plot invited multiple readings. For women inhabiting or aspiring to middling-

class status during the eighteenth century, these novels offered lessons about the 

economic and affective decisions that might be made in a time of crisis. And the specter 

of the prostitute that hovered at the narratives’ edges operated in a few useful ways.  

By alluding to a fallen woman’s possible turn to prostitution or by depicting 

prostitutes as minor characters, authors implied that women were vulnerable to sexual 

pressure and became more vulnerable at times of economic crisis. As a plot device, 

seduction concatenated variations of illicit sexual behavior, including rape, under the 

rubric of victim blame. Authors’ placement of these plots in novels driven by sentiment 

allowed both readers’ sympathy for victims as well as their acknowledgment of women’s 

their compromised agency in physical matters. These realizations are important 

because, though protagonists in the novels studies are not always employed in paid 

labor, they are surrounded by women whose labor is automatically marked with sexual 

danger.  

For a number of the novels I discuss, prostitution defines the worst case scenario 

of a woman’s apparent affective or economic failure, and authors explicitly or implicitly 

glimpse prostitutes laboring at their narratives’ edges. Nevertheless, two important 

factors could worsen a woman’s turn to prostitution. Just as eighteenth century women 

had little agency fending of sexual advances, they often lacked sufficient legal support 

to allow them earn legitimate money. As a result, they turned to an underground 

economy whose operations included prostitution. Furthermore, women without family 

members to turn to lacked the business connections that would support their trade. 

Even if a woman achieved femme sole status, she might not find the supply chain or 
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customers for her trade. Though Joseph Fichtelberg indicates that the model individual 

would need to be “supple” in times of economic crises, I maintain that most authors 

allude to societal discomfort with the prostitution that is implicated in this suppleness.    

Reading novels including The Power of Sympathy, Charlotte Temple, and The 

Coquette, I believe that the expectation that a fallen protagonist die shows the limits of 

propriety encountered by authors and understood by readers. For a woman to 

successfully maintain middling class status, her appropriate behavior was important. 

Because of this, I argue that a seduced protagonist’s afterlife had to be unarticulable 

within the world of the novel. Regardless, I maintain that readers could imagine it and 

acknowledge the working women, prostitutes included, that continued to live and labor 

after setbacks at each novel’s periphery. This ability of the seduction plot to invite 

multiple reader assessments, to let them imagine what is not articulated, signals ways in 

which women might balance the decorum that will come to mark middle class existence 

with the adaptive labor and economizing that wives and daughters had to perform to 

help keep families solvent.  

Though the seduction plot of early American novels bore particular historical 

expectations, authors employed it in different ways to recast the agency of women 

within seduction or reimagine different ways to value them. From gothic to epistolary to 

picaresque novels, the seduction plot offered some degree of plasticity. Though fallen 

women were expected to die or go mad, authors could upend this expectation. For 

example, while readers could mourn the tragedies experienced by the Mrs. Whartons 

and Mr. Temples who lose the economic support of their daughters’ marriages, they 

could also celebrate the few Dorcasinas who escape seduction. In addition, authors 
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found occasion to offer alternatives to marriage as the expectation of a woman’s 

successful ending. Tabitha Tenney and Charles Brockden Brown show their 

protagonists Dorcasia Sheldon and Constantia Dudley forming emotionally and 

financially supportive bonds outside of a normative marital expectation. 

Over time, authors including Brown and Rebecca Rush exposed some 

underlying assumptions of the seduction plot, which, I believe, formed an important step 

in its fall to subplot status. Reading Ormond and Kelroy, one sees seduction in the 

context of courtship and marriage market operations pushed to its logical limits. Unable 

to sway Constantia to sleep with him, Ormond attempts to rape her. Brown then depicts 

Constantia stabbing him in response, putting an end to the myth that his advances are 

somehow invited or her fault. Similarly, portraying the pitched battle for dominance in 

the engagement of Emily and Kelroy, Rush shows the degree to which competition and 

financial issues can operate in marital negotiations. Through these scenes, Brown and 

Rush indicate that the most important dangers to women are not their inherent 

vulnerability but systems which would take advantage of them.  

Another important event which may have caused authors to abandon the use of 

seduction in main plot status was the founding of reformation houses for the conversion 

of prostitutes. Rodney Hessinger indicates that reformation houses provided institutional 

and systematic support for ex-prostitutes including food, clothing, and shelter, and 

education that would make them fit for domestic work. In terms of social narratives, 

these institutions provided a new possibility for the fallen woman’s story, one which 

shifted its focus from her loss of life and sanity through sin to the regeneration of her 

spirit and reclamation of her body for productive labor. Supported by adequate funding 
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and shared religious initiative, this conversion narrative authorized a return of the fallen 

woman to society that was never conceptually available to the seduction plot. However 

compelling the new narrative of the prostitute might have been, it is important to 

remember that reformation houses also gave prostitutes a new way of making money. 

At the same time that the project of prostitutes’ reformation was unfolding, new 

wage labor opportunities were opening for middling class women. In The Factory Girl, 

Sarah Savage shows one way in which the societal desire to meld its existing means of 

valuing middling class daughters to the rigors of the workplace might be accomplished. 

She characterizes devoted daughter and granddaughter Mary Burnham as an ideal 

wage laborer, perhaps someone whose example might lead others in the workplace. 

Though the portrayal of middling class women working would not filter into authors’ later 

novels, Savage’s characterization of Mary would find its echoes in the writings of the 

Lowell factory worker who started journals to publish their own writings. In a different 

manner, the author of The Female Marine offers a fallen woman imaginatively and 

independently escaping prostitution, and these writings indicate multiple ways in which 

women’s labor might be valued.  

Ultimately, I see the work of the seduction plot and authors’ challenges to it as an 

early means of articulating how daughters and wives might economize and adapt their 

labor to the expectations of markets and capital investment. Seduction called to readers’ 

minds the economic dangers that might confront readers and their compromised, but 

possible agency, in addressing obstacles. Depicting and valuing companionate love, 

authors evoked a form of emotion that could also be an evaluative criteria and set of 

marital expectations that could materially support women were sympathy might not. 
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Moreover, while seduction seemed to involve the private, intimate relations of two 

individuals, authors showed how it belied the important social, affective, economic, and 

legal associations of the men and women involved. In the end, I argue that seduction 

plots helped women readers consider the fine balancing act between virtuous behavior 

and rational economizing and labor that they had to perform to retain middling class 

status until the systematic, institutional structures were put in place to stabilize it.  
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